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ACCURACY

Modern styling in light
grey with legible black

engraving.

RELIABILITY

Constructed to withstand adverse climatic
conditions.

The Mk.

Ever ready case, including leads, prods and
clips.

Improved internal
assemblies.
Re -styled

scale plate for
rapid reading.
easy
2 basic scales, each
2.5 inches in length.
New standards of accuracy, using an individual
calibrated scale plate
d .c. ranges 2.25% f.s.d.
a.c. ranges 2.75 ", f.s.d.

a

multiplier

2500V d.c.
and 5, 10

and 25A shunts for
d.c. current measurement.

MULTIMINOR

is an

MULTIMINOR

Available accessories
'include

4

entirely new version of this famous
Avo instrument and supersedes all
previous models. It is styled on modem lines, with new high standards of
accuracy, improved internal assemblies, and incorporating panclimatic
properties.
The instrument is supplied in an attractive
black carrying case, which also houses a pair
of leads with interchangeable prods and clips,
and an instruction booklet. It is packed in an
attractive display carton. Robust real leather
cases are available, if required, in two sizes,
one to take the instrument with leads, clips
and prods, and the other to house these and
also a high voltage multiplier and a d.c. shunt.

-A

f.s.d. in 5 ranges
D.C. Current: 100µA f.s.d.
A.C. Voltage: 10V f.s.d. -1,000 f.s.d. in 5 ranges
D.C. Voltage: 2.5V f.s.d. -1,000 f.s.d. in 6 ranges
-IOOmV f.s.d.
D.C. Millivolt range: 0

-

For full details
AVOCET HOUSE

Resistance:

Sensitivity:

MII in 2 ranges using I.SV cell.
10,0001I /V on d.c. Voltage ranges.
1,0000 /V on a.c. Voltage ranges.

0 -2

of this great new pocket-size instrument, write for descriptive leaflet.
-

92 -96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD

-

LONDON, S.W.I

-

Tel.: VICtoria 3404

r

MM 17

FOR

THE

AMATEURS

RADIO STATION

Better, Brighter,
Picture Tubes

Illustrated
S

BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT
excepting glass
bit
instrument

inch detachable

soldering

List No.

70

Combined Protective Unit
with Wiper Abrasion Pad
and Solder Reel

List No.

12ín....

L4. 10.0

15 -17in.

L5.15.0

12ín....

ADCÓLq

15 -17ín.

...

L3. 0.0

I4in.

L4.10.0

21ín.

...
...

L4. 0.0

L6.10.0

and Insurance 10 -.

ADCOLA HOUSE
GAUDEN ROAD

S.T.S. Ltd.

LONDON, S.W.4
Telegrams

L7.15.0

All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage

(Regd, Trades Mark)

"SOLIOINT, LONDON S.W.4"

L5. 5.0

...

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

Apply SALES & SERVICE

Telephones:

. . .

I

New Silver Screen and Aluminising. All makes
Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar,
Emitron, etc.

700

MACauley 4272 -3101

4m.

21ín.

British

& Foreign

35

POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,

Patents, Registered
Designs, etc.

Telephone:
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THIS MAKES
MONEY FOR YOU

TELEVISION

RADIO

RADIOGRAMS
RADIOS

CAR

TAPE RECORDERS

FOR YEARS TO COME !

RECORD

REPRODUCERS
MODELS
TO

1963 8401(
1956 IN
SEVEN

NARD WEggINC

VOLUMES

A REAL MONEY -SPINNER

VITAL TO THE SHREWD RADIOMAN

Newnes

RADIO
and TV

Servicing
Over
50,000
sold !
Now comes the greatest
edition of all.

This New 11th Edition of Newnes famous
repair set equips you for quicker servicing and more profit! With sets capable
of giving longer service you need this
data more than ever. It is your constant
reference to sets marketed over the past
eight years-always at hand instead of
loose paper data so easily mislaid or
destroyed. To -day there are also more
radios and transistor portables, stereo
radiograms, record reproducers, tape
recorders, car radios than ever before
-all needing expert service from time
to time. Newnes RADIO & TV SERVICING provides you with data and
information needed for years to come.
Prove this Investment now by 7 days'
Free Trial.

Over 4,500 Pages of Circuits, Component Layout
Diagrams, Quick -Ref Data and Latest Technical
Developments

DATA FOR ALL THESE MAKES

Ace, Ajax, Alba, Ambassador, Argosy, Armstrong, Baird,
Beethoven, Berec, Brayhead, B.R.C., B.S.R., Bush, Capitol,

GIVEN WITH EVERY SET
Newnes TV ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK

Champion, Channel, Collaro, Cossor, Cyldon, Dansette, Decca,
(Value 1216)
Defiant, Dynatron, E.A.R., Eddystone, Ekco, Elizabethan,
An invaluable companion
Elpico, Emerson, E.M.I., Emisonic, English Electric, Ever Ready,
to your set for on- the -spot
repairs. 272 pages of refFerguson, Ferranti, Fidelity, Ford Motor Co., Garrard, G.B.C.,
erence
data on installing,
G.E.C., Gramdeck, Grundig, H.M.V., Invicta,
fauta- tracing and repairi 1g,
K -B, Magnavox, Marconiphone, Masteradio,
servicing equipment, etc.
McCarthy, McMichael, Motorola, Murphy,
Geo.
Newnes
Ltd., If under 21 your father must fill
Pageant, Pam, Perdio, Peto Scott, Philco,
15 -17 Long Acre,
coupon.
If marred woman your
Philips, Pilot, Portadyne, Portogram, Pye,
London. W.C.2.
must fill it up.
Send
me
Newnes
Radiomobile, Raymond, Regentone, R.G.D.,
RADIO AND TELERoberts' Radio, Sobel, Sony, Sound, SpencerVISION SERVICING Full name
H
West, Stella, Stereosound, Strad, Ultra, Vidor,
(in 7 Volumes) and TV (BLOCK LEITERS)
ENGINEERS POCKVolmar, Walter, Webcor, Zenith.
ET BOOK without
.

up this

husband

--

Mr.

{Mrs.

Miss

Address

EVERY PURCHASER RECEIVES
2 YEARS FREE

ADVICE

W
i

U'c

U

a/J

mor
.r,Vlakws

W

obligation to purchase.
I will return them in
11 days or send 16/- de-8
posit 8 days after Occupation
delivery, then twenty
monthly subscriptions
of 16s., paying £ 16.16s.
in all. Alternatively, Signature
R
in 8 days I will remit
the full cash price of

rides' stem eteitmlle
Tie address or left

'

L

£16.16s
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My Property
Rented unfurnished

Parents' Pores

Punished

(RV) 40/98

teem.

Temporary Address

h-
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REBUILT

AND

RESCREENED

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Complete with all new components excepting glass
FOR QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S
LARGEST GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUIL I
CATHODE RAY TUBES
SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, S.W.15.
Tel: Vandyke 4304/5267

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
477/483 OLDHAM ROAD,
MANCHESTER, 10.
Tel: Collyhurst 4412

VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD
25 ADDINGTON SQUARE
CAMBERWELL, S.E.5
Tel: Rodney 7550/7559
ALL TYPES
12

-

KEEN PRICES

MONTHS' GUARANTEE

-

PROMPT DELIVERY
WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Weston Hart Ltd.
236/8 Fratton Road

Chester Radio
11 City Road
Chester
Tel: Chester 24727

Fylde Television Services
460 Talbor Road

Lawsons Ltd.

Taylors
162 Eastney Road
Milton, Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 35000

R. Watson

Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 24125
36 Cornhill

Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
Tel: Bury St. Edmunds 3304

Blackpool
Tel: Blackpool 31159
Leathern Bottel
Wavenden, Woburn. Sands, Bucks
Tel: Woburn Sands 2027

Clements Street
Rochdale, Lancs.
Tel: Rochdale 48484

Millards Southern Rentals
3 High Street
Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: Aldershot 20408

J. Wildhore Ltd.

11

Wizard Productions
16 Withy Grove
Manchester
Tel: Dea 2772

Lucketts of Banbury
57a/58a High Street
Banbury, Oxon
Tel: Banbury 2813

T. Barratt & Co. Ltd.
Mill Street

Radiovision (NewForest) Ltd.
The Croft
Burley, Hants.
Tel: Burley 2128

Electrical Marketing Co. Ltd.
12a College Square North
Belfast I
Tel: Belfast 33340

G. M. Carlow Ltd.

M. & G. Trade Services
23 Boscombe Grove Road
Bournemouth, Hants.
Tel: Bournemouth 37184

R.E.D. Ltd.
Waltham Street
Crewe
Tel: Crewe 4364

Cotton T.V. Service Ltd.
63/65 Oundle Road

J. H. Sunderland
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6/12 Peter Street
Oldham
Tel: Mai 4475

Sutton Coldfield
Tel: Sutton Coldfield 1192/3

Hurst Green Road
Bentley Heath, Solihull
Tel: Knowle 2742
3

Peterborough
Tel: Peterborough 2169
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correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed to The Editor,
"Practical Television ", George Newnes
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
London, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the
design of radio and television apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers
in touch with the latest developments,
we give no warranty that apparatus
described in our columns is not the subject of lettera patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in
"Practical Television" is specifically
reserved
throughout
the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations
of any of these are therefore expressly
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Nation Shall Speak Peace Unto
Nation
THE first London Festival of World Television, held recently,
broke new ground. Apart from being the first television
festival in which awards of merit were not made, it was the
first in which completely comprehensive technical facilities were
provided for displaying on closed circuit TV to the largely
professional audience, television pictures in the same manner as
seen on the monitors of the originating television station.
Delegates from TV stations all over the world attended.
No item was excluded for reasons of technical convenience.
The organisers decided from the start that programmes must be
viewed on the electronic apparatus for which they were intended.
This presented the Festival's Technical Committee with a large
number of problems in providing equipment for handling
different line standards of magnetic television tape, different
gauges of film (directly photographed or telerecorded), different
mains frequencies -and even different languages.
The result was a technical triumph, and great credit is due to
the combined engineering talent of the BBC, 1TA and various
Independent Television companies, under the chairmanship of
Mr. C. A. Marshall of the Television Society.
Many companies provided equipment and personnel for the
operation, and the British Film Institute made available their
splendid National Film Theatre on the South Bank of the
Thames. This theatre is already equipped with apparatus for
the projection of films of various gauges and types of sound track.
It also possesses sound facilities for language translation,
with headphone distribution in separate circuits to eight groups
of seats, enabling (including the loudspeakers) nine languages to
be distributed, if necessary. Two only were used on this occasion.
All of these facilities demonstrate the great possibilities of
closed circuit television for international occasions, whether they
be for summit conferences, Parliamentary debates, sporting
events like the Olympic Games, or any major event of world
interest.
The BBC's motto-"Nation Shall Speak Peace Unto
Nation "-is coming to fruition, vision giving it the impact
that sound alone lacked.
The experience gained at the first London Festival of World
Television has given a pointer to the future, to the broader use of
television technology in international relations. Usage as an
industrial aid to productivity, in the sciences of ergonomics and
cybernetics, data processing, and the like, is already well established. In its use as a cultural aid for the exchange of ideas, the
Festival has broken new ground. Let us hope that the initiative
and leadership exercised by the British Film Institute will be
continued next year, and that the second London Festival of
World Television will maintain the lead now established for
this event.
Carry on, B.F.I.

!
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Our next issue dated March will be published on February 21st.
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES FOR ADULTS
1

the agreement of the
\" ITHIndependent
Television

Authority,

Southern Television

is currently producing an experi-

mental series of 12 Adult Educational programmes dealing with
English Literature.
The object of the experiment
is to assess the value of active
rather than passive, use of educational television for adults by
means of programmes designed
to supplement and help the work
of teachers at evening classes
provided by the various educational bodies and authorities. It
is for this reason that the early
evening transmission time of
7 p.m. has been chosen. The programmes will, however, also aim
to be attractive. and of value to
viewers at home who wish either
to follow the whole course independently or to view intermittently.

The Ministry of Education, at
whose request the series is being
undertaken, is to regard this a9
" a controlled experiment " in the
use of television for adult education and has agreed to give finaneducation
to
assistance
cial
authorities for the provision of
tutors. All such authorities within the Southern Television reception area have been asked by the
Ministry to organise groups to
study the subject as presented in
the programmes.

BBC-2

The Extra -Mural Departments
Oxford and Southampton
Universities are co- operating with
the Education Authorities in
of

arranging classes and providing
extra tutors.
The series, entitled " The Full
Man " has been devised by
Professor David Daiches, Dean
of the School of English and
American Studies at the University of Sussex and is produced at
the Southampton studios of
Southern Television.

TRANSMISSIONS

TEST

TRADE test transmissions

on 625 lines u.h.f. from the BBC's

London television station at Crystal Palace commenced on 4th
January, 1964.
These transmissions are to assist the Radio Trade in the installation of receivers and aerials for reception of the second programme,
BBC -2, which starts in London on 20th April, 1964, and are radiated
on Channel 33 (vision 56725Mcis; sound 573.25Mc/s) with
horizontal polarisation.
The times of transmission are: Mondays to Fridays
9 a.m. to 1 p.m., 2 p.m to 8 p.m. Saturdays 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
The nominal effective radiated power will be 500kW when
the installation of the new transmitting aerial is completed
about the beginning of March. Until then the effective power
is expected to be approximately half this figure. Every effort
will be made to maintain continuity of transmission, but
there may be interruptions and variations in power during
the installation period.
The test transmissions will consist of periods of Test
Card, with 400c /s tone or music, alternating with periods of
film. These films have been carefully chosen for their high
technical quality to ensure that the best possible pictures
are transmitted during the test transmissions. Their showing
has been scheduled so that they not only allow the television
supplier to show his customers something more interesting
than just the familiar test card but also to give some entertainment to viewers who have already equipped themselves to
receive 625 -line u.h.f.

625 -Line Telecine System
equipment recently demonstrated by the
THIS
Visual Division of the Rank Organisation enables

Audio
a film
located
in
to be received by closed circuit television receivers
many different lecture halls or class rooms. A Bell and Howell
16mm projector is coupled to a Murphy TV camera and a
19ín. monitor is provided for dispaying the vision output.
The

illustration

on the

left shows the closed circuit telecine equipment
for 625 -line operation.
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NEW WELSH SERVICE FROM WEN VOE
A

NEW high -power Band III
transmitter at Wenvoe, to be

used for the separation of the
BBC television service to Wales
from that to the English Regions,
will be brought into service on
February 8th.
This new BBC television
service for Wales from Wenvoe
will be on the present 405 -line
standard but the transmission
will be in Band III on Channel
13 (vision 214.75Mc/s, sound
211.25Mc/s) with vertical polarisation. It will serve most of the
South Wales area covered by the

existing Band I transmitter at that their existing Band III
Wenvoe; the latter transmitter will aerial for reception of the ITA
continue to use Channel 5 and transmissions on Channel 10 will
carry the network programme be suitable for reception of the
(BBC-1) and those items appro- BBC transmissions on Channel
13. Further away and in less
priate to the West of England.
To receive the new Service favourable locations a separate
viewers in South Wales will need aerial (with vertical elements) for
to have their receivers adjusted Channel 13, or one capable of
for reception on Channel 13. Sets receiving both Channels, will be
designed for Band III reception needed.
Wenvoe is the first BBC telewill, in many cases, require only
a simple tuning adjustment, but vision station to use a channel in
some will need additional tuning Band III, a band hitherto used in
coils. Viewers living near to the the United Kingdom only by
Wenvoe transmitter may find ITA.

Semiconductor Video Switching System
COMPLETE flexibility of television

studio system engineering is made
possible by the new semiconductor
video switching system announced by
EMI Electronics Ltd.
This system offers considerable
advantages over the relay and ,electro-mechanical switching equipment
hitherto used in most TV studios.
Modular construction is employed
so that facilities can be provided to
meet individual requirements and
further, plug -in modules can be added
as needs grow. New design techniques
have greatly reduced the rack space
requirement and improved the performance, and the system is suitable for
use in all television system standards,
for both monochrome and colour.
An 'important facility, when cutting
from one shot to another is the ability
to switch during the vertical blanking
interval,
without "flashing " or
streaking across TV screens. Other
advantages are a high degree of inter channel cross -talk isolation and the
increased reliability which results
from the exclusive use of semi -conductors.

,*

é

flexibility afforded by the use of standard -sized modular units is
shown in this illustration of the semiconductor video switching system.
The

MOBILE CONTROL ROOMS FOR BBC
a series of outside broadcast units capable of multi- standard working. From
them it is possible to transmit pictures on 405, 525 or 625 lines and
it takes about ten minutes to turn the equipment over from one line
standard to another.
Each mobile control room is divided into three sections: an operational area; an area occupied by the engineering manager, the producer and his secretary; and a technical area. Four television cameras
operate within the unit and, at a later date, a caption scanner will be
added.. It is quite easy for these four cameras to work in a de- rigged

THE BBC has already taken delivery of the first of

position.
Among the refinements found within the mobile control room are
two 14in. preview monitors and a 17ín. transmission monitor. Various
production techniques such as cutting, mixing, wiping or inserting,
can be carried out electronically at the press of a button.
All the outside broadcast units were built by Pye to BBC specifications, and the first has already been undergoing a series of trials.
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NEW RELAY STATION
AT EASTBOURNE
THE BBC's new television relay

station at Butt's Brow, Eastbourne, was brought into service
mid December last. It operates
on Channel 5 (vision 66.75Mc/s,
sound 63.25Mc/s) with vertical
polarisation.
This station will provide
improved reception for some
60,000 people in and around
Eastbourne and reduce the effect
of interference from continental
stations. Local dealers and service
men will be able to advise viewers
with regard to new aerials and
any receiver adjustments required.
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THE

CONVERTIBLES
BY T.
MANY of our readers, particularly those in the
London area. are now beginning to consider
the possibilities of converting or having
converted their existing television receivers for dual
standard operation. That is, having the sets
arranged so that, in addition to the 405 -line transmissions, they will receive the new BBC -2 'programmes on the 625 -line standard, which are due
to start early in 1964 from the Crystal Palace
transmitter in London.
Bonds and Channels
It is now widely known that the 625 -line programmes are to be transmitted in channels on the

ultra -high frequency (u.h.f.) bands, called Bands IV
and V. Band IV extends from 470Mc /s to
582Mc /s and Band V from 610Mc /s to 960Mc /s
and in these bands can be accommodated 44
channels each with a bandwidth of 8Mc /s. Band
IV comprises channels 21 to 34 and all this is
available for television transmissions. The low part
of Band V is not available but frequencies between
614Mc /s and 854Mc /s (comprising channels 39 to
68) are immediately available..
Channel 33 is that selected for the first BBC -2
transmissions from London. U.H.F. channels are
referred to in terms of vision freouency only and
on channel 33 this is 567.25Mc/s. The sound carrier
is always 6Mc /s above the vision carrier on the
u.h.f. channels. (It will be recalled that the sound
carrier is 3.5Mc /s below the vision carrier on the
v.h.f. channels- channels 1 to 13-of Bands I and

III.)

Channel 33 has been accommodating Crystal
Palace test signals for some time now, using a
power of 160kW. Ultimately the power will go up
to about 500kW (e.r.p.) when the actual programmes start, but this will increase the local signal
field strength only by about 80% (5dB) relative to
the signal field, due to the test transmission, which
is less than some people suppose!
Each station area is allocated four u.h.f. channels
--each channel 8Mc /s wide-with guard channel
between. In many station areas the four channels
will occupy a total spectrum of 88Mc /s. This, for
example, applies to the London region, where
channels 23, 26, 30 and 33 are allocated; also to
Suffolk, where channels 41, 44, 47 and 51 are
allocated.
Aerials

Unfortunately this basic pattern of 88Mc /s may
have to be broken in other areas. or regions. In
North Kent, for instance, a spectrum of 200Mc /s

S.

SMITH
has been allocated, catering for channels 40, 43, 46
and 65.
In regions where the spectrum is 88Mc /s wide
over the four channels, like London and Suffolk,
one single u.h.f. aerial will embrace all four
channels, but where the channel jumps' up to a
high number, like North Kent, then two u.h.f.
aerials will eventually be required.
However, that is some time in the future and for
the present we need consider only 88Mc/s spectrums. Thus the first thing that we must look into
is the u.h.f. aerial system. For viewers in the
London region one aerial suitable for the four
channels must be obtained, even though for the
time being only BBC-2 on channel 33 is to be
-

radiated. Later, of course, additional programmes
-like ITV -2 -will occupy one of the partnering
channels, but this should not necessitate a replacement u.h.f. aerial or an extra one; and will not provided the correct aerial is fitted in the first place.
This article is concerned essentially with conversions but a future article is being prepared which
will be concerned with aerial systems and associated
problems.
We have already seen the problems involved in
the conversion of a 625- line -only receiver to 625 line -only operation (" Towards 625 ", Practical
Television, July, August, September and October,
1963).

Generally speaking, such a conversion can be
considered solely as a rewarding experimental
exercise.
Owing to the many parameters which have to he
changed on switching from one standard to another
it is not feasible, even experimentally, to convert a
405 -line -only set to dual -standard operation, so
permitting it to be switched over both standards,
as with the new commercial " switchable " sets.
This should be noted well!
Dual- standard Designs
Several years ago set makers examined the
problems of making a receiver which would be
suitable for both 405 -line programmes on the v.h.f.
channels and 625 -line programmes on the u.h.f.
channels. The problems were fully solved but at
that time it was not known definitely whether 625
lines were to be used or even the parameters_of the
signal should it be decided to use that number of
lines.
The poor set makers were thus put in a state of
quandary. It was not until after the Pilkington
Report that the situation was made clear. But for
months prior to the report the public anticipated
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Fig. I -These diagrams show three ways in which the u.h.f. tuner may be fitted into the current Ferguson receivers,
depending upon the actual model.

change from 405 to 625 lines and as a consequence
ceased buying receivers. The Pilkington Report
was delayed and the television industry suffered
economic difficulties.
Set makers were not keen to make 405 -line -only
models any more and they were reluctant to make
dual- standard models at that stage, since the parameters of the possible 625 -line signal were not
known. Many makers compromised and at that
time made basic 405- line -only models featuring a
switch labelled " 405/625 ". This switch often did
virtually nothing at all or very little (being either
partially wired or unwired and /or locked or operating only in the line timebase circuit) but its
presence at least gave the purchaser the satisfaction
of knowing that the set was one step above the
405- line -only models and that at some date in the
future it would be suitable for conversion to the
new standard. We shall talk more about the conversion of that type of receiver later.
Other makers put more into their " convertibles "
than a timebase switch. These receivers were
designed all the way through for dual- standard
operation but only the items necessary for 405 -line
working were fitted at the time of purchase, the
philosophy being that it was bad economics to fit
equipment that may not be required for years to
come. This kind of set represents the true " con vertible-to- switchable " model.
Once the Pilkington Report made known the
future of television broadcasting the " timebase
switched " type of receiver disappeared and, in
addition to the true convertible to switchable model,
the real dual- standard model appeared on the
scene.
This type of set is in two versions, the type
a

which needs the installation of a u.h.f. tuner and
the type which is complete with u.h.f. tuner and is
ready for action on both standards after connection
to suitable aerials, pf course.
U.H.F. Tuner Installation
There are thus three types of convertible
receiver which we shall call (i) " the gimmick
switch " type, (ii) the true " convertible -toswitchable " type and (iii) the "dual-standard "
type which simply requires the addition of a u.h.f.
tuner.
Type iii, of course, needs no further comment
apart from saying that the installation of a u.h.f.
tuner calls for no undue skill, since in many models
the work simply resolves to a " bolt-on" and
" plug-in" exercise. Estreme care must be taken,
however, to ensure that the receiver is perfectly
safe mains -wise after the tuner is fitted, bearing in
mind that the metal chassis of the receiver (and the
u.h.f. tuner) is connected direct to one side of the
mains supply and if it is possible for a person to
make contact with any metalwork a fatal shock
could result if the metal chassis is connected to
mains " live ".
U.H.F. tuners are available for around seven to
eight guineas and they take up to 20 minutes to fit.
In some of the Ferguson models requiring just a
tuner, for example, the cabinet is already drilled
and it becomes just a matter of cutting a couple
of links, plugging in the tuner connector to the i.f.
assembly and securing the aerial bracket to the
cabinet, as shown in Fig. 1.
This sort of operation is typical of many dual standard models in which u.h.f. tuners need to be
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fitted just prior to the commencement of a local
625 -line u.h.f. service. There is not a lot of point
in fitting a u.h.f. tuner, which can deteriorate if
not used, in a set which is to be used in an area
which will not have a 625 -line service for a year
or so.
Pre -aligned Tuners

U.H.F. tuners leave the factory pre-aligned and
it is recommended that no tuner adjustments be
made. This is advice well worth observing, for a
little while at least! As has already been intimated,
a separate aerial with 75/80f1 coaxial cable is
required for u.h.f. reception. The coaxial should
be low -loss variety with an inner connector no less
than 0.04in. diameter.
Conversion of the genuine convertible -toswitchable receiver, type (ii) above, differs somewhat between sets of different make and model.
There are two distinct modes of type (ii) conversion.
Mode (a) is effected by the installation of an
additional 625 -line strip and mode (b) is effected
by the removal of the existing 405 -line strip complete and its replacement with a dual- standard
strip.
Mode (a) conversion applies mainly to some of
the early convertible -to- switchable models, while
mode (b) conversion is of recent design and, in fact,
it endows a converted receiver with the chief
characteristics of a receiver designed specifically for
dual- standard operation. Very few dual -standard
models as such employ two separate strips. The
technique is to make use of a single strip which can
be altered in characteristics to suit the two
standards by switching sections of the circuit.
Mode (a) conversion, then, uses a 405 -line i.f.
strip complete with a v.h.f. tuner and a 625 -line i.f.
strip side by side with the 405 -line strip complete
with a u.h.f. tuner. Each strip has
its own sound and vision detecBand I Band III
tors and video amplifiers, the
aerial
aerial
dual standard switching being
arranged in the vision channel to
the picture tube cathode and
sync separator stage and in the
sound channel to the audio stages.

with similar contacts on the 405 -line strip, thereby
giving automatic circuit inter-connections.
Shorting clips are removed from the 405 -line strip
and six leads from the u.h.f. tuner /flywheel sync
unit are connected in their place.
Independent tuner i.f. circuits are used right up
to the video amplifier stage and the final coupling
is through a cathode follower, which keeps the
frequency losses very low.
The set employs flywheel sync only on 625 lines
(direct sync on 405 lines) and the change -over from
one standard to the other is accomplished essentially by the switching of the h.t. supply, a practice
which avoids the problems associated with the
switching of signal circuits.
Flywheel Sync

Note that flywheel sync is necessary on the
negative vision modulation of the 625 -line standard
to avoid the vertical picture components from
appearing with ragged edges. Noise and interference can affect negative modulation more than
the positive vision modulation of the 405 -line
standard in terms of " ragged verticals " and the
effect can be further aggravated by the higher line
speed of the 625 -line standard. Flywheel controlled
line oscillators eliminate the effect and all dual standard and the majority of convertible -toswitchable models (after conversion) contain such
circuits of some kind or other either on both
standards or just on 625 lines, as in the Philips
set described.
Note that the basic idea given above is used also
in Cossor, Stella and Peto Scott sets, since they are
now in the same group as Philips.
A block diagram showing mode (a) conversion is
given in Fig. 2.
Direct
sync

Picture tube
Line

timebase

Some Phillds Ideas

Some of the Philips receivers
use mode (a) conversion. The
unconverted set features hinged
.panels and plug -in components
for facilitating both general
servicing and the conversion.
The receivers have a grille on
the left which partners one on
. the right and which is changed
on conversion for a unit which
carries a u.h.f. tuning dial on the
front and a u.h.f. tuner, flywheel
sync section and 405/625 switch
.assembly at the rear. Fitting is by
means of two pegs at the front
and a screw behind.
The additional 625 -line strip is
-fitted by means of four screws
and it is designed with contacts so
that when it is in position and
clamped down the contacts unite
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4O5/625

V.HF.

tuner

Bands
IY and Y

405
Audio
stages
625

UHF

stages

405 vision -sound IF
channels, detectors
and video amplifier

aerial

tuner

To sync

625 vision -sound IF
channels, detectors
and video amplifier

,
41.

T

405
1625

Cathodefollower

Fig. 2 -Block diagram revealing the operation of a reée'ver which employs
separate 405 -and 625 -line strips arter conversion, as described in the
text as "mode tai" conversion.
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Convertibles of the Murphy range also adopt is removed and replaced with the new 625 -line strip,
mode (a) conversion. These sets, however, use a whicz incorporates the f.m. detector circuits.
plinth -type unit which is screwed to the base of
Valves are transferred from the old to the new
panel, an operation which calls for two extra valves
the parent receiver cabinet. The plinth unit carries
the u.h.f. tuner, the i.f. strip, the detectors and the -an EF183 and an EH90 -and which makes one
EF80 redundant.
video amplifier.
The " 405/625 " change -over switch is accomWhen conversions are being considered the term
" i.f. panel " or " i.f. strip " crops up time and
modated on the main receiver, but after the plinth
again. In the majority of cases the item, however
is installed it protrudes through an escutcheon on
it is termed, contains not only the i.f. stages, both
the plinth front panel. This also carries the u.h.f.
tuning dial and two control knobs. Conversion is sound and vision, but also the sound and vision
no more difficult than inserting a plug -terminated
cable from the plinth unit into a matching socket
Direct
on the receiver.
sync
Other sets utilising mode (a)
conversion include those of the
405
Band in
Band I
Line
Thorn Group (e.g. Ferguson,
aerial
aerial
timebase
HMV, Marconiphone and Philco)
625
and Ultra. Fig. 3 shows the Ultra
Sound detector
Mermuda (Model 1984) with the
switching
Flywheel
sync
(Intercarrier 625)
plug -in conversion unit inside
the cabinet.
Picture tube
Integrated Conversion Strips
LS
section
Mode (b) conversion is used in
some of the Bush models. Conversion requires the replacement
VHF
of the old if. panel with one of
tuner
bandwidth "
the
" switched
variety-that is, the i.f. channel
405
Bands
is designed for the 625 -line band172 and V
Dual standard
strip
width and on 405 lines filter ciraerial
625
cuits are switched in so as to
restrict the response, making it
the same as that of a 405 -line
Tuner
Ltl F
Filt
switching
tuner
channel.
ing
switcr
405
is
adopted
in
This technique
all (or almost all) real dual receiver which
Fig. 4 -Basic block diagram, after conversion, of
standard models. The arrangeemploys an integrated "dual standard" strip, as described in the text
ment is shown in basic block
os "mode (b)" conversion. This technique is commonly employed in the
form in Fig. 4. GEC models
genuine dual standard receivers.
also use mode (b) conversion.
Conversion kits are provided with simplified step - detectors, the video amplifier and sometimes the
by step instructions. The existing 405 -line i.f. panel flywheel sync unit and the audio stages as well!
Thus, when the conversion calls
for the replacement of the i.f.
strip, quite a large portion of the
set is being replaced, even
though the valves may be transferred from the original 405 -lineonly strip.
The conversion items come in
complete kits and range from
seven guineas for a u.h.f. tuner
alone up to £20 or £25, depending upon the type of receiver and
the design for conversion in the
first place. Less labour!

T

lam

a

Transistor Conversion Items

Fig. 3 -Ultra Bermuda (Model 1984) showing the plug -in conversion
unit in position inside the cabinet. The arrows point (left) to the
4051625 switch and (right) to the tuner and sub -chassis.
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Some of the early ideas for
conversion have since been modified. With certain Ekco models,
for example, changes have been
made in the procedure for con-
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A Novel Method of

frequency Control for
a Blocking Oscillator
BY G. K. FAIRFIELD
FREQUENCY control in a blocking oscillator
of the type used in television scanning circuits
is generally achieved by means of a variable
resistance or potentiometer included in the circuil.
This is a component which is subject to failure,
generally by the resistance track becoming open circuit, and so an alternative method which is
described below has been developed to improve the
reliability of the scanning circuit.
This method makes use of an unusual property
-the magnetic control of emission of a thermionic
valve. A faiztiliar use of this property is in magnetron operation and those readers who have some
knowledge of radar principles will, of course, recognise this in my description of the method.
Principle
If we take the typical blocking oscillator shown in
Fig. 1 we see that the frequency may be controlled

Fig.

Anode

I

-A

typical blocking oscillator circuit.
Electron flow from cathode
to anode

Cathode

(i)

(ii)

No magnetic
field

Weak

field

Fig..'-The effect

a

(iii)
Critical
field

(iv)
Strong
field

of
magnetic feed on the flow
electrons from cathode ro anode in a diode.

of

H

(Applied magnetic field)

Fig. 3 (above) -The graph
illustrates the change in
anode current with the
applied magnetic field.
Fig. 4 (right)-The magnetic field in relation to
the cathode.

by the C/R time
constant, the applied
h.t. and the grid bias
developed at the valve
grid. This last paraOscillator Field
Bar
meter is dependent on
valve
magnet
the magnitude of the
pulse of cathode current that occurs at the end of
each sawtooth scan period. Normally this is fixed
by the parameters given above and also by the
mutual conductance of the valve. By subjecting
the cathode-anode path of the valve to an axial
magnetic field the magnitude of this peak cathode
current is affected and with it the grid bias and
frequency of the oscillator.
Magnetic Field Effect
This will be made clear from the diagram given
in Fig. 2. This is drawn for a diode only and
shows how the presence of a magnetic field will
affect the anode current for a given field strength.
In a magnetron diode this change is very abrupt
and the anode current alters rapidly from a steady
maximum value to almost zero as shown by the
full-line curve in Fig. 3. If a non -uniform magnetic field is applied along the length of the
cathode, as shown by the magnetic field drawn in
Fig. 4, then this change is more gradual and is
indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 3. This is a
much more suitable characteristic for frequency
control.
A practical sef of curves for a 6F12 pentode
valve is given in Fig. 5, which illustrates how the
grid bias necessary to define a particular anode
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Two methods of mounting suggest themselves.
A tube, acting as a magnet guide, can be affixed to
the aluminium valve shielding can as shown in
Fig. 6(a). A movement of the magnet up and
down within the tube will control the frequency of
operation. Alternatively a rotating movement of
the magnet can be achieved by affixing this to a
scrap potentiometer mounting close to the controlled valve as shown in Fig. 6(b). In this case
conventional knob control can be used.
Finally it should be noted that this method of
changing the mutual conductance of a valve by
magnetic means can also be used in the control of
multivibrator circuits used in timebase and pulse
circuits. This may be of value in experimental
work.

Ia=2mA

Shield

O

O

TELEVISION

t

4

3

Rotating
bar magnet

Direction
of
movement

Magnet movement away from mean position (ems)
set of characteristic curves for the 6FI 2.

Fig. 5

-A

Guide

current will vary as a small magnet placed alongside the valve is moved up and down.
Practical Considerations
To achieve a suitable range of control only a
small ticonal magnet will be necessary. This can
be a Mullard type measuring lain. x }in, x
and is the type sometimes used for the linearity
control of line scanning circuits as described in my
previous article, " Scanning and Synchronisation,
No. 6 ", which appeared in the pages of PRACTICAL
TELEVISION for February, 1958.

Converting the Convertibles
-continued from page
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verting by the recent addition of a transistorised 625 -line -only strip. This incorporates the
f.m. detector and is fitted alongside the existing i.f.
panel.
It is said that this new arrangement involves less
work in terms of fitting than the original valve idea.
Dynatron is another firm which has brought out
a transistorised conversion kit.
Cost is expected to
be in the region of £20 to £25.
As some of the very early " gimmick switch ", our
type (i), receivers are now getting on for three years
old it is debatable as to whether they represent an
economic conversion proposition. Some makers are
suggesting that such models are returned to them

Direction
of
movement

Bar
magnet
Clamp

in

guide

Magnet support

(a)
Fig.

6- Alternative

(b)
methods
magnet.

of mounting the bar

for conversion, but if £20 or £30 has to be paid to
convert an early model, by far the better solution
may well be to trade the set in for one of the very
latest models.
However, we feel sure that many of our readers
would prefer to keep this kind of set, even if only
as a " second and probably themselves " have a
go " at converting it later. Now that there will
shortly be three programmes available to London
viewers an extra set would not be amiss and may
indeed go a long way towards stabilising the
domestic situation.
It seems as though there will eventually be many
conversion kits on the market which could possibly
be used to convert models for which they are not
intended. But in the first instance there will be a
big rush for the kits and those of our readers who
will be needing one would be well advised to put
in their orders without delay.

THE "PRACTICAL WIRELESS" FILM SHOW

The "Practical Wireless" Film Show which is held annually and to which readers of P.TV are invited, is to
be held, as before, at Caxton Hall, Westminster.
The date and time of the Show, which is arranged in
collaboration with Mullard Limited, is the 31st January, 1964, at 7.30 p.m.
The programme will appeal to all readers of "Practical Television" and of special interest will be the
illustrated talk on colour, 625 -line and u.h.f. television, which will form the first part of the programme. After a break for refreshments, the programme will continue with a film entitled "Ultrasonics ".
Tickets may be obtained free on request from these offices. A stamped addressed envelope must

be enclosed

with all applications for tickets.
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LONDON FESTIVAL OF
WORLD TELEVISION
THE first London Festival of World Television
was one of the most remarkable events in the
history of television. Unlike the established
TV festivals at Cannes, Montreux and Monte
Carlo, it was non -competitive, and Oscars, Grand
Prix, medals or diplomas were not awarded. It
aimed to show examples of the best of world television, regardless of political or technical factors;
quality and interest were the prime considerations
-an entirely new and refreshing basis.
About the Festival

The British Film Institute's National Film
Theatre on the South Bank of the Thames was con-

verted into a viewing hall in which the selected
programme could be seen as reproduced on the
type of electronic apparatus for which it was
intended.
The expedient of using the normal cinematograph projection apparatus of the Natonal Film
Theatre was scrupulously avoided, and the programmes were seen closed- circuit -wise on eight
23in. monitors distributed around the auditorium,
plus a large screen TV projector reproducing a
picture about 9ft. wide.
The determination of the organisers to present
such a variety of material on the original television
medium used, be it video tape, 16 of 35 mm
positive or negative film (with combined or
separate sound tracks, magnetic or optical),
different languages (with translations), led to
permutations and combinations which must have
made it the most comprehensive and versatile
technical closed-circuit forum ever to be assembled.
Technical Facilities
The National Film Theatre is of modern design
and appearance, with good acoustics, and equipped
with facilities for the audience to hear -via headphones-translations of the dialogue of foreign
films spoken in a small presentation studio overlooking the screen and the audience.
The permanent equipment includes 35 and
16mm projectors, which can be run interlocked for
separate sound or for 3D. Little of this was used,
however, in the Television Festival. With the cooperation of the BBC and ITA, an impressive set
of television equipment was assembled, and
installed in Mobex and other vehicles parked outside the Theatre.
There were two Ampex video tape recorders
(one capable of playing off on 405, 625 and the
other 525 lines), two Rank -Cintel telecines (one
for 16 or 35mm film, one for 35mm only), a high
quality off-air receiver, distribution amplifier banks
feeding the monitors and large screen TV projector
in the hall, a master control for switching to any
of these originating sources, or to ATV's Foley
Street TV Centre for any additional facilities (such
as telecine with sound on separate film). and to the
BBC's Lime Grove Studios for colour TV.

Well Deserved Credits
Technical planning was by Bernard Marsden,
ATV's Technical Controller, and the installation
and running of the whole complicated bag of tricks
was carried out by Peter Fowler, one of ATV's
Supervisory Engineers. Great Credit must be given
for this technical triumph, carried out in record
time, with essentially a temporary hook -up.
Credit, too, is due to Lew Grade and to Terence
Macnamara, his Technical Counsellor, for making
possible this whole technical operation, for which
the BBC, ITA and all other companies loaned
much equipment.
The Festival Programmes

I have enthused about the technical facilities. I
wish I could enthuse completely about the programmes presented. Their selection must have
been quite an endurance trial in itself. Five hundred
programme -originating TV companies all over the
world were invited to submit material, and upwards
of two hundred hours of tape and film had to be
viewed to choose the fifty hours of programmes
for the festival.
The fact that it was a non -competitive festival,
in which contributions from very small TV
organisations would be represented alongside those
of the big networks of Britain and the USA, must
have made the final selection a difficult problem.
It was hoped that the interest of being able to see
work from entirely new television originating
areas would compensate for inadequacies of execunew approach
tion. This was a first -class idea
which should not be abandoned, notwithstanding
the dreariness of a few items amongst the brilliant
ones.
There was drama from West Germany, cartoons
and tricks from Hungary, the original TV
" Marty" from the U.S.A., " Steptoe and Son "
and " Gurney Slade " from England, "Tema
Nova " from Finland, and travelogues and concoctions of documentary contributions from goodness
knows where. The volume of television material
must have overwhelmed the critical faculties of the
audience even more than the selection committee.
Thanks to the comfortable chairs, I had several
cat -naps myself! Nevertheless, it was a highly
successful nine days' wonder, with four 21 hour
sessions each day from 10 a.m. until 11 p.m.
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in production methods, qualified to judge and make
allowances for a "rough cut ".

Section

Question: Is it worth while holding a similar
festival next year?
Answer: Certainly.

Question: Do you think TV commercials should
be included? The vast majority of world TV
stations owe their existence to commercials.
Answer: The selection committee had a hard
enough job without that. But there is a strong case
for showing a number of outstanding commercials
which could be selected from the International
Advertising Film Festival prize winners. Or better
still, an entirely separate sub-committee could
select commercials under terms of reference similar
to those which governed the choice of programme
material-with no prize winning qualifications.
There's talent as well as gold in commercials.

Question: Would it be improved by introducing

a number of awards?

Answer: No. The method of selection and
presentation was unique. It gave one a chance of
seeing what is happening in TV all over the world.
These medals and Oscars are becoming rather a
bore.

Question: Some of the items were a bore too,

didn't you say? If the London Festival wasn't

100% successful, what would you suggest?
Answer: Some of the individual items were far
too long. It is difficult (and often impossible) to
show only part of an item, but the right to cut
should be a condition of submission.

Question: Where did the gold come from to promote this Festival?
Answer: Running expenses were about £10,000,
met largely by equal contributions from the BBC,
the ITA and the Independent Television Companies Association. The organisation was carried
out by the British Film Institute, whose director,
James Quinn, his dedicated executives and
committees, were responsible for the idea, its planning, development and execution.

Question: How could cuts be made, particularly
in video tape? The owners of the tape wouldn't
like the original masters being tampered with.
Answer: True. But this Festival has turned out
to be a professional affair, attended largely by the
people who are in television and in films, accustomed to evaluate by sampling, able to detect trends
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INSTANT DIAGNOSIS
PROBABLY the most common instance of
snap fault diagnosis is that afforded by the
radio or television receiver which is obviously
"live" from the aerial socket but produces no
signal output except clicks from the speaker when
the wavechange or channel selector knob is
operated.
In such cases the fault is very often the failure
of the triode oscillator section of the frequency
changer valve.
Similarly, of course, in TV
receivers weak and grainy results, particularly on
Band III, is due in 90% of instances to a low emission duo-triode r.f. amplifier valve.
But how many other snap diagnoses can be made
that invariably prove right?

Some notes on spot checks
by
G. R.

WILDING

High Screen Grid Current
Take the case of " no sound " or "no frame " in
a TV set incorporating a triode-pentode type of
valve. If the pentode section appears to glow very
bright, and on close inspection is found to be due
to the second grid running hot, it can be assumed
that the primary of the sound or frame transformer
feeding the pentode anode is open -circuited, thus
causing the g2 current to increase considerably.
Similarly if a line output pentode glows in such
a manner it will indicate the absence of anode
voltage. This is not usually due to a faulty line
output transformer but to a reclaim diode with an
internal cathode or anode disconnection.
If a line output valve passes little or no current
yet has ample anode voltage and is itself all right,
seeing that the cathode will be tied down to chassis,
the most likely cause is that the screen feed resistor
is of the wire -wound type and is completely opencircuited.
To double check it is not necessary to remove
chassis or even an inspection panel but merely to
ohms -test from any point on the smoothed h.t. rail
to the g2 pin on the valveholder for a figure
approximately 2kil.
Faulty Screen Feed Resistor
On the other hand, if a line output pentode gives
a good output but runs even hotter than usual and
tends to decrease its output after some minutes of
running (again presuming that the valve is good)
then in most cases the fault will be found to be that
the screen feed resistor is of carbon type and has
decreased in value. In older receivers and those
makes known to use carbon types this fault is
particularly common.
If, however, the, line output valve passes an
excessive current and fails to give any output the
cause is almost certainly due to a lack of input from
the line generator, which in turn is often due to a
faulty triode oscillator.
Line pentodes derive their bias exclusively from
the incoming sawtooth pulses and any failure of
input is equivalent to running the valve with zero
bias.

H.T. short-circuits are not very common in
television receivers; theoretically they can occur in
any part of the circuit but in many cases the cause
will be an internal short between the anode or
screen grid of a pentode valve and the control grid
or cathode and is highly likely to be either the
pentode section of a PCL83 -type of valve or an
EF80 when used as a video amplifier.
EF8Os in this position tend to break down most
readily because in this stage they handle the biggest
voltage excursions. While replacement of the valve
will immediately remove the short -circuit it is
almost always necessary to replace grid and cathode
resistors burnt up by the short -circuit.
Heater Chains

Open -circuit heater chains, when not due to
faulty valves, are nearly always caused by the
double pole mains switch, the breakdown resistor,
the thermistor, a bad valveholder or, of course, the
fuse and mains lead.
The procedure is to ohms -test each side of the
twin mains lead to chassis and the high-voltage end
of the breakdown resistor, which is almost always
easy to get at. Continuity being proved on both
sides of the mains lead we have eliminated both
poles of the on /off switch, the fuse and lead itself
without having to actually get at anything in the
receiver.
Keeping one test-prod on the high -voltage end
of the breakdown resistor, test each tag progressively along the component, then test the thermistor
by keeping on prod on the breakdown resistor and
the other on the heater of the first valve in the
chain, usually the rectifier.
If it does appear that a valve may be the cause
test the PY81, PY32 and similar high- voltage
heater valves first, as of the very small number of
valves that do develop open -circuit heaters only a
very small minority are of the 6V " E " type.
Where the e.h.t. is present but the screen
remains black and only lights up when grid and
cathode of the tube are momentarily shorted
together this is indicative of a faulty video amplifier or associated component.
Conversely, in instances where it is impossible
fully to " kill " the brilliance so that picture brightness level is too high, although this can be due to
video stage faults, it is often also due to inter electrode leaks in the tube itself.
.

Low Emission Amplifier

In cases where the picture has very little
contrast but is free of grain, and where increasing
the gain seems merely to make the picture disappear
into the raster, it is often found that a PCF80 is
used as the video amplifier and that the pentode
section of this valve has a very low emission. The
incoming video signal to the pentode grid drives it
to saturation point and the whole picture " whites
out ".
Sometimes receivers develop a vision -on -sound
buzz without any of the trimming cores being dis-
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PART

TWO

A

Flying -Spot
Transparency Scanner

BY J. G. RANSOME

URTHER grid bias for the tube is obtained by
applying a voltage to the cathode of the tube
and is obtained from the slider of
VR2. Since this potentiometer has a resistance
of 100kS2 the voltage drop across its two
fixed ends is 100V and the slider potential thus
varies between +3 and +130V with reference to
A depending on whether it is at the bottom or top
of its run. This provides control of brilliance and
satisfies the condition that the grid shall carry
between -1 and -100V as specified by the tube
manufacturers.
The focus control is VR1 and has a value of
500kit which, of course, means that the voltage
drop across this control is 500V. Thus the bottom
of the control is at +103V and the top is at +603V
with respect to A. As can be seen from the tube
specifications the focus anode requires between- 260
and 470V and this condition is adequately catered
for by this value for VR1. The resistance R7 completes the bleeder chain and is required to drop
2,000V, which means a resistance value of 2M11.
(This could also be arrived, at by our original calculation when it was stated that the chain should
have a resistance of 2.65MSZ, and since we already
have a little over 0.6MS2 in circuit this leaves 2MSZ

F

to find.)

Unfortunately we cannot use a single resistor
for this resistance as the maximum voltage which
may be applied to a ZW resistor is 600V; so in
order to withstand 2,000V we need to use a miniTo

EHT-2300V

tube pin

1

mum of 4 x 4W resistors in series and so R7 1$
made up of 4 x 500kí1 }W resistors.
The circuit having been designed we must now
look at its construction. As has already been mentioned for the power supplies, all components must
be kept well clear of earth points to prevent flashover. The potentiometers VR1 and VR2 must be
mounted on an insulated panel as they are some
2,000V negative with respect to earth. The control
spindles must be well insulated from the control
knobs for the same reason and it is suggested that
the control spindles of the potentiometer used be
extended with paxolin rods and the control knobs
fixed to these extension pieces.
Other than these simple precautions there are
A wiring
no other constructional difficulties.
diagram for the network is shown in Fig. 8.
Testing the Power Unit and Tube Unit

Having checked the wiring, the tube unit should
be connected to the relevant parts of the power unit
and the X and Y plates strapped together and taken
to the h.t.+ line.

With the power supplies on, it should be possible
to resolve a spot on the tube face and to focus it.
Minimum brightness should be used throughout to
prevent burning a hole in the fluorescent screen.
It will be found that the focus and brightness
controls are interdependent in that as the brightness
is varied so the focus will have to be readjusted.
Having completed this test satisfactorily the
connection to the X and Y plates should be
removed and the next stage commenced.

To blanking amplifier
To tube
To
To

in 2,,

tube pin 6,

tube pins 5 7 and

R7 is 4-off

500k0

10

H.T.

+3-OV

t/2 W

Focus

Mounting brackets
Mounting brackets
Wiring diagram of the grid bias network.

Fig.

8-

THE TIMEBASE AMPLIFIERS
Two amplifiers are required, one each for the
frame and line timebases, and in every respect the

two amplifiers are identical. Fig. 9 shows the
theoretical circuit. This is probably the simplest
amplifier that can be designed and uses the minimum of components.
The signal from the timebase is taken to the
grid of the first triode section of the amplifier V6
(V7), where it is amplified and appears at the
anode 180 deg. out of phase with the input signal.
However, an in -phase signal appears at the cathode
of this triode which is coupled via R11 and R14
to the cathode of the second triode, which causes
an amplified in-phase signal to appear at its anode.
We have the situation then that if we have a
positive -going waveform at A we have a negative going one at B, so that if A and B are connected
to opposite plates A is "pulling " whilst B is
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pushing " the beam towards the plate attached

to A.

The potentiometer circuit comprising VR3 and
R15 is connected to the grid of the second triode
and has the effect of varying the h.t. voltage at B,
which deflects the spot. This control is used for
centring the trace. The capaci,tor C7 is used to
by-pass any hum voltage that might be present to
earth. The anode load resistors R10 and R13 are
specified as 47kí2, but it was found that any value
between 22k11 and 150kí1 was satisfactory.
Construction
The amplifiers should be placed as close as
possible to the tube base and Fig. 10 shows the
layout of the prototype.
The construction of the amplifier should follow
that normally used for a high -gain a.f. amplifier in
that precautions should be taken to prevent hum
pick -up. The wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 11
and it should be noted thatthe leads carrying the
output to the tube should be twisted together as a
further precaution against hum.

Modulator
and

Video

1

I

amplifier

Line
generator

Frame
generator

C

Testing

The amplifiers are connected to the power supply
and to the tube and their inputs temporarily connected to chassis, using 0.1fLF capacitors. The
shift controls should be adjusted to first find the
spot and then to centre it. In this condition the
voltages measured in the prototype with a
20,00011/V meter were :
H.T. line 350V.
Anode (pin 2) 200V
Cathode (pin 3) 70V
Anode (pin 5) 200V*
Cathode (pin 6) 70V*
* These values vary with the setting of the shift
control.
It should still be possible to resolve a
sharp spot in this condition. If this cannot be
done the valves should be removed and if the
trouble still persists it means that there is hum
pick -up in the output leads and screened wire
should be employed here for the output connections.
If removing the valves does cause the spot to sharpen
then the wiring must be examined and rearranged
so that the heater wires and other sources of hum
do not -pass near the grid connections.
HT+

350v
R10

R13

4750

47kII

When these tests are satisfactory the temporary
capacitors connected between the input and earth
should be removed and reconnected between the
input and pin 8 of their respective valveholders.
In this condition it should be possible to draw out
on the screen a diagonal line (the actual linearity
and shape does not really matter at the moment)
and this indicat-s that the amplifiers are functioning
satisfactorily. The temporary capacitor should now
be removed.

9-

Fig.
Circuit of the identical timebase amplifier.
Output from the frame amplifier goes to the Y plates;
output from the line amplifier to the X plates.

1001[1

COMPONENTS LIST
LINE TIMEBASE AMPLIFIER (Fig.

Resistors:

2

R9

V6

6SN7

RIO
VR3

100 kII

shift

.!

l0-

Output

A

65,

Fig.
Layout diagram showing the relative
positions of the timebase generators and their
associated amplifiers.

R15

g

iimebase
generator

OO
O
Line
Frame
amplifier am.lifier

R

I

I

RI2

470k12
47k12

I.2k12
22k12

R13

47kS2

R14
RIS

I.2ki2

VR3

I00k S1 potentiometer

C7

0 Ip,F

9)

100k1

Capacitor:
Valve:

47RÓ

kn

R2kt1

V6

1.2k4

R12

22k11

4

paper 350V

6SN7

FRAME TIMEBASE AMPLIFIER (Fig. 9)
Duplicate of above. For identification purposes,
the resistors and the capacitor have the same
circuit references but with a suffix (a) in each case.
The valve is designated V7.
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THE LINE TIMEBASE

The line timebase is shown in Fig.

Output to n!atr3

12 and is

constructed around an SP61 (V8), using the familiar
Miller integrator circuit which is extremely linear
at these frequencies.
The functioning of the circuit is as follows : The
anode of the valve is fed with h.t. via VR5 and this
anode voltage charges up the capacitor C8, which
discharges through R16 and VR4. This discharge,
which causes a change in anode current and thus a
change in the voltage across VR5, causes the spot
to be deflected from the left -hand side of the
screen to the right and draws out a line. The time
taken for this line to be traced out is called the
scan period.
While C8 is discharging, the anode current is
increasing, causing the anode voltage to drop (this
is section AB of Fig. 13).

H.T.+

point

1

/3G

5

V6
e,6sN7

.(
<

7r

.

Chassis

connect'

As the anode voltage

drops the screen voltage also drops, since the grid
voltage is increasing. However, there comes a
time when a further increase in the grid voltage
has no effect on the anode current (the valve
saturates) and when this happens the screen grid
takes a surge of current through R17, causing the
screen voltage to drop very quickly.
The screen grid is connected to the suppressor
grid via C9 and so this voltage pulse is transmitted
to g3. Until this moment the voltage on g3 has
been fairly constant and the pulse it receives causes
a further current increase in the screen grid circuit.
This causes the anode current to cut off.
As the valve cuts off (zero anode current) the
voltage drop across VR5 is zero and thus the anode
voltage rises to that of the h.t. line and C8 charges

up again, commencing a new cycle. Also, as the
valve cuts off and reverts to its original state the
spot moves rapidly from the right to the left and
this action is known as flyback and is the phase of
the cycle shown as BC in Fig. 13.
(Referring to Fig. 13, the sharp negative pulses
at the screen grid are used for synchronising pulses
as explained when we come on to the sync section.)
The variations at the anode are transmitted
through the slider of VR5, which acts as the amplitude or " width 7 control, and the capacitor C10
to the amplifier circuit. The low value of C10 is

6.3V
Fig. I

I-Wiring

diagram of the timebase amplifier.

useful in that it helps to block any mains hum
voltages which might be found in the timebase
circuit.
Now the speed of discharge of C8 is dependent
upon the values of C8, VR4 and R16, the time
taken being given by the simple formula:
x R
Time (secs)
where C is the value of C8 in Farads and R is the
combined value of R16 and VR4 in ohms.
For example: If we assume that VR4 is set at
0.543M0 so that the combined value of VR4 and
R16 is 1M0 and that Cl is 100pF or 1 x
Farads, the time constant of the circuit is
sec. (0.0001 sec.).
° =1 x 10
1 x 10' x 1 x 10
and this is the scan period.
This means that the oscillation frequency is

C

'

'

f=

10"

1

or 10,000 cycles per second.
0.0001
This value is not far away from the timebase
frequency required which is the same as that used

commercially, namely 10,125c/s, and the actual
value can be obtained by varying VR4. This

Fig.

I2- Circuit diagram

of the line generator. For the
wiring diagram refer to Fig. 14.

To line
timebase

amplifier

COMPONENTS LIST
LINE GENERATOR (Fig.
Resistors:

BKo
2

RI6

470k0.

R17
VR4

1001(0
2M S2

22kf1

VR5 250k02

Capacitors:
C8
C9

100pF

300pF
CIO I,000pF

Valve:
Sync output to mixer

RI8

12)

VB

SP6I
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Anode

voltage

Screen grid
voltage

Suppressor
voltage

Grid
voltage

Fig.

13- Electrode potentials

potentiometer is thus the frequency or " line hold "
control.
Unfortunately the above expression does not give
us the exact time for each line since we have to add
on the flyback time, but since the flyback time is
small compared to the scan time the above formula
is a good approximation, any error being well
catered for by the value of VR4, which is higher
than calculation would suggest.
Construction
A wiring diagram of the timebase is shown as
Fig. 14. The grid connection should be made off,
using screened cable, and all connections to this
part of the circuit should be as short as possible.
The 'capacitors C8 and C9 must be of the highest
possible quality and so, to a lesser extent, should
C10. Other than these few considerations there is
nothing special in the construction of the circuit.

in the line timebase generator.

power supplies. When the valve has warmed up
line will be traced on the face of the tube and a
high -pitched whistle will be heard from the valve
(this is not such a reliable test as the visual one
as the whistle may be outside the normal hearing
range of some). It will be found that the length
of the line can be varied by use of VR2 and a full
screen width trace should be obtained.
a

With a full screen trace the test voltages
in the original were:
H.T. voltage
350V
Anode voltage
80V
Screen voltage
100V
measured with a 20,00051 /V meter.

-

Testing

The unit should be attached to its amplifier (that
Connected to the X plates) and taken to the relevant
Width

Output to
amplifier

1

VRS

C

70

Sync output

to mixer

Earthy
side of
heaters
Screened lead to grid cap
Fig.

6.3v

14- Wiring diagram of the line timebase

amplifier.

Should this not be so the circuit should be checked
for correct wiring and especially for dry joints,
which can play havoc in this type of circuit.

THE FRAME TIMEBASE
The frame timebase is shown in Fig.

15 and is
identical, save for the component values and the
resistor R22, to that of the line timebase.
At low frequencies the Miller circuit is not very
linear, but in this type of circuit this is only of
minor importance. The time constants of the
frame generator are calculated for a repetition
frequency of 50c /s -this means that the scan time
for one cycle is 0.02 sec. Using the same formula
as before we find that if we make C =0.01 then R
must be 2Mfl. This means that since R19 is
470,00011 the value of VR6 must be about 1.5M(ì
and this is satisfied by the value assigned to this
component.
The resistor R22 connected to the heater line
allows a low voltage a.c. signal to reach the
suppressor grid of the timebase generator, and
when the oscillator is running at the correct speed
the negative -going half of the a.c. voltage arrives
at g3 at the same time as the pulse from g2 and
locks the oscillator to the mains frequency. Not
only does this mean that the frame timebase is
frequency stable, but it ensures that any hum which
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MULLARD BY100 MIDGET SILICON RECTIFIES/
Output 260y. at i amp.
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All goods
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in stock or can rewind it quickly.
We operate same day despatch service from the larof television
gest stocks
components in the U.K.,
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1511 -176'

I

£5.5.0

including

21" £7.15.0
CASH WITH ORDER OR
FORMA. ADD 12'6 FOR
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE.
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REGENT 8400

comprehensive

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Retail quotations gladly given on receipt of s.a.e.
Trade -Please send your letter headings for data charts.

OLD

TUBE

VACUUM ELECTRON
SA._
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range of accessories, materials
and test gear of all kinds.

ALLOWED
ON RECEIPT
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member of the D.T.V. Group of Companies
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Day and Night
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GUARANTEED

LINE OUTPJT TRANSFORMERS
FREE POST AND PACKING except C.O.D. 5/- extra.
ALBA-T301, T304. T394. T484, T494, T504, TR1974,
n

T312 Rewind
'
T321, T324. T424, T524. T524FM
,,
T331, MT341, T352, MT362, T431, T432, MT441, MT942 .
T641, T644, T724FM, T749FM
..
,.
..
T655, T909, T717
BUSH-TV32, TV33, TUG34A, T36, TV36, TUG36, TV36/c,
TUG36/c, TV43, TV53, TV56, TV57, TUG58, M59,
TUG59, TV62, TV63, TV66, TV67, TUG68, M69, TUG69,

..

TV80
TV85

..

.

..

at 4Ot75/4418
1 at 51/9
1 at 70/10
1

at
at
at
at

1
1

COSSOR-R17A,

930, 931, 933, 934, 935, 937, 938, 938A,
939FA, 940, 942, 942A, 943, 944, 946 ..
..
. ,
945. 945B, 949

1
1

DECCA-DM1, DM2/C, DM3, DM4, DM4/C, DM5, DM14,
DM17, 444, 555, DM55
..
DM35, DM45,
DM21/C, DMG21, DM22/C

DEFIANT-All Rewinds only.

1

..

1

128/103/9
60/63/8

at 72/8
at 74/6

Ti,

EKCO-TC208, TU209, T209/1, T221,

23
T231F, T249,
TC267, TC267/1, T283, T284, T293, T311, TGC316, T326,
T327, T330, T330F, T331. TCG337 .
..

at 50/TMB272, T344, T344F. T348, T348F, T356
.. 1 at 88/TC312, T313, T313F, T335
..
..
..
1 at 73/9
PERGUSON-43T, 454T
at 95/5
103T, 105T, 113T, 135T, 142T, 143T, 145T, 990T, 991T,
992T, 993T. 994T, 995T, 996T, 997T. 998T
1 at 66/9
988T. 989T
..
at
52/8
23T, 204T, 205T. 206T, 214T, 235T, 236T. 244 T, 246T
,
at 69/9
305T, 207T, 315T 317T
1 at 91/5
306T, 308T
,

STILL WELL IN
FRONT
STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS
ABSOLUTELY UNNECESSARY

..
..

..

at

1

"SABRINA"

1

.

S.A.E. details.

.

1

1at5718

.

..
..
..
All these are supplied Re-wind.
13'1.8640

..

..

1

..

BT8742, BT1156, BT1354, 13T2154, BT2155,

to

12"-87f6;

14

Guaranteed

1865,1869

1870, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1844, 1875, 1876

T122, T126
T123, T124, T125, T133, T134

..

..
..

..
..
..

,.

..
..

..
,.
..

1

.

at 61/5

With INVICTA, PAM or PÍE spares
res please state
serial number and makers part number.
BOLSTER BRANDES-all types available, some of these
are re-winds.
PVP20. PVP30, Royal Star ..
..
.. ..
1 at 106/9
QV1OR, QU20, QU30
..
..
..
..
..
.. 1 at 97/3
.. 1 at 102/..
.. 1 at 104/3
PV100. PV100/1 ..
.. ..
i at 121/6
MARCONI-All types available, some are re-winds 68
Series.

QQ

VRC84DA, VC153

VT153, VT155, VT156

,, l at 52/6

,

,

VT157, VTI58, VT159, VT160
..
..
MASTF.RADIO-All types can be re-wound.
PILOT-CV76, TV76, CV77, CV84, TV84, CV84/12, TV84/12,
DDC/87, CV87, TV87, DDC87/12, CV87/12, TV87/12
Re-wind.
110F, 111, 117, TV107
..

All other types available, prices ón request.
PYE-V4, VT4, V7, VT7
..
..
.
All other models available.
REGENTONE-All early models re-wind.
Tll, 10-6 (or re-wind at 70/-)
..
R.G.D.-DEEPI7TME, 17TME21, Re-wind only.
.

710,611,610

.

SOBELL-TS17,

1

at 91/5

..

1

at 63/11

,.

1

at 52/6

1

at 114/-

12

months)

BANBURY, OXON
2390

YOUR CAREER in
TELEVISION?
Big opportunities and big money await the qualified
man in every field of Electronics today -both in the
U.K. and throughout the world. We offer the finest
home study training for all subjects in radio, television,
etc., especially for the CITY & GUILDS EXAMS. (Tech iuici::ns' Certificates); the Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Exam.; the

RADIO AMATEURS' LICENCE, P.M.G. Certificates; the
R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses in
Television; Transistors;
Radar; Computers; Servomechanisms; Mathematics
and Practical Transistor
Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken
record of exam. successes. We are the only privately
run British home study college specialising in electronic
subjects only. Fullest details will be gladly sent without
any obligation.
MED

..1at114/-

VR1762

T347, T171, TI71C, T172
..
T21, T21C, T21LC, T22, TPS147, T178
..
..
,.
T181, SC34, SC24. SC270. SC370
..
..
..
1ULTRA-V814, V815, V817, V915, V917
.
14-58, VP14-53, V15-60, V1750, VR1752. V1753, 1117611,
..
WR1762, V1763, V1764 V21-50. V21-52, V21-60
..
V17-70, V17-71, V17-72, V17-73, V17-74, V17-75 .
V17480, V17-81, V17-82, V17-83
..
..
..
V19-80. V19-84. V19-85
V23-80, V23-84 ..
..
..
..
.
.

21"-147f6

1

,,

537, 538, 539

For
Single
Tubes

Electron Works, North Bar

at 70/-

at 67/6
1at57/9
1 at 91/5
1 at 57/9
1 at 81/9
1 at 64/8

£5.10.0
E8. 0.0

17" -9716;

Telephone

1824A, 1824B, 1825, 1826, 1826A, 1827, 1827A,
1829, 1829A, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843. 1844, 184 55, 1846, 1847,
1848
..
..
..
. .
..

£5.

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.

B.M3,-1824,

INVICTA-T118, T119, T120

...
...
...

FREE Pass. transit & Ins, anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).
ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES

BT8149,

BT8$48

...
...
...

ALL C.W.O. -TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers- Reducing to:

1

.

,

Conditional Free Trial.

now ...
17" now
21" now ...
12"
14"

1

406T, 408T, 416T,436T,438T, 405T.407T, 500, .Series
604T
1 at 91/5
FERRANTI-14T2, 14T3, 14T3F, 14T4, 14T4F, 14T5, 14T6,
171(3. 17K3F, 1773, 17T3F, 17K4, 17K4F, 17K5. 17SK4,
17SK4F, 1716, 17SK5, 17SK6, 17T4, 17T4F, 17T5, 17T6,
20T4D, 21K6, 21116V, 221(3, 24K4
..
..
,.
,. I at.47/6
These are Re-winds.
T1001, T1002, T1002/1, T1004, T1005, T1011
1 at 52/8
T1012, T1023, T1024, T1027
1 at 86/(:.E.C.-BT1251, BT1252, BT1252A, BT1746, BT1748,
BT2250, BT2745, BT2745R, 5T2747, BT4743, BT5248,
BT5347, BT5348, BT5643, BT5643R, BT8245, BT8246,

.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES

, .

.

.

Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltage on TV, even with
Mains of 180,265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
.

1

1
1

1

at 91/at 87/9
at 68/at 97/6

at 63/6
1 at 80/9
1 at 60/:.t 72/8
1 at 81/3
I at 70/51- allowance on your old L.O.P.T. if sent when order'n¢ replacenient L.O.P.T.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Return Post Service
guh'eet to stock. Trade Supplied.

NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, Dept.
RADIO HOUSE, READING, Berks.

To: BRITISH

Please send FREE

BROCHURE to:

1

1

NAME
ADDRESS

Block

Caps.
Please
2.64

WITWORTH T.V. SERVICE
32a

All Saints Road, -London, W.11.
3312.

Tel; l'.1RK

(peri uli

2

T ine.

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
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15-Circuit diagram of the frame timebase
generator. It is important to ensure that all capacitors
are of the highest quality. An SP6I is specified in view
of its cheapness, but equivalents may be used.

R23
C14

Fig.

2221(11

8uF

450V
VR7

Fame
hold

215cO

frame
timebase
amplifier
To

i

Height

Ó0kII

R19

COMPONENTS LIST
FRAME GENERATOR (Fig. I5)
Resistors:

470

kII

TuF--0.01
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7C.
z

R22
47
kn

C12
0.01
uF

R21

100kO.

6.3V heater
line

RI9

470kí2

R20

100kí1
100k1ì

VR6

2MÚ1

R22
R23

47k11

VR7

250k52

22k

Capacitors:
CI

I

C12
C13
C14

0.01µF paper

0.01µF paper
0.01µF paper
8µF electrolytic 450V

Valve:
Sync output

to

V9

mixer

might appear at the frame timebase anode is cancelled out, eliminating annoying hum bars which
could mar the trace and give an " underwater "
effect.

The combination R23 and C14 decouples the
generator from the h.t. line and prevents interaction between the two timebases.
Construction
The construction follows exactly the same pattern
as that for the line timebase with the exception that
the extra resistor R22 is wired from pin 5 to pin 8.
No separate wiring diagram is given, therefore, as
Fig. 14 will serve this purpose.
Testing

With all the circuits connected up and running
it should be possible to show a television -type

raster on the screen the height of which can be

INSTANT DIAGNOSIS
-continued from page 206
turbed, and in such cases one often finds a diode pentode EBF80 in the sound strip, which when
replaced completely cures the fault. It would
appear that when ageing some of these valves
develop grid current, which acts as a resistor
paralleled across the sound tuning circuit and
flattens its response to incorporate some of the
vision signal.
If any of the valves controlled by the contrast
potentiometer or the a.g.c. line develop appreciable
grid current it will inhibit the range of the control
and often cause it to give peak gain at a point well
below the maximum setting.
Up to a point negative ,a.g.c. or control voltages
swamp the positive grid current and still leave the
control grid negative, but when reduced too far by
advancing the gain the grid or grids run slightly
positive and the gain falls off.
If the triode grid of a triode- pentode sound
i

SP6I

varied by VR7 of the frame timebase circuit. The
circuit should be adjusted for a full screen picture.
Under such conditions these test voltages were
measured in the prototype:
330V
Voltage at C14
70V
Anode voltage
95V
Screen voltage
these measurements being made
with a 20,00011/V meter.

The complete scanning unit should now be
adjusted for the brightest, finest focus trace; and
this done the first phase has been satisfactorily
completed.

Continued next month
amplifier is directly coupled to the volume control,
and due to age develops even a slight current, it
will make the volume control seem particularly
noisy.
Many television defects are immediately discernible on the screen, faults like lack of sync, poor
definition, open- circuit scan coils and poor linearity,
but it will be seen that there are many faults that
can be pinpointed almost immediately with little or
no meter tests and with only the broadest indication
on the screen.
One final point. When confronted by a strange
receiver in which there may be a number of
ECL80s, PCF8Os or PCL82s and it is necessary to
find out the function of any one, instead of puffing
out any one haphazardly and possibly causing a
surge in the heater circuit, contact the control grid
of each with a low- reading voltmeter or with an
earthed small value capacitor and the effect will
immediately be observed without putting any strain
on the heater-cathode insulation of any valves in
the chain.
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COMMENTARY

Underneath the Dipole
Bricks and Mortar

BY ICONOS

INTEREST

in the live theatre
has revived a little and new
theatres are being planned and
built in various parts of the
country. These are mainly sponsored by local authorities, usually

with additional grants from the
Arts Council. and in some cases
with financial aid from one or
other of the ITV programme
companies. Repertory theatres do
not always provide actors with a
lush standard of living, but
experience gained in them is
regarded as an essential post graduation course, and a qualification for the bigger prizes of
principal parts in theatrical, film
or television productions. Achieving fame and fortune in these
fields is not subject to the luck of
the draw, which often comes the
way of pop singers and guitar
strummers. The young men and
women with flame in their eyes,
fire in their bellies, and vocational theatrical ambitions, have
to work just as hard -or even
harder -then their stage- struck
grandparents -by training at such
drama schools as the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Art, the
London Academy of Music and
Dramatic Art, and the Central
School of Speech Training. A
close watch on all of these sources
of potential talent is kept by
scouts
from the BBC and
Independent Television companies, who sometimes aid the
most promising voting actors
by facilitating the final stages of
their training in the smaller
repertory companies.

Television companies do more
than provide financial aid to these
repertory theatres and clubs, to
keep them out of the " red " in
their week -by -week or seasonal
budgetting. They provide solid
financial aid to many dramatic
schools together with annual
awards of various kinds. At the
other end of the scale, they give
considerable financial support to
the very large sums of money
now required to construct new
theatres, to modernise old ones,
and to provide the specialised
equipment necessary for modern
production.
The theatre of today is no
longer the chancy stereotyped
auditorium of sixty or so years
ago, when local architects and
builders would be called in to
design and construct auditoria
which were chiefly notable for
their elaborate ornamental embellishments, their haphazard seating
arrangements, with poor sight lines in front of the curtain,
and complete lack of comfort
and reasonable accommodation
behind.

with dead spots, reflective domes,
whispering
galleries, riccochet
echoes on the one hand and insufficient sound insulation against
the noise of its own plumbing
and outside traffic. The acoustic
principles laid down by Sabine
were then regarded mathematic
hocus-pocus. Heating and ventilation problems were dealt with
as troublesome afterthoughts.
Theatre Design Today

The theatre architect of today

-has a much more difficult job to

do. Contemporary taste favours
functional design, with plain,
bare walls. Every seat in the
house is expected to have a clear
and comfortable view of the
entire stage. The exits must be
more than adequate and conveniently sited for statutory
reasons. The ventilation must be
continuous, noiseless, warm in
winter, cool in summer-and the
inlet air must be cleaned. The
stage must be capable of dealing with a variety of presentations, particularly in provincial towns, where, to keep
the theatre fully occupied all the
year round, it should be capable
Acoustics
of
accommodating
traditional
Of course from the acoustic theatrical presentations, theatre point of view, the traditional in- the -round, variety, boxing and
grandiose internal decoration, other sporting events, cinema
plaster designs, pillars, alcoves seasons, and-of course-teleand such -like, had their advan- vision.
tages. The complicated reflection
Television's influence in this
surfaces broke -up and diverted respect has made itself felt in
the sound in a thousand different many new theatres. At Plymouth,
directions, which often resulted for instance, the new small
in enhanced musical timbre. and Athenaeum Theatre was built at
at the same time amplified the the same time as the neighbourhuman voice. A few professional ing premises of Westward Teletheatrical architects acquired a vision, and largely on this
kind of instinct for achieving account, it was fitted with a stage
just the right kind of reverbera- revolve, first -class lighting, and
tion, the most notable one being an " orchestra lift " which could
Frank Matcham, designer of the form a useful 8ft apron extendLondon Hippodrome, Coliseum, ing into the auditorium. PermaWood Green Empire and dozens nent ducts are provided from
of music halls -nearly all, alas, Westward to the Athenaeum
now demolished. But there were stage, and also the projection box
many theatres with poor acoustics, at the back of the stalls for
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camera, sound, communication
and monitor cables. The example
of the owners of the Athenaeum,
the Plymouth Institution, in
having the foresight to provide
these facilities, is one which I
hope will be copied in the many
civic theatres now being constructed. The modern facilities of
the fine multi- purpose theatrical
buildings at Chichester, Nottingham, Derby, Coventry and Eastbourne, are the pride of these
towns. I am not at all sure that
many of them have made preparations for the accommodation of
television or film cameras. One
has heard of very important
auditoria in London being built
without a projection box for films
or slides, and having to patch it
on in a make -shift way afterwards. These are points which
Denys Lasdun, the architect
appointed to the proposed South
Bank Theatre and Opera House,
is likely to watch with care, integrating many of the facilities with
those of the adjacent National
Film Theatre. At least, that is
what I hope for.

215
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Interior of the National Film Theatre (venue of the Festival of World Television
as arranged for Cinemascope projection. See page 204.

Sound on Commercials

Have you noticed the bite the
recordists manage to inject into
the sound of television commercials? It has, they say, clarity and
volume which is far superior to
the sound on live and taped television, or, for that matter, on
cinema films. In this case,
the advertising
are
" they "
agencies and the makers of TV
commercials who are speaking.
Substitute the same actual advertising dialogue, but recorded with
frequency characteristics,
the
compression and diction normally
used in these other media, and
you would probably agree. It
sounds terrible. Sloppy diction,
throwaway dialogue, and excessive reverberation applied to a
TV commercial picture are just
not acceptable, but are perfectly
satisfactory for drama.
The sound balancers in TV
drama take a very jaundiced view
of the methods and the results
achieved by their colleagues in
the commercial field, an attitude
which is reciprocated. Film
recordists don't hold with the
mehods of either, preferring to
cut a large amount of bass and to
apply a considerable amount of
compression. This is in order to
counteract the effect of excessive
reverberation in cinemas, and the
loss of quietly spoken words

that , I yielded to the Fascist
hyenalike howls to take it off "
said Mr Hugh Carleton Greene,
Director General of the BBC. He
was joking, of course -or was he?
Anyway, as a so- called Fascist
hyena (which I am not) I strongly
object to the braying young jackasses in this and other BBC programmes being given a free -hand
to ventilate their destructive
opinions. Power has been wielded
without responsibility. It is high
time that the BBC programme
people put their part of the house
in order. If they were only a
quarter as good as the brilliant
engineering side, the organisation
might regain its lost prestige.
After reading the complaints of
Scottish civic dignitaries about
in
misrepresentation
alleged
" Panorama", I have been thinking that it is time for some of the
programme people to be given
Jungle Noises
their cards and coppers, or to be
TW3 has finished, but its shrill seconded to a jungle TV station
jungle noises linger on. " It was amongst real hyenas and jackas a pillar of the Establishment asses.

or whispers by the ambient
noise of the cinema audience
shuffling in and out during
continuous performances, the
munching of sweets, and the
holding of conversations. Lose
the audience's attention for a
few minutes, you have a dozen
conversations starting up in
various parts of the house. Horses
for courses! The go -ahead sound
department of the Independent
Television News prepared a
special dummy commercial as an
example of what could be done
by the more moderate use of compression, lower modulation and
less hysteria. I thought it was a
good compromise when I saw it
about a year ago. It is high time
that this ingenious educational
film clip was re- circulated to all
persons involved in making TV
commercials.

February issue of
journal, Practical Wireless,

The

Price

!

-

our companion
now on sale

is

2-.

Contents include:

Practical Circuits for Electrical Guitars; A 3transistor Short -wave Converter; A Door
Intercom; Neon Relaxation Oscillators; Mains
Voltage Adjuster; Simple Electronic Music;
Wiring for Sound; A Photo Timer; An
Inexpensive M.W. Receiver, etc.
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ONE of the biggest problems in the construction
of small items of television equipment,
particularly when very-high frequencies are
involved as in pre- amplifiers, channel converters,
and carrier generators to enable closed-circuit TV
to be displayed on commercial sets, lies in keeping
inductive and capacitive circuit strays to the very
minimum.
Longer- than-necessary circuit connecting wires
and flimsy chassis assemblies not only give the
equipment the stamp of the non -professional but
they also impair the performance to a greater or
lesser degree. The commercial and professional
solution to both of these problems is the printed
circuit board. In addition, the original printed circuit drawing can serve as a " negative" for the
subsequent reproduction of the item of equipment.
This attribute is not very important so far as the
experimenter is concerned, of course, since he is
usually interested in just one (or sometimes two)
reproduction.
Nevertheless, this should not deter the experimenter, for it can often prove less costly to make a
single printed circuit board than the more conventional metal chassis assembly. Anyway, making a
printed circuit board is far more exciting than using
the old chassis technique; moreover, the finished
item will often work better than a chassis -made
partner and, at the very least, look much better!
Experimenters are often loth to try their hand at
printed circuit board making, thinking that there is
something weird and wonderful about it, and that it
is well outside their sphere of activity. Generally
speaking, there is less mechanical complexity in

producing a printed wiring board than a fully fledged chassis assembly. The biggest problem is in
translating the theoretical circuit to the printed
circuit " pattern "; but before we consider that side
of the exercise let us look briefly at the way a board
is produced.

Basic 'Construction
The foundation usually consists of

a laminated
thermo-setting plastic sheet with copper foil
securely bonded to one or both sides. The simple
board in which we are at this stage interested has
the copper bonded only to one side of the plastic.
Upon the thoroughly cleaned copper surface is
" drawn " the printed circuit pattern, in such a
manner that each line or area drawn remains in
copper on the finished board. The copper which is
not required in the finished circuit is deleted by an
etching process. The circuit must thus be drawn
with an " ink " or other substance which has the
power of resisting the etching solution, so that the
copper upon which there is no " ink " or drawing
is dissolved.
The " ink " which is used to make the drawing is,
for obvious reasons, called the " resist ", while the
solution used to dissolve the copper is called the
" etchant ".
Home printed circuit makers simply " paint " the
resist on to the copper in accordance with a preconceived pattern of the printed wiring, the resist
being coloured dark to facilitate this process. A

Tr1
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6E

g

OB

pC..

,
C2

l

Tr2

'-'C
ß
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-

Fig.
Transistorised 5kc /s multivibrator circuit
used as o basis fora printed circuit board design.

,

4
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I-

r

+é-0

Fig. 2 -First stage towards the production

circuit for printing.
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of a master

MAKING PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARDS
FOR

TV EQUIPMENT
BY K. ROYAL

good home resist is either black cellulose paiñt or
coloured shellac. Commercially, photography or
other form of " pattern " printing, such as by silk
screen, is employed, as here the emphasis is on
reproduction in terms of exact replica of the
original.

to accommodate the component connecting wires.
The aim should be to arrange the circuit for (a)
the shortest possible connecting distance between
components (all components) and (b) to avoid crossover wiring as much as possible. A simple circuit as
in Fig. 1 does not take very long to change into a
primed wiring form, but more complicated circuits
require much doodling and scrap paper before a
Complete Project
satisfactory pattern is achieved. Large firms and
manufacturers who deal extensively in printed
With these basic factors in mind, we are now
circuits have their own drawing offices and art
ready for our first complete printed circuit board departments to take care of this translation business.
project. A television device which may well be
Smaller firms (and even some experimenters) utilise
developed in this way is shown in Fig. 1. This is
the drawing and prototype facilities offered by firms
the circuit of a multivibrator using a pair of tran- specialising in the production of printed circuits.
sistors instead of valves, and could be used in a
After a reasonable amount of doodling on
transistorised television receiver or closed -circuit
paper has revealed the basic pattern, a first scrap
stage
camera. It could also be used as a signal generator,
final pattern can be drawn on 0lin. square paper.
giving something like that shown
in Fig. 2. This, at least, gives the
layout of the components and
shows that there is one crossover
connection (C2 to base of TR2).
It is not easily possible, of course
(without using both sides of the
plastic), to cross connections on
printed circuits, which means
that an external " jumper " link
will have to be employed here.
From Fig. 2 an exact -size
" master drawing " must be prepared, as shown in Fig. 3. Again
this is best done on 0.lin. graph
paper. The positions of the component fixing holes should be
accurately marked by small
circles, as shown on Figs. 2 and
Fig. 3 -The final printed circuit master pattern. Compare
with Fig. I
3. Symmetricity should be the
and Fig. 2.
aim when marking the holes, for
a finished job lacks glamour if
as the output is fairly rich in harmonics, in conjuncthe components are at various angles and out of
tion with the " signal tracing " technique.
line with each other.
The component values selected will give a pulse
From Fig. 3, it will be seen that the connections
repetition frequency in the order of 5kc /s, so apart between
the various " holes " are not necessarily
from serving as a printed wiring board exercise, the straight thin
lines. There is no point in dissolving
finished item of equipment will also be useful to the unnecessary copper
just for the fun of it, and the
experimenter. There is no need, of course, to more area of copper retained
the better the adhesion
employ this circuit for the exercise, for the following
to the plastic. Where possible, it is also a good idea
text will explain how any circuit can be translated
to retain a copper edge to the board, broken only
to a printed circuit pattern.
where the circuit demands. These points are clearly
From now on the exercise is one of logic, it being revealed in Fig. 3.
necessary to change the theoretical circuit to copper
lines and areas on a plastic board, with holes drilled
continued overleaf
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Transferring Drawing to Copper

Pliers as heat sink

"I'he next step, after being absolutely happy with
the finished master drawing, is to transfer the
drawing on to the copper side of the laminate. But
before this is attempted, the copper must be
thoroughly cleaned as a pre -requisite to the etching
process. It is essential that the etching solution
makes intimate contact with the copper that it is
required to dissolve, and that can happen only if the
copper is very clean. Even grease from the fingers
can cause the etching solution to form in small
blobs on the copper and thus detract from the
efficiency of the etching process.
One of the domestic cleaning powders can be
used to clean the copper, and " Vim " has been
successfully employed by the author. After the
copper has been brought up really bright by hard
rubbing, it should be thoroughly washed in running
warm water and then allowed to dry.
There are two methods of transferring the
drawing to the copper, one is by outlining the conductors via carbon paper on to the copper, and the
other is by hand drawing a copy of the master on to
the copper. The former method is not all that
simple, especially if the printed board is on the
small size. However, if it is adopted, the master
drawing is best made of tracing paper. The direct
drawing method is not as difficult as it may first
seem, and could easily be used for the exercise in
hand.
In any case, the master should be placed over the
laminate board -which should now be cut to the
correct size and the edges filed smooth-and the
positions of the holes impressed upon the copper
side with a scriber or similar pointed tool. Note that
the holes are not actually drilled until after the
etching, but indicating their positions at this
stage facilitates the accurate transfer of the master
drawing on to the copper, especially when the direct
drawing method is adopted.

Applying the Resist
The outline of the conductors is transferred on to
the copper and the area between is eventually filled
in with the resist. The coloured resist should, in
fact, cover the copper in exact accordance with the
shaded parts of Fig. 3. A water -colour brush of
good quality is best employed to paint on the resist
solution, and this should be made reasonably thick
to avoid runnng on to the parts of the copper which
require etching.
If shellac is used, about } oz. of the crystals
should be dissolved in 3 to 4 oz. of methylated
Resistor

upright

Resistor

flat

(b)
(a)
Fig.
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4-Methods

Printed
boards

for mounting the components upon
the printed board.

Resistor

Printed board
Soldering iron

S-

Prolonged heat must not be applied to the comFig.
ponent when soldering, and it is essential to use a
pair of pliers or other suitable tool as a heat sink.

spirits overnight, and a little dark -coloured spirit
dye can be added as required to make the solution
more visible when applied.
Extreme care is needed to apply the resist and to
ensure a good line definition on the finished board.
Always remember that only the parts not covered
are those which are to be dissolved (e.g. etched
away). If a mistake is made it is best to reclean the
copper and start all over again; some authorities
recommend cleaning only the error from the copper
with a resist solvent, but the author has always
found that some resist remains and the etching process around the corrected area is considerably
retarded or made impossible.
Home etchers should, where possible, give at
least +din. clearance between conductors as a
tolerance for " painting " errors. It should also
be noted that hin. holes are necessary to carry
one typical component wire, while ,'sin. holes are
required to anchor several wires at one point. The
conductor at the point where the hole is later to
be drilled should thus have adequate copper to
cater for the hole and to give a reasonable area of
copper around it.

The Etchant
The etching solution consists of 4oz. of ferric
chloride dissolved in 6oz. of water with loz. of
hydrochloric acid or commercial spirits of salts

added. It must be noted that this etching solution is
poisonous and, if splashed into the eyes, could
impair the eye- sight. In this event, the eyes should
be thoroughly washed with warm, clear water and
a doctor or hospital consulted.
The solution, which is deep orange in colour is
additionally highly corrosive and should be kept in
a clearly marked bottle well away from children and
food.
A suitable quantity of the solution should be
poured into a shallow, plastic dish, of the kind used
by photographers. and the " painted " laminated
board immersed in it. To accelerate the etching
process the solution should be agitated by gently
rocking the dish or; alternatively, a suction cup
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PART FIVE: THE SCAN CIRCUITS
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THE frame timebase oscillator

is in the form of
blocking oscillator. At the low frame frequency (50c /s) this form of oscillator is the
simplest and most stable among the various types.
At the much higher line frequency (approximately
15.6kc /s) a blocking oscillator would be less satisfactory as it does not then permit waveform shaping
in the same reliable manner as possible with more
suitable arrangements. Thus a pure sinewave
oscillator, using a conventional resonant LC circuit,
is used in a cathode coupled Hartley circuit as line
timebase oscillator.
The frame oscillator drives the output stage
directly, both triodes being contained together in
a single envelope (V11, ECC82). For the line time base two shaping stages are interposed between the
line oscillator V10 and line output stage V9.
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A similar arrangement internally within the
camera is unfortunately not possible to achieve
blanking during frame flyback because the frame
scan voltage waveform possesses no well-defined
flyback pulses. Frame flyback pulses must thus
be obtained from a different point in the circuit, in
fact from the frame oscillator, and suitably shaped.
This is the function of V12, pins 6, 7, 8 (Fig. 17b),
the amplified frame blanking pulse for the vidicon
being fed out at coaxial socket P3, together with
the variable d.c. grid bias voltage for beam current
control corresponding to the brilliance control
voltage on a receiver tube.
The Frame Timebase Oscillator

The right-hand half of VII is a blocking
oscillator designed to run at 50c /s and sychronised
rigidly to the mains frequency by returning the
cathode to the heater line instead of to chassis. The
circuit may be considered as being an ordinary grid tuned oscillator with reaction (T2), the tuned circuit
being T2 and C26.

a

Magnetic Scan

When using magnetic deflection the current in
the scan coils must rise linearly and fall back to the
starting value during flyback, whereas the voltage
waveform across the scan coils is of secondary
importance.
The frame coils are wound with many turns of
fine wire. The d.c. resistance is 168fZ and the
inductance is 50mH, having an inductive impedance
of only 18052 at 50e /s. It is thus clear that the
resistive portion is predominant and the required
voltage waveform is very nearly a sawtooth.
The line coils have only 451 d.c. resistance, but
1mH inductance, having an inductive impedance of
nearly 100f/ at the line frequency. This means that
in this case the resistive component is small and
the inductive component predominant; the required
voltage waveform is very nearly a pulsed square

wave.
An important feature of the voltage waveform
across the line scan coils is the well-defined positive
pulse during flyback, due to the predominance of
the inductive square wave. This pulse is usable
directly as video blanking pulse (black-level
blanking) on the vidicon during line flyback.
In the already published camera head circuit we
accordingly saw that this blanking pulse was
coupled from the line scan coils to the cathode of
the vidicon tube internally in the camera unit.

Frame Drive Ramp

The anode waveform of the frame timebase
oscillator consists of virtually nothing but rough
square pulses during flyback (brief half-cycle
oscillation). An additional resistor is included in
series with T2 as anode load (R26), the flyback
pulse being developed across this resistor. However,
the main function of R26 is in a different sense, it
being the charging resistor through which C23
attempts to charge up to the positive voltage
selected on VR3.
During each flyback, when the blocking oscillator
is briefly conducting, the valve is heavily cut-on and
virtually short circuits C23 (ignoring R25 for the
moment), thereby removing any charge C23 may
have. As soon as the blocking oscillator valve cuts
off again, C23 starts to recharge through R26 on
the time constant represented by the product of
these two component values, i.e. one eighth of a
second.
This is very much larger than the period of one
frame, so that only the small linear initial portion
of the charge exponential is completed before the
blocking oscillator cuts on again and discharges
C23. We thus have one of the simplest basic saw tooth timebase generators, employing a capacitor
and resistor, with a class -C operated valve periodically discharging the capacitor. This arrangement is
often referred to as a ramp -circuit, to emphasise the
sloping " ramp" form of the sawtooth.
The actual waveform across C23 and R25 is a
sawtooth ramp with superimposed anode pulses of
the blocking oscillator. This ramp waveform is used
to drive the left -hand portion of V11, the frame
output stage. This is biased such that the flyback
pulses cut it off, and the sawtooth component
drives it linearly to maximum current.
Frame Output Stage

The frame output stage thus functions as linear
Class B sawtooth amplifier, with an almost perfect
sawtooth voltage output in the anode circuit. The
use of negative feedback (R19, C2A) and the
linearising resistor R25 make this voltage
sawtooth of the optimum form as required for
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tapped off from the anode circuit of the frame
blanking amplifier and are also applied to the grid
pin 7 via C30, R40 and the biased hold -off diode
D2 preventing passage of line pulses to P3.
In the absence of line and frame pulses, V12
anode pin I is conducting heavily, as virtually all
grid bias for the valve is absent. The anode current
is limited to just over 5mA, by RI on line Pink A
in the h.t. supplies and by the characteristics of
V12. This current is drawn through the common
and very small cathode resistor of V12 pin 3 and of
V6 pin 7 in the video amplifier (Fig. 16). Line and
frame pulses cut V12 off at pin 2 for their duration,
so that just over 5mA of current temporarily vanish
in R80. This represents a low- impedance negative
pulse of precisely 100mV amplitude injected into
the video amplifier at V6 cathode pin 7.

linear sawtooth current in the frame scan coils. T3
merely serves as impedance matching transformer
in the usual manner. C22 and R20 critically damp
the inductances of the frame scan output circuit and
so prevent " ringing ".
Frame scan amplitude is varied by altering the
amplitude of the frame drive ramp. This is achieved
very simply by varying the aiming voltage of the
charge process for C23, by means of VR3.
No changes at all are required for the frame
oscillator and output stages if intending to build
the equipment for 405 -line operation.
The Sync and Blanking Mixer

V12 serves the function of establishing frame
we saw
blanking pulses for the vidicon grid, whichcoils,
and
could not be obtained from the frame scan
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Fig. 17 (a): The line scan

it also combines line and frame pulses for simplified
addition to the video waveform as sync pulses for

receiver and monitor.
Dl is biased at the cathode such as just to remove
the black band at the bottom of the frame, and rie
additional positive pulse from T2 coupled in to V12
pin 7 via C27 and associated resistors, giving an
excellent frame blanking pulse in the anode pin 6
circuit of V12.
Sync Pulse Addition

The right -hand triode of V12 serves the function
of sync pulse injector for the video amplifier. The
arrangement is a zero-bias current -diversion cathode
follower. Negative line flyback pulses are applied
to the grid pin 2 via C31 and R44 from the line
output transformer, and frame blanking pulses are

circuit.

As a result, sync pulses of the same negative
polarity and, at normal setting of VR8, 500mV
amplitude, appear in the anode circuit at V6 pin 6,
and are transformed to lower impedance by the
cathode follower V6 pins 1, 8, 9 and passed to the
video output socket P7 and the modulator V7.
Receiver Sync Separator Stability

The sync pulses should normally have some 30
to 45 per cent of the amplitude shown by maximum
picture content. Otherwise the sync separators in
the receivers are unable to function properly, giving
either poor lock or " vision -on- sync " resulting in
wavy verticals varying with picture content.
All traces of the latter fault are, of course, difficult to remove with the very simple waveform
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generator adopted in the present basic equipment,
but very reasonable performance is achievable, once
the factors involved are understood, and adjustments are made properly and carefully.
If a receiver is connected via the r.f. output from
P8, the ultimate criterion during 625 -line operation
is chiefly that of obtaining correct modulation depth
due to the sync pulses alone, regardless of the
vision component. D6 in the tuner restores the
composite waveform such that the sync pulses give
maximum carrier amplitude. The black level should
then give about 60 to 75 per cent of this carrier
amplitude.
Since, with video input at P6 removed, the
equipment will be running at black level for most
of the total time, the best check is that the output
at P8 should be (with P6 removed) about 60 to 75
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The three camera controls (Focus, Beam, Target)
must be adjusted, apart from considerations of good
contrast and brilliance, for establishment of minimum vision -on -sync on the receiver, i.e. for
straightest verticals. Some receivers will be more
critical than others in this respect, but the conditions for optimum image contrast and brilliance
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If the modulation depth for the sync pulses is
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the value of R80 must be adjusted until the test
conditions are satisfied with VR8 at approximately
mid -way setting.
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Fig. 17 (b): The frame scan circuit.

per cent of the value obtained when R80 is
temporarily shorted (r.f. valve -voltmeter, wave meter, absorption wavemeter setting of grid -dip
meter).
Note that such checks must be made after
completion of tuner neutralisation procedure
'already discussed under the tuner heading.
In the case of 405 -line operation, with modifications to tuner and video amplifier already described,
a different method of checking for correct sync
modulation depth is required. Assuming that
neutralisation and adjustment described under the
tuner heading for this case has been completed,
approximately correct sync modulation depth is
present if simultaneous shorting of R80 and
decrease of 405 -line value of R98 by lkfl causes
no significant change in the reading of a wave-meter

generally coincide with best sync stability too; no
serious difficulties were experienced with the prototype except for the need to get accustomed to
making exact adjustments to all controls and knowing the function of each.
A monitor running off P7 and taking sync signals
from Pl and P2 over a differentiating circuit is, of
course, absolutely free of all vision -on -sync troubles.
In rare cases of severe difficulty, it can help to
mask a small portion of the top of the scanned
raster on the vidicon target mechanically, by means
of attaching a narrow cardboard vane to the target exterior glass surface on the face on the tube. This
gives a narrow black band at the very top of the
picture, and, apart from improving line sync
throughout the frame, also assists earliest possible
line sync recovery after the interruption during
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left
the simplified frame pulses. Such vanes at the
and right picture edges on the vidicon also afford
a simple mechanical method of adding front and
back porches to the line pulses, if necessary.
The Line Timebase Oscillator

The right -hand portion of V10 in Fig. 17(a) is a
oscillator,
sinewave
cathode- coupled Hartley
coarsely tuned by selecting various capacities on S2
and finely tuned by adjusting the core of L3.
The valve does not oscillate very strongly, and it
was found that, using the specified EMI coil
actually manufactured for 405 -line operation with
at
a different capacity, oscillation can cease
frequencies not very greatly above the 625 -line
frequency. However, performance seems to be very
stable and satisfactory at 625 lines with the arrangement shown in Fig. 17(a).
Both the core of L3 and the switch S2 have been
located for adjustment from the front panel without
opening the instrument, yet neither control is fitted
with a knob, to prevent unwanted accidental misadjustments.

February, 1964

Line Driver and Line Output Stages

V9 is essentially a two stage linear amplifier with
linearising negative feedback over R45 and C32.
The correct required voltage waveform for achieving linear sawtooth current in the line coil is, as
discussed in the introduction, a combination of
and
a squarewave and a sawtooth of appropriate
comparable amplitudes.
This waveform is already generated by the ramp
in VI0 pin 6 anode circuit, the voltage across C37
providing the sawtooth component and the voltage
drop across R52, R53 and VR6 due to the constant
charging current of C37 producing the squarewave
component. In varying the ratio of the amplitudes
of these two components, VR6 serves as line
linearity control.
R48 and C35, tapped across part of the line output transformer primary, critically damp the effective inductances.
Damping on both line and frame scan output
when
transformers may need slight adjustment
building to 405 -line standard; such adjustments
should now be clear, and are not included in the
list of changes for 405 -line operation given below.

Line Scan Drive -Waveform Shaping

The grid -cathode section of V10, pins 7 and 8,
functions as negative d.c. restorer diode (leaky-grid
detector action) for the 50V peak- to-peak sinewave
fed in from L3.
For maintenance of the peak rectified voltage
across R54, V10 grid pin 7 must draw grid current
and consequently produce a heavy pulse of anode
current at pin 6, for brief periods around the
positive peak of each input sinewave cycle.
The brief pulses of anode current mean that VIO
their duration, thereby
is shorting C37 for
discharging it. At all other times V10, pins 6, 7 and
8 is cut off, so that C37 can charge along the initial
portion of an exponential, with R57 as charging
resistor and aiming -voltage selected on VR7 and
thus determining the amplitude.
The left -hand portion of VlO, together with C37
R57, VR7 and the linearity control and resistors
around it, are thus seen to constitute a drive ramp
circuit in every way analogous to the frame drive
ramp already discussed.
R55 is a component of vital importance in this
circuitry. Its correct choice greatly influences line
sync stability on the receiver, and must, in general,
be trimmed to suit the particular receiver to be
employed. The function of R55 is to determine the
amplitude of the grid current flowing at V10, pin
on the sinewave positive peaks, and it thereby isfixes
the duration of the grid current pulses, which the
factor of ultimate importance. In other words,
variation of R55 allows the duration of line flyback
and line blanking and sync pulses to be varied.
without altering the rest of the line waveform. The
value of 6.8kf2 shown in Fig. 17 was found to be
satisfactory for the author's receiver, giving a line
pulse of about 12µsec width.
A value of 56kí for example, gives a line pulse
about 20µsec wide, and if R55 is omitted altogether,
the line pulse is narrowed down to about 4µsec. The
use of this narrow line pulse width on the prototype
equipment (temporarily) still gave reasonable
ringing
receiver performance, but accentuated the
unk
effects in the line output transformer of
here being discussed.

Changes for 405 -line Operation

On the line oscillator, make C40 and all capacitors
on S2, 2.5 times as large, or dispense with S2 and
associated capacitors, and increase C40 to 0.015µF.
Increase C38 to 0.01!ÁF; modify R55 according to
above discussion, if found to be necessary.
In the ramp circuit, increase 'C37 to 1000pF.
Increase C36 to 0.01µF. Increase C33 to 0.01µF
also. Increase C32 in the negative feedback circuit
by a
to 0.5'ÁF. In the line sync feed, replace C31R44 to
500pF capacitor and change the value of
38kfl.
the
In the portion of the scan circuits within
refer to
.camera head (component numbers here 9),
make
previously published camera circuit-Fig.
the following changes. Increase C14 toalso005/1.F.
being
Increase C15 to 0.25µF, this latter change suppresworth trying on 625 -lines if linearity and
Other
sion of last traces of ringing prove difficult.
values for C15 can also be tried if necessary. Note
very high
that line ringing must be suppressed to a the
video
degree, since, if present, it leaks into
amplifier and produces very annoying vertical bright
and dark bars across the picture.
Waveform Check Method
A reasonably good oscilloscope is an essential

requirement when building the CCTV equipment
described in these articles.
Almost any type of home -built or commercial
oscilloscope will be found satisfactory, provided it
has a Y- amplifier bandwidth extending up to s2Mc/s
and timebase speeds covering the range
to 20µsec /cm on a c.r.t. screen diameter of at least
2.5in.
Coil Positions on Vidicon Tube

The line and frame scan coils and the focus coil
are mounted concentrically around the vidicon4
tube, the line scan coil being innermost. See Fig.
(November issue).
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The line coil

is wound on a former of total length
5in., the back end of which (connection -tag end)
was hard up against the vidicon -base clamp in the
finally adjusted prototype. The rear side (connection
side) of the vidicon base was flush with the rear
face of the base clamp.
Under these conditions, the line scan coil was
found to be at the correct location along the axis of
the vidicon, the front end of the former thereby
just not reaching the sealed glass nose on the tube
near the target.
The frame scan coil fits securely over the line
scan coil, and is on a former about one and a third
inches shorter. The axial position found satisfactory
in the prototype was with the front ends of both
line and scan coil formers flush.
The best axial position of the focus coil found in
the prototype was with the front end of the
windings (not the very slightly longer former) dead
level with the glass seal nose on the vidicon tube,
near the target, bringing the rear end of the focus
coil windings (where the flying connecting leads
emerge) 2.5in from the vidicon -base clamp front
surface.

I

ne completed control

connecting tags point at about half past ten o'clock,
i.e. in a direction sloping upwards towards the tag strip assembly above the camera unit chassis.
Under these conditions the lower connecting tag
goes to chassis and the upper one to the frame scan
input at P4 on the camera unit. The line joining
the centres of the pair of pancake windings on the
frame scan coil former is then approximately
vertical.
Note that this is just 90 degrees different from the
normal arrangement on receiver c.r.t.s, the orientation on the vidicon being as if the windings were
electrostatic deflector plates (see below for
explanation).
The line scan coil is rotated angularly such that
the line joining the centres of the two pancake
windings is approximately horizontal, again corresponding to electrostatic X-deflection plates. It does
not matter which of the two orientations separated
half a revolution and satisfying this requirement is
adopted. The two connecting tags at the rear end
of the former will lie on a diagonal line in either
case. Whichever tag is uppermost should be connected to chassis, and the lower one goes to P3 via
R15 (component numbers on
camera unit circuit).
The vidicon tube itself can be
rotated in relation to the coil
assembly by slackening the pinch
bolt of the rear clamp gripping
the ceramic base.
The correct orientation is with
the glass seal nose of the vidicon
near the target pointing dead
level horizontally in the direction
of the two amplifier valves. This
adjustment is to be maintained
precisely under all circumstances;
the other adjustments, both
axially and angularly, should, if
necessary, be trimmed slightly
by trial and error, until the picture is quite erect and line and
frame scans run truly perpendicular (televise a sheet of paper
with ruled squares for all checks).

Coil

unit.

Angular Coil Positions

The focus coil was orientated angularly about the
axial position just described such that the flying
connecting leads emerge at the dead top (twelve
o'clock).
Under these conditions, black goes to chassis and
red to the positive focus supply at P2 of the
camera head.
Reversal of the focus coil connections simply
inverts the picture, without deterioration of focus
(see below).. Rotation of the focus coil should
theoretically have no effect at all, but should be used
judiciously in practice in the course of image alignment.
The frame scan coil was angularly rotated in the
prototype such that, looking from the vidicon base
end (connecting tag end), and the two closely spaced
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Adjustment Procedure

If an individual coil is to be
shifted axially or angularly just move it in the
desired manner in the case of the scan coils, since
these are a secure but not locked fit inside the

focus coil.
For moving the focus coil alone, slacken the
pinch bolt on the front clamp, hold the scan coils
fast with one hand and move the focus coil as
desired with the other.
For moving the coil set bodily, either axially or
angularly, just slacken the front clamp pinch bolt
and move the focus coil without holding the scan
coils fast.
When final optimum settings have been reached,
secure the positions with two drops of Durofix, one
at the point where the frame scan coil emerges from
the focus coil and the other where the line scan
coil emerges from the frame scan coil. Position
these drops of glue such that they can subsequently
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be removed without damage at any time if future
be
readjustments to the coils should prove to
necessary.
of
The reader is again reminded that the valuesuch
R14 is fairly critical; a value should be chosen focus
as to make the point of optimum electrical
fall roughly in the middle of the track of VR2.

February,

1964

sive stray light enters, and on the other hand
because excessive breakthrough of medium wave

broadcast stations at the target and into the videoa
amplifier obscures all picture observation on
receiver.
The correct procedure is to set up the camera
accurately levelled on a good photographic tripod
and set up an accurately aligned sheet of paper with
ruled squares in a suitable holder. If the squares
are then not aligned on the televised image on the
Cables Between Units
receiver the paper should be rotated until the telequality vised picture appears correct. The angle of rotation
The coaxial cables should be of a good
the two
required can then be measured with a spirit level
thin type for laboratory instruments and or
tape and protractor on the paper and ruled in. The
power cables three -core microphone
camera is then switched off and disconnected and
recorder cable with common screening.
terminal
opened.
The cable from tuner to receiver aerial
even
A small pencil mark should be made on the rear
can have any desired length within reason,
TV
normal
use
should
and
of
yards,
of the line scan coil former and the vidicon base
some hundreds
clamp, marking the existing orientation. The
aerial coaxial feeder. Twin feeder is not permissible
to
paper
required angle of rotation on the square -ruled in
as it has high losses when dirty and leads
the
is then transferred to the vidicon base clamp
undesirable amounts of radiation or interference
approthe
at
it
on
mark
pencil
a
secostd
of
form
pick -up.
be
priate position, and the scan coils can then
If the receiver has aerial terminals for totwin
new mark.
the
the
with
close
be
accurately
must
unit
coincide
to
symmetrising
rotated
the
feeder
This procedure should normally correct a skew
receiver(s).
picture in one step.
In case of oblique distortion the procedure can
Alignment
Picture
be carried out for the scan coils individually, noting
two angles on the paper from receiver observations
It is not possible to make running adjustments
and working with five pencil marks once the
hand
one
the
on the open camera chassis-on
camera is opened.
excesand
because the lens is then not in position

MAKING

PRINTED

CIRCUIT

BOARDS

---continued from page 218
plastic side of the board
the
onto
be
pressed
could
and the board moved backwards and forwards from
time to time by holding the rubber " pip" of the
cup. It is best to use rubber gloves!
The etching will take between about thirty and
sixty minutes to complete, and it is essential that
all of the unwanted copper is perfectly dissolved.
of
Towards the end of the process small particlesconcopper will be seen between the " painted"
ductors. This must be deleted. It will be understood, of course, that the board should not be put

thoroughly dry,
into the etchant until the resist
and it is best to leave a " painted " board overnight to ensure this condition.
When the etching is completed the board should
water
be thoroughly washed under running warm moved
and dried with a soft cloth. The resist can be spirits,
with a suitable solvent, such as methylated
coupled with some domestic scouring powder (e.g.
"Vim") and hard rubbing with a tough cloth! This
will expose the non-etched copper conductors, and
to ensure that there is adequate insulation between,
sections of the copper an ohmmeter should be
employed.
is

Drilling
not
The holes should next be drilled, but this ishave
a difficult matter as the positions for them the
already been impressed upon the copper side of
board. We thus end up with a perfectly satisfactory
be
remains
printed circuit,
hown in Fig.
is to mount the components, as shown

3

The usual mounting method is shown in
Fig. 4(a), but an alternative arrangement is shown
in Fig. 4(b). When soldering components to the
circuit, especially transistors, a pair of pliers should
It
be employed as a heat sink, as shown in Fig. 5.the
is also important to use the iron only once for
connection, and this is facilitated by first tinning the
copper close to the hole and also the component
connecting lead (again using a heat sink to avoid
U
damaging the component).

HELP FOR HOME BUYERS
When you are buying or selling property
it is vitally important to know where you
stand as far as the law is concerned.
Ignorance or carelessness might cost you
hundreds of pounds. There's sure to be a
big welcome, then, for the new FREE
just
SERVICE
ADVICE
LEGAL
announced by Newnes Property Advertiser
and Holiday Guide. Every week, from now
on, this paper will carry questions and
answers on such topics as mortgages,
insurance, surveying and general legal
points. In addition any reader may have
his own particular questions answered by a
panel of experts simply by filling in a Query
Coupon on the Legal Advice page. Newnes
Property Advertiser and Holiday Guide,
which contains details of thousands of
houses, flats, shops, business and holiday
addresses, is on sale every Thursday, price 4d.
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VICING
EVISION
(VERS
No. 98:

PHILIPS

17TG1000

and

21TG100H

By L. LawryJohns

THESE receivers were the first of an extensive

range by Philips and Stella and many of the
later models shared many features with the
100U and 200U which form the subject of this
article. The 100U was a 17in. model, the 200U
using an identical chassis but with a 21in. tube.
Accessibility
A noteworthy feature is the use of hinges
lower both sides of the chassis to allow easy
to valves and components. With the rear
removed it s only necessary to remove the
R713

V715
C.R.T.

NTo loudspeaker

Focus

base

which
access
cover
lower

screen of the upper right side latch, lift the latch
and raise the chassis off the bottom stud. The
chassis is then swung open.
There is no need to remove the side control
knobs as these are designed to swing in with the
chassis.
This exposes all valves, but if it is desired to
remove the chassis completely it is necessary to
remove the e.h.t. cap, c.r.t. base connector, release
the c.r.t. clamp and slide the scan coils off the c.r.t.
neck. Then unclip the speaker leads and chassis
earth wire, remove the lower chassis hinge fixinscrew, raise the hinge and remove the chassis.
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-Front

view of chassis, as seen when swung open.
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a severe change in value of R713 (focus) will result
Common Faults
in the voltage at the junction of R622 and R713
to
rise
give
One quite common fault which can
as the value of R713 falls, since the above
dropping
the
when
somewhat alarming symptoms occurs
mentioned supplies are taken from this junction
internal
an
develops
PCL83 sound output valve
and the total value of R619 and R622 in series is
short. This results in resistor R715 overheating and 220kí1.
There
completely.
out
smoking, sometimes burning
For example, should the focus control element
is no point in replacing this 330SZ resistor or checkchange value to about 220kí1 the boost line voltage
the
until
etc;
C703
ing for shorts in the circuit,
would be halved, the brilliance would suffer and the
PCL83 (V105) has been checked as this will almost height decrease as well as the expected drop in
at
fault.
certainly be found
sound response and quality. Therefore it is always
While on the subject of the sound stage it should a good plan to disconnect the focus control if the
noise
no
conventional
is
there
be pointed out that
e.h.t. and width seem normal but the above symplimiter. Limiting is carried out by R113 and C114,
toms become manifest. If the control is at fault
somewhat
is
components
these
of
value
and thus the
there will be an immediate increase of brilliancechange
to
unlikely
is
C114
(560pF)
Whilst
critical.
height and sound, the focus being little affected.
distorin
results
and
this
is,
2.7MSZ)
value,
R113
in
in
some
Thus
signals.
on
strong
particularly
tion
areas the sound on BBC may be distorted whilst
Complete or Intermittent Loss of Sound
the ITV signal may be quite clear or vice -versa until
This is usually caused by a faulty PCL83 (V105)
R113 becomes too high when all signals become low
and where the sound is intermittent there may be
and distorted. Note that this also happens when
as it comes and goes: note that R715
there is a fault in the line time base which results sharp cracks
at all. Check R111 (15011)
in a drop of boost line volts since the supply for need not be affected
pin 1 of the PCL83 (triode anode) is derived via which could be damaged.

I_]C200
5101

5102
FR2171

1R212

I

0110

0

I Ri11

5104

115

C
116

V105

PCL83

L_

112

R1ö

C114
R113

C

222

2

C204

C220

S204
5205

X 218

0A70
5206

5203

R21

I

5201

R210

I

C208j
Fig. 2 -View of lower rear centre of chassis.

R113 from the boost line rather than from the
normal h.t. line. Hence there is no sound until the
PY81 is operative.
Defective Focus Control

Still on the subject of the boost line and thus the
supply to the audio stage and the supply to the
height control and first anode of the tube, we would
direct attention to the habit of this type of focus
control changing value. The correct value is 2M11
and the control is wired with one end to the 465V
boost line and the other to chassis. Obviously then,

No Picture, No Roster

Listen for the line timebase whistle. If absent
check the PL81 (V609) and fuse Z722, which can
fail due to an intermittent spark -over in the PL81
or PY81, or if excess current is being drawn, since
the fuse is only rated at 250mA.
The line oscillator ECL80 (V611) does not often
give drive trouble and if the PL81 is found to be
red hot the ECL80 is not often responsible. Usually
a replacement PL81 restores normal conditions. If
the line whistle is present note whether the EY86
is lighting up. If it isn't; replace it. If it is, the e.h.t.
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11311111
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Fig. 3 -Rear chassis views, left and

right sections.

is likely to be in order and the boost line volts at
the end of the focus control should be checked as

PCL82. Also check the boost line voltage and focus
control.

of Width
Check the PL81 and the PY81 and ensure that
both PY82 rectifiers are operative. Both should
light up (it one doesn't the vacuum could be
impaired by a cracked base) and d.c. should be
present at pin 9 of each.
The screen feed resistor of the PL81 does not
often give trouble as it does in some receivers
(R613).

No Signals

previously mentioned.
Lack

Line Hold

If the control is at the end of its travel and a
picture cannot be resolved, check V611 (ECL80),
R615 (820kí,'!) and note the effect of disconnecting
the link between the hold control and the vision
noise limiter (R600). This control has been known
to change value and give rise to line hold trouble.
Bottom Compression
Check V4I4 (PCL82) first. If the trouble persists
check R421 C408 and C411. These are the
" usual " items which may be found at fault.
Lack

If the raster is displayed when the brilliance is
advanced and there is some background noise from
the loudspeaker but there is no sound or vision
signal, check the PCF80 (V302) on the tuner unit
by substitutiee and if this does not restore normal
conditions, try another PCC89 (V301). If neither is
at fault check the voltages to the tuner unit valves
and the condition of R323 and R312. At the same
time check the turret pegs and contact springs to
ensure that these are not damaged. These remarks
of course, assume that the aerial is in order and
that the coaxial plug is properly wired and plugged
in.
TO BE CONTINUED

JOIN THE PRACTICAL GROUP
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Every Month

PRACTICAL MOTORIST ..
Every Month

of Height

Even top and bottom. Check R420 (820kfl) in
series from the height control to pin 9 of the

PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER..
Every Month
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FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel
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OW that we have dealt with the basic
principles of propagation and reception of
DX signals, some tips on how to set about
the indentification of signals is necessary.list of all
First of all you will need an accurate
do
TV transmitters in Europe, and youof cannot
copy which may
better than use the official one
be obtained from : -The European Broadcasting
Union, Technical Centre, 32 Avenue Albert Lancaster, Brussels 1$, Belgium.
This will cost you 50 Belgian Francs (7/6d.)
which can be paid by International Money Order
obtainable from your local Post Office. The book
will provide you with full station details printed in
in
English and French. The main edition is issued
and
March each year and the 7/6 covers its cost
the six supplements per year which keep the details
up to date until the new issue the following March.
This is certainly the " best buy" for DX work,
of
although it does not provide photos or detailscard
test cards because of frequent changes in test
design.
For the identification of signals we require test
card information, but as there is no published list,
we are on our own here. This is why we ask you to
send in details of any " mystery " test cards that
you receive so that we can identify them for you.
Please give the date and time of reception, thea
channel, and (if possible) photographs or at least
reasonably accurate sketch.
Mr. C. Hamer of Eastleigh for example, has
recently sent us a very good test card photograph,
which we can positively identify as Javerling,
Austria. This is a typical case which shows why we
want full details, for the test card shown is identical
to the West German one, except for one important
does not carry any letters or words on it,
detail
whereas the West German ones have either the
initials of the regional area, or the station name.
The difference between these test cards is only
slight, so if you have any photographs, a closer look
may well reveal yet another country.
Other useful sources of information are (1)
opening captions, (2) clocks and (3) the language.
Most of us will probably be able to recognize
Russian script for the USSR, but if you can give
details of other opening words and designs we can
help you in identification.
Clocks used as time cheeks nearly always have a
" local " flavour in design, and the difference
between our local time and that shown on the

N

-a

-it

" mystery " clocks can indicate the region that the
signal comes from.
The third method is to check the appropriate
that some
sound channel, but do not forget German,
for
countries have a common language.
example, is spoken in Austria and parts of Switzerland as well as Germany.
A word of warning here, particularly in respect
(the
of East Europe and its Intervision Service often
have
Eastern equivalent of Eurovision) : I the
word
been shown photos containing
" Moskwa " and the owners claim reception of
Moscow. The station name in Russian is " Mocba'
and the " Moskwa " is only an indication that Mascow is being relayed by a Polish transmitter.
Regarding test card identification, let us consider
the BBC test card. This carries no information
regarding the station of origin so we are very much
in the dark. This applies equally to many Continental cards. ITA is much better, but the criticismis
here, (as on the Continent) is that the lettering
small to read on weak signals.
Some cards do have good lettering. Mr Le
of
Couteur of Guernsey has sent in a good sketchcan
a test card carrying the letters NRK which we
identify as Norway. he states he has already identified Norway, but this was by means of another type
of card. Norway is one of the " awkward "
countries which uses three types of test card. but
We are now in the winter period of poor DX
here is a technique to sustain our interest. Just setit
up your receiver on say Channel OIRTI, leave
running and just wait. As I write these words
Ostrava is coming in, even if somewhat fitfully, via
Sporadice. A rapid check would have revealed
nothing, but leaving your receiver running will
produce intermittent short bursts of reception. The
frosty, foggy, winter evenings can produce good
tropospheric Band III reception as well.
Now for the experienced DX viewers a few
words again on u.h.f. reception. As you will have
seen from Mr. Blaney's reception reports and my
own and others, DX TV from the Continent is
certainly possible and occurs during good tropospheric conditions. So if Band III conditions are
good, try u.h.f. The signals can be excellent as
shown by Mr. Blaney's photographs. It would
seem that the BBC and the press may not be
correct (happily for us DX viewers) when they say
interthat BBC 2 will be free from Continental
ference. It will be less prone to it but not free
under certain atmospheric conditions, so why not
get going on u.h.f. before the bands get cluttered
up with " locals " in the next two years?
We still know relatively little about u.h.f. propagation, but it does appear that the ducting path can
lie very near to ground level between 25ft and 50ft
up, and experiments here show that at times a signal is better with the aerial at 30ft instead of 60ft,
and this is worth further investigation.

to
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PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF

COLOUR 7ELEWIMICH
PART 8
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

166

BY G. J. KING
OF THE JANUARY ISSUE

PAST articles have concentrated mainly on the
American NTSC colour television system, how

it works, how it is transmitted and how it is
received. This month we shall be dealing with the
French SECAM system while also looking in at the
German PAL system.
Towards the middle and end of July, 1963, colour
demonstrations organised by the BBC in co- operation with the Post Office, the ITA /ITCA and the
radio industry were established to reveal the
characteristics of the three major colour television
systems.
It was shown how pictures transmitted on
NTSC, SECAM and PAL systems compared in
performance under various conditions of interference, mixing and fading, compatibility and user
control.

Standard European System
The idea of the demonstrations was to form a
basis of appraisal of the three systems to facilitate
a final decision on a " standard" European system
as soon as possible in 1964. It is the Government
policy that Britain should adopt a colour TV system
which is common to that employed by European
countries for ease of programme interchange and
the general development of colour television. If
the final decision is made early in 1964, then there
is the possibility that colour in Britain could be
made available in 1965.
There are two sides to the debate at the time of
writing. One is prudent in holding back on any
decision of system until the European Broadcasting
Union has arrived at a definite decision, even
though this could delay the commencement of a
European colour service, while the other is pushing
for an immediate introduction of a colour service
on the NTSC system, it being argued that the
NTSC system has now been adequately proven by
several years' operation in America and that there
is little need of further extensive tests, since the
differences in performance between the NTSC
system and the other two are only marginal.
Fully Compatible
At the outset it must be made clear that the three
systems are fully compatible, as explained in last
month's article, and that they all give extremely
good colour pictures. There are some differences
in circuitry and the operation of the set between

the three systems can differ slightly from the user's
point of view. The display device, whether a
tricolour tube or three tubes in a' filtered optical
system, is also common between the three systems.
Indeed the first stages of the SECAM system are
substantially the same as those of the NTSC
system.
These stages still. produce the Y'
luminance signal and the R' -Y' and B' -Y' colour
difference or chroma signals (sometimes called the
red and blue colour- difference signals or the I' and
Q' signals, as we have seen from past articles). The
chief difference is related to the manner in which
these three signals are encoded for transmission and
decoded at the set.
It will be recalled that on the NTSC system the
Y' and the two colour -difference signals (three
signals in all) are transmitted simultaneously, as
briefly described below.
.

System
Both chroma signals are modulated on to a sub -

NTSC

carrier by the process of quadrature modulation
(see Part 6). After suppression of the sub -carrier
the sidebands of the chroma signals are applied to
the modulator of the transmitter along with the Y'
signal, and the two chroma and the mono signals
are used to modulate the v.h.f. or u.h.f. carrier
signal (see Fig. 23 in Part 6).
At the receiver the sub -carrier is replaced, which
then allows the demodulation of the Quadraturely
modulated chroma signals, and the colour- difference
signals are then re-formed at the output of the
detector.
Phase Sensitive

Quadrature modulation relies upon a 90 deg.
phase displacement between the two effective sub carriers at the transmitter (these are eventually
combined to form just a single, complex sub carrier), and if this phase displacement is not maintained within a few degrees over the entire system
incorrect colour rendering will result. Normally
this phasing is held accurately in rather the same
way as the line and field frequencies are held
accurately by the sync pulses.
If the line sync pulses become distorted for any
reason the top of the picture is likely to bend or
wobble or the picture is likely to tear or go out of
line sync. Similarly the picture will roll if the field
sync pulses are distorted.
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From the colour aspect the colours will change
if the phasing shifts outside tolerance. This can
happen just like anything else due to a fault in the
set or due to maladjustment. It can also happen to
some extent due to distortion of the signal during
its journey between the transmitter and receiver,
just the same as the sync can be affected by propagation shortcomings and reflections and so on.
This accurate phasing then may not be quite so
important as one may first conclude.
It was necessary to investigate the phase aspect
of the NTSC system again just prior to considering
the SECAM system, for the latter is not phase
sensitive as we shall see.

Sequential
In the SECAM system the chroma signals are
transmitted sequentially, with alternate scanning
lines carrying red and blue difference signals. The
mono Y' signal is carried on all
R'
lines the same as in a mono
---s
G'
system. This, then, means that
Matrix
al
only two signals are ever being
(i)
transmitted simultaneously

switch is positioned such that the R' -Y' signal is
allowed to pass through, while on the next line the
switch changes over so that the B'-Y' signal is
allowed to pass. When the switch is in the "red "
position the blue signal is cut off and when it is in
the " blue " position the red signal is cut off. The
switching signal is derived from the line scanning
circuits at the transmitting end.
A block diagram of a SECAM receiver is shown
in Fig. 32. The operation is not as complicated
as it may seem from a quick glance at the diagram.
It is as follows:
Appearing at the output of the vision detector
are the Y' luminance signal and the red and blue
colour-difference signals. The colour or chroma
signals are split into two channels after the chroma
amplifier. One is the "direct channel" and the
other the " delayed channel ". The delay is introduced by a device called a "delay line " and the
delay line is designed to give a delay equal to one
line period (64µsec).

-

Fig. 31: A simplified block diagram
of a SECAM sending end, showing the
encoding arrangements

Y' signal

Adding

network
A

signal

Modulation
signal to

Chroma
signals
from
camera

Electronic
switch
signal

Output
alternately
B' -?' and R' -Y'

Modulator

transmitter

Sub-carrier
the Y' signal plus the red chroma
in line
generator
sequence
signal and (ii) the Y' signal plus
the blue chroma signal
Line speed
This technique avoids the use
switching signal
of phase sensitive quadrature
modulation. The Chroma signals
The input chroma signal is R' -Y' and B' -Y' on
can be switched in terms of modulating a simple
is
sub- carrier from red to blue and so on over alter- alternate lines. The signal in the direct channel
of the delay
nate lines, meaning that only one chroma signal the same. However, due to the action
line over a single line period the signal in the
will modulate the sub-carrier at any instant.
(opposite to the
Sub- carrier modulation on the NTSC system is delayed channel is B' -Y' and R' -Y'instant).
At any
direct channel signal at the same
amplitude and while this was used initially on the
one channel
SECAM system it was found to give rise to various instant, therefore, a R' -Y' signal is in channel,
and
while a B' -Y' signal is in the other
problems and frequency modulation is now used.
A block diagram of the sending end of the the signals are changed over at line speed by an
SECAM colour system is shown in Fig. 31. Here, electronic switch, as we shall see.
like the NTSC system, we have the "matrix"
which accepts red, green and blue gamma -corrected Colour Delay
signals from the colour television camera and
The reason for introducing a one line delay is
produces the Y' mono signal and the R' -Y' and the
so that the colour information from each line can
B'-Y' chroma signals.
be used twice! The signal in the direct channel
corresponds to the line which at that same instant
is being scanned at the transmitter, while the signal
Electronic Switch
in the delayed channel corresponds to the previous
The two chroma signals are applied to the input line.
This idea is based upon the fact that the colour
of an electronic switch. At the output of the
switch occurs alternate B' -Y' and R' -Y' signals in information on successive lines is very similar,
meaning that the colour on one line can be dupliline sequence, and the signal at any instant is
applied to the modulator which modulates that cated on the next line with very little colour
chroma signal upon the sub -carrier, as produced by impairment. Theoretically, of course, there would
seem that some colour loss is inevitable, since only
the sub -carrier generator.
The modulated sub -carrier is then applied to the half the colour information is transmitted, but in
practice this is shown to be very small and it has
adding network along with the Y' signal.
The electronic switch is actuated by signal pulses been suggested that perhaps the NTSC system
occurring at line frequency. Thus on one line the transmits unnecessary colour information, thereby
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making the system more complicated than it need
be!
This is one of the features of the case now being
investigated by the EBU, leading to a final decision
on colour system.
The diagram in Pig. 32 shows the direct and
delayed channels connected to an electronic switch.
This is shown as an ordinary two -pole two-way
switch to make it easier to understand. The switch
is changed over at line speed and is, in fact,
actuated by pulses produced in the line timebase of
the receiver.
In the switch position shown the R' -Y' signal is
directed through the switch and the corresponding
channel and appears at " A " output. At the same
time the previous line, which has been delayed,
passes through the other section of the switch and
appropriate channel in terms of B' -Y' signal and
appears at "C " output.
On the next line the switch changes over and
passes the now B' -Y' signal in the direct channel to
" C" output and the now R' -Y' signal in the
delayed channel to "A" output.
R1

-Y' and

BI -Y' on

alternate lines

r-311.

the equivalent of the video amplifier in a black and
white set) is fed to the tube cathodes. This

arrangement is interesting, for it automatically
cancels out the Y' signal at the " A ", "B " and
" C " outputs, leaving only the red, green and blue
signals, corresponding to those applied to the
matrix at the transmitter (Fig. 31).
The PAL System
PAL is short for " phase alternation line" and
this system is probably closer to that of NTSC than
SECAM. A luminance and two chroma channels
are used as in the NTSC system with suppressed

sub -carrier transmission.
The two chroma signals are transmitted simultaneously, but while the phase of one is held
constant the phase of the other is changed by
180 deg. between alternate lines.
At the receiver the two chroma signals are
derived by adding or subtracting the sub -carrier
signal, which is delayed during one line to or from
the sub -carrier which is transmitted during the
next line.

channel

from

line timebase

Vision

Delayed
channel

detector

Ri-Y'

R' -YI
discriminator

amplifier

Input
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Switching pulses

Direct

Chroma
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(A)
G1- Y'

Matrix

(B)

From vision
IF stages

(1

Delay line
line period)

Electronic
switch

BI-YI

discriminator

BI-YI
Signals

to

tube grids

(C)

8' -Y" and R'-Yl on alternate lines
Y' signal

Luminance

YI

amplifier

Signal to tube Cathodes

Fig. 32: Asimplified block diagram of a SECAM receiver, showing the decoding
arrangements. The receiver circuits
are the some as NTSC circuits (and many mono sets) prior to the vision detector.

Colour Memory
It is easier to understand when it is remembered
that the signal at any instant being scanned is in
the direct channel, while the signal which was
scanned a line previously is in the delayed channel.
Thus on, say, line 2 of any field the R' -Y' signal
of that same line at the camera is being displayed
at the set at the same time as the B' -Y' signal of
line 1. On line 3 the B' -Y' signal of that same line
at the camera is being displayed at the set at the
same time as the R' -Y' signal of line 2 and so on.
The SECAM system is thus line sequential and
the delay which stores the colour information of
one line is termed " memory", the system being
known as " sequential and memory ".
As in the NTSC system a " matrix " is used to
derive the G' -Y' signal (e.g. green colour- difference
signal) and outputs "A ", "B" and " C" are
applied to the red, green and blue grids of the
display device (e.g. tricolour picture tube).
Y' signal from the vision detector via the
luminance amplifier (which, it will be recalled, is

The colour signals for applying to the tube or
colour display device are obtained from envelope
detectors after phase separation of the chroma
signals. A change -over switch reverses the phase
of one detector in synchronism with the transmitter
switching on the line sync pulses.
The PAL system is the German Telefunken Co.'s
scheme which is said to combine the advantages of
the NTSC and SECAM systems. It is said that
the phase alteration of the PAL arrangement makes
this system considerably less sensitive to phase
distortion than NTSC. The SECAM system overcomes the phase problems completely though has a
theoretically reduced vertical colour definition and
a somewhat expensive delay line or circuit for

correct operation.
The proof of any colour television system is in
the display and simple viewing under varying
conditions is really the best way to decide which is
the best system for Britain (or Europe ?).
THE

FINAL PART OF THIS SERIES APPEARS
NLXT MONTH
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Your
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERThe
TAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE.
coupon from p. 236 must be attached to all Queries, and a
stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

PTE VT4

This set has low e.h.t so that the tube just glows
faintly with no picture or raster even with the
brilliance control fully advanced.
I have checked the PY81 and PLS1 by substitudon. I have also checked the base voltages of these
valves and have found them to be correct, however
the top caps of both show only 400V. The EY51
Pearce (Dartford, Kent).
is also in order.
This trouble could easily be the line output
transformer, but the scancoils can produce similar
effects if faulty. To check this remove the pink and
screened wires from the scancoil tagstrip, and if
the e.h.t. is increased rather than decreased, the
scancoils are faulty.

-F.

PHILIPS 1768U

I wish to clean the tube-face of this receiver and
would therefore like to know the correct method
for removing the chassis from the cabinet. -H.
Jones (Birmingham).
First remove the rear cover. Turn both top retaining slips of the right side tuner control panel
through 90 deg. Remove both plugs, lean the unit
outward and lift free of the bottom grooves.
Release rear flange screws and slide out the chassis.
HMV

1842

There is a good raster but when receiving either
BBC or ITA transmissions there is a severe
patterning on the screen. The line hold also

becomes critical.
I have replaced the video amplifier, line oscillator
and line output valves and the efficency diode. I
also replaced the PCF80 and PCC84 as adjusting
the fine tuner alters the pattern.
The other fault on this set is that after being
switched on for about an hour, the frame collapses
leaving a horizontal line across the screen. The
frame scan can be restored for an indefinite period
by switching the set off for a few minutes, and then
switching on once mere.

I have replaced the frame output and frame
R.
oscillator valves without curing the fault.
Blackburn (Cardiff).
Ensure that the screening cover of the line output
stage is in position and that the leads are properly
dressed. Note whether the interference is still
present when neighbouring receivers are not in use,
as radiation from a nearby receiver can cause this
trouble, particularly when the aerials are close.
The decoupling capacitors should be checked if
the fault is definitely in the set itself.
The frame collapse is probably due to a faulty
capacitor. Check the 2µF capacitor in the boost line
feed to the frame oscillator and tube first anode
(pin 10 lead). Also check the 0.1µF and 0.05µF
capacitors associated with pin 1 of the PCL83.

-J.

KB QV301 /I

When first switched on, the sound and vision
appear as normal but these disappear after a few
seconds. This leaves a bright raster on the screen,
except for about tin. top and bottom which remain
dark.
This fault does not occur every time the set is
used, but when it does present itself it may come
and go several times in an evening.-A. Philpott
(Alfriston, Polegate, Sussex).
Check the 6AL5 valve by replacement and then
the decoupling capacitors of the V3 (9D7) stage
(2,200pF) from pin 8 to chassis. You may also have
to check the a.g.c. line capacitors by shunting each
in turn with a component of like value.
One of the tuner unit valves could be at fault and
these should also be checked by substitution.
FERGUSON 992T

A very poor quality and weak BBC picture is
received on this set, although the ITA picture is
perfect. A better aerial improves matters, but only
slightly. Also if the contrast control is advanced
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AERIALS"

`'U. AVE t,IUIDE

Manufacturers of TV Radio and Ham Transmitting Antennae wish to offer examples
from their range of products. For the amateur Enthusiast and the Do -It- Yourself type.
A SUPER HIGH GAIN ARRAY FOR THOSE DIFFICULT RECEPTION SPOTS
£

Element BBC Folded Dipole, Channel
I, witü a Double Five Channel 9 ITA,
complete with all clamps
...
or Double Eight Element ITA ..
Mast Equipment per your specification

s.

d.

3

7

10 0

8

10 0

I

IO 0

2

13 6

4

13 0

extra

S'D5 Combined BBC, ITA Loft Aerial ...
S D 5 Combined BBC,
ITA Outdoor
Aerial, wall mounting, complete ...
H & 7 combined BBC, ITA with chimney
lashing equipment
...
BBC Loft Aerial ...
...
...
...
V.H.F. Loft Aerial
5 Element ITA Aerial for attaching to
existing mast ...
...
...
...

Element ITA Loft Aerial
...
8 Element ITA Aerial outdoor
Double 5 ITA Super Fringe outdoor
Aerial ...
...
Double 8 ITA Super Fringe outdoor
5

12 9
11

3

IO 0

£ s. d.
6 0
2
I

4

94
00
00

Aerial ...
5
32ft. Garden Masts, complete for erection, two sets guy pickets, etc., with
fitting instructions
...
...
... 12 IO 0
Coax Cable semi low loss, 7d. per yard; super low
loss I'2d. per yard.
Cross over boxes for combining separate BBC and
ITA Aerials 9'6d.
Please send 6d. stamp for full list of aerials and
accessories. Terms C.W.O. orders over £4 post
and packing free.

PLEASE STATE CHANNELS REQUIRED

WHEN ORDERING

WAVE GUIDE AERIALS
DICKER MILL, HERTFORD

FREE -Tlb MB/T/Ql/SEN/NffRs
THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

a highly informative 056 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a reccgrused engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division
the B.1.E. T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

is

-

PET SUBJECT?
Mechanical Eng.,
Electrical Eng..
Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng.,
Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng.,

Building, Plastics,

copy of 'ENGINEERING
coday --ERE: E.

OPPORTUNITIES"

Certificate
Certificate
Practical Radio

Radie a Television Servicing

B .1.E . T.

Automation

SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering

POST COUPON NOW
Please send me your FREE 156 -page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

A.I.O.B.

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

B.Sc.
A

M.Brit I.R.E.

City & Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc., etc.

NAME
O

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
a
TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. SIE/ 20), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING

Practical equipmnu.
Ark for detaió.

R.T.E. B.
P.M.G.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!
A.M.I.Mech.E.
A.M.I. C. E.
A.M.I. Prod. E.

Tite rpec,a9tt

"Ott'

Television, etc.

NO PASS- NO FEE"

Whatever pour age or experience. you cannot afford
ro muss reading this famous book. It you are
earning less man £25 a week, send for your

EQU PMENT

rrmdcs Diri umt 0,
Basic Practical and Theoretic Courses for beginners in
offers you a
Radio, T.V., Electronics, Etc.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City e Guilds real labo atoryrrav,ing at home muh
Radio Amateurs' Exam.

Draughtsmanship.

We definitely Guarantee
46

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

WHICH IS YOUR

....

_

.........

_....._

ADDRESS._.._.,._,____._.

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

ORGANISATION

OF ITS KIND
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THE WORLD

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER
ACTIVATED SCREEN AND
'MICRO FINE- ALUMINISED

OUR PRODUCTS
LAWSON TUBES are the Products

of the Commonwealth's largest cathode
ray tube manufacturers. All tubes
are designed to give very much
improved performance in all TVs
(especially older sets). Their new high

7S
LICHT
OUTPUT
SO

ZS

SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT
OR RECUNNED BUT

Carr.

and

Ins.

7/6.

Refundable
if old tube
returned.
Full Remonths'
12
placement Guarantee
and Fitting Instructions
with every tube.

IOj

12' £4.10.0
14' £5. 5.0
15"-17" £5.15.0
19"41" £7.10.0

SERVICE

OUR

BRILLIANCE CONTROL
C.O.D. or C.W.O.

resolution electron guns (suitable for 405 or 625) give crisp, needle
sharp definition and focus. Brilliant new silver activated screens
ensure much improved brightness and contrast. Exclusive "Micro
Fine" controlled thickness aluminising gives 50% more light
output. Silicon vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes
ensure very long life.
Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass excepted), and
guaranteed an exact replacement for the original.

NOT

RESCREENED

THE LAWSON CRT organisation is specially designed to
give a world wide CRT service, from the largest stocks of all
types of CRT's in Britain. We can supply the EXACT tube you
require by return, it matters not if you live at No. 10, the Outer
Hebrides or far away New Zealand, or if you want 1 tube or
1,000 our long experience, vast stocks and special CRT containers
ensure rapid and safe delivery anywhere.

MALVERN, WORCS. Malvern
LAWSON TUBES 2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE,

Y SERVICE

VALVES

1T

SETS
1A7G
1D5

r

1H5GT
1N5

185
T4
3A5

34

5U4G

5Y3GT
5Z4G
6A8G
6AL5
6AQ5

6AT6

6/8
8/3
8/4/9
3/9
2/6

619
5%9

4/8
5/7/6/9
218/4/9

6BJ6

5/5/6
5/6
4/9
9/1/6
4/4/3
7/9
5/9

6QD6G 28/8
61r1

6b'13

6F14
6K7G
6K7GT
6K8G
6K8GT
6L6G
6LD20
6P25
6P29
6Q7G
6Q7GT
6R7GT
6SL7GT
88N7GT

5/3

7/9
9/6
4/9
7/9
9/6
5/6

4/.

38

, D

AF918

6BÉ6
5/3
6BG6G 12/8
68116
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6U4GT
6V6G
6V6GT
6X4
6X5GT

39
3/9
5/6
7/9

705

7C6

59

7117

25/-

787
7Y4
1002
10F9
12AT6

13/-

12ÁÚ7
12AX7
12K7GT
12K8GT
72Q7GT
12Z3

19BG6G
20F2
20P4
20P5
25L6GT
25U4GT

30FL1
30L15

30PL1
30PL13
35A5

35L6GT
35Z4GT
AZ31
B36
CCH35
CL33
CY1
DAC32

-

10/3/9
4/9
419
4/3
8/9
4/3
8/6
13/6
11/9
14/9
14/9
5/9
10/6
9/6
9/9
9/9/6
14/7/9
4/11
6/11
4/9
12/9
9/6
12/6
8/3

DA
SAME
NEW! TESTED!
4.3V4. D

4/9
6/9
8/8
DL33
7/3
DL35
6/9
DL92
4/9
DL94
5/8
DL96
8/EABC80 5/3
EAF42 8/EB91
2/DK91
DK92
DK96

EBC33
EBC41
EBC81

EBF80
EBF83
EBF89
EBL21
ECC40
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC84
ECC85

ECF80
ECF82
ECH35
ECH42
ECH81
ECL80

51-

7/3
6/9
7/3
7/9
6/9
8/9
718
319

4/9
7/6/3
7/3
6/3
6/6
6/6
8/3
8/8/3

ECL82
ECL86
EF39
EF41
EF42
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89

EF 91

EF92
EF184
EL33
EL41
EL42
EL84
EM34
EM80
EM81
EM84
EM87
EY51
EY84
EY86
EZ40
EZ41
EZ80
EZ81
GZ32
KT32
KT36
KT61
KTW61
MU14
MX40
PC95
PCC84

7/6
3/9
6/6
413

6/3
4/7/9
7/6
7/9
5/6
7/11
7/9
8/3
8/9
6/5/6
5/6
4/6
4/6
8/6
17//6

4/9

5/6
9/6/-

READERS RADIO
HILL
24 COLBERG

LONDON N.16

PLACE,

GUARANTEED!

FIRST -CLASS RADIO

.. Set of 4 for 15/-

AND T/V COURSES...

F91, DF91, DK91, DL92, DL94

DAF91
3/9
DAF96
6/DCC90
8/9
DF33
8/DF91
2/6
DF96
61DH76
3/9
DH77
4/9
DK32
8/15/6
DK40

STAMFORD
STA. 4587

2100

PCC85

4

PC089
PCF80
PCF82
PCF84
PCF86

7/6
81-

U37
U47

81-

U74
U191
U281

050

5/9
6/9
11/9

PCF806 14 /PCL82
7/3
PCL83
9/PCL84 616
PCL85
816

U291
U301
U801

18/6

10/6

Post

GET A CERTIFICATE!

17/818
4/6
3/9

11 /-

9/8
9/12/6
17/UABC80 5/9
UAF42
8/UBC41 6/11
UBC81
7/3
UBF80
6/UBF89 7/3
UBL21 10 /ÚC92
8/6
UCC84
9/UCC85
6/9
UCF80 10/3
UCH42
7/6
UCH81
7/6
1.1282

PEN4DD
19/6
PENA4 7/3
PEN36C 81PEN383 10/6
P1.36
8/9
PL38
16/6
PL81
7/6
PL82
5/6
PL83
5/8
PL84
519
PX4
9/PX25
7/9
PY32
9/PY33
10/PY80
5/3
PY81
5/9
PY82
5/6
PY83
6/6
PY88
8/1117
151TDD4
7/9
TH21C 10/6
TH233 15/TY86F 11/3
U22
6/U25
U26

for 23/6

UCL82
UCL83
ÚF41
ÚF42
ÚF89
ÚL41
UL44
UL96
ÚL84
UU7

1418

8/91-

7/3
5/613
7/-

151-

ÚY21
ÚY41
ÚY85

8/9
6/3
7/6
8/6
4/9
4/3

W77
X63

2/6
6/6

VP1321 15 /-

per valve
extra.
Any Parcel Insured
Against Damage In
Transit 6d. extra.
Ally C.O.D. Parcel 4/3
6d.
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After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let

FREE

us

show you how.

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College provides first rate postal courses for
Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in

RadioiT.V. Servicing, Electronics

and other branches of engineering,

together with particulars of our
remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR

NO

FEE

Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

1885 -OVER
150,000 SUCCESSES

FOUNDED

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst. of Engineering)
(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN

LONDON, E.C.I
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beyond a certain point in its travel there is a slight
click and both picture and sound will disappear
leaving a bright raster and a "herring bone effect"
on the screen. This only occurs on BBC.
I have replaced VI and V2 and also the 150pF
capaator between these two valves. I have also
renewed the EY51, the PL81 and the PY81.H. P. Colgeitt (Widnes, Lancashire).
We usually find that the lkil h.t. supply resistor
to pin 8 of VI is at fault, probably damaged by a
faulty 0.00214F decoupling capacitor. Check this
and the bias voltage of V1.

bottom and sides of the screen. The contrast control also seems to be inoperative.
Dabner
(Dartford, Kent).
Check that the potential on the slider of the
contrast control, relative to chassis, varies as the
control is operated. If it does not, check the
control and associated components. If it does,
however, the trouble lies somewhere on the a.g.c.
line or in the a.g.c. amplifier.
Check the associated 30FL1 (V6) and the
valves to which the a.g.c. bias is applied; for
example, the tuner valve and the EF183 (V3).

KB QV20(1

PHILIPS 19TG 108U

When switched to the ITA channel, good sound
and vision cannot be secured at the same time;
i.e., with the fine tuner adjusted to give good
volume the picture becomes " watery "; when
readjusted to give good vision the sound can only
just be heard at full volume. This fault is not
present on BBC.
Also there is present down the left -hand edge of
the screen, a thin dark vertical band. -E. B.
Alexander (Cheltenham, Gloucestershire).
The slight vertical band is evidence of the
reception of ghosting or reflected signals which are
of course unwanted and must be rejected by
resisting or redirecting the aerial. The poor ITV
reception could also be due to a weak aerial signal
or perhaps a low emission PCC84 valve in the tuner
unit.
PHILIPS 1446U

This receiver presents two pictures on the
screen when the vertical hold control is set midway. Any adjustment to this control results in the
picture rolling up or down.
I have changed the ECL80 frame oscillator and
PL82 frame output valves without clearing the
fault. -O. W. Jones (Burry Port, Carmarthen shire).
Check the resistors connected to the vertical
hold control and reolace any whose value has
altered. If the trouble persists, susnect a fault in
the frame blocking oscillator transformer.
TELLA ST 8917U

Operation of the frame hold control, fails to
prevent the picture from slipping, which it does
occasionally, especially when changing channels.
-D. Fox (London, S.E.18).
If the frame hold control needs to be towards
one end of its range to hold the picture, the
trouble is probably in one of the resistors actually
connected to this control. Check them for value
and replace if incorrect.
If the frame slips even though the correct locking point is well within the control's range, checks
should be made on those components between the
sync separator stage and the frame oscillator.
ULTRA VI780

Recently the picture on this set went negative,
losing some of the details of the picture at the

-T.

Occasionally the 250mA fuse which feeds the
e.h.t. booster diode and line o'tteut valve, blows.
1 have replaced the e"ic'en-y d'ode and line output valve but the fault remains. -G. Down (Cow fol 1, Horsham, Sussex).
Surges in either of the valves mentioned could
cause the trouble and no harm world be done by
stepping up the fuse rating to 500mA -but no
more! If the trouble then persists, suspect an
intermittent short in the line output transformer.
FERRANTI TIOS7F

When first switched on the sound is present for
about one minute and then fades away completely.
After about five minutes silence, the sound returns
accompanied by crackling and distortion. Eventually, however, the sound becomes normal and
remains so. -B. Powell (Mosborough, Sheffield).
The suspect valves and components are on the
i.f. panel (panel E). Check the top 30P12, 6D2,
6F23 valves on the left side and associated
circuitry and components.
ULTRA WT9 17

When first switched on, the U25 e.h.t. rectifier
does not light. The valve has been replaced without altering the results.
A weak, out -of-focus picture can be obtained by
advancing the brightness control to a certain
roint. Beyond this point in its travel, however,
the nicture blows un leaving a blank screen.
If I leave the brightness control set for a weak
picture, after an hour the U25 l'ehts and a full
strength picture appears. -G. Johnson (Bolton,
Lancashire).
Check the 20P4 line outnut valve and the U329
efficiency diode. Also check the 4.7kil resistor to
pin 4 of the 20P4 valve base and the 500pF e.h.t.
smoothing capacitor if necessary.
EMERSON E708

The top and bottom of the picture are cramped
and the centre stretched. No adjustment of
linearity and height controls corrects the condition
completely.
I have replaced the frame output valve, V7,
and tested most components in the associated
circuitry. 'the cramping and stretching is more
pronounced when the set is first switched on.R. F. Fraser (Wideopen, Newcastle upon Tyne).
You should check the PCL82 frame oscillator
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output valve and also C54, C56 and C57 (0.1µF,
0.001µF and 0.04µF respectively). One of these
capacitors is likely to be defective.
.

SOBELL TSI7

The picture on BBC is perfect. On ITA, however, the picture is dim and pulls to the right.
This condition lasts for about 20 to 30 minutes
after switching on, when it reverts to quite a good
G. Forster (Northampton).
picture.
Check that the mains tapping is set to suit the
mains voltage applied to the set.
It is possible that the trouble is caused or aggravated by a partly worn tuner valve. A possible
trouble being that the emission of the valve rises
to normal as its temperature increases over a
longer than normal period of time.

-F.

EKCO TC 267/1
This set suddenly went dead and on examination I observed smoke coming from the tuner
unit. On further examination of the tuner, I discovered that the 2.7kí2 resistor to LS had burned
out. The 56kû resistor from LS to V2 was also
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charred, and so I replaced both these components
with ones of similar value and =W ratings.
Since then, however, I have only been able to
obtain a weak ITA picture with poor sound.
Neither BBC nor v.h.f. radio can be received.
I have replaced the tuner unit valves without
improving the situation. -E. Skilbeck (Loughor,
Swansea, Glamorganshire).
The 56k12 resistor which you have replaced
between L5 and V2 should in fact be 5612. We
feel sure that this is the cause of the low gain,
but check also the coupling capacitor to the grid
circuit of the i.f. stage.

H.M.V. 1824
I recently fitted a new tube to this receiver and
now the picture is distorted, there appearing to
be three or four ghost images of the picture across
the screen.
I have changed V10, V11, V12, Ví3 and V14
without curing the fault.-H. Tillotson (Bradford,
Yorkshire).
You should check the continuity of the 25k12
horizontal hold control and the 330kí2 resistor in
series from it to pin 2 of the Vll valve base.

sT CASE -15
Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing
to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based
on actual practical faults.

After several years of fault -free operation an
experimenter's receiver suddenly developed
the symptom of reduced picture width. Apart
from this, the sound was normal as also was the
picture in terms of definition and brightness.
Thinking that the mains rectifier-which was a
valve type using several anodes-was at fault, this
was replaced but the symptom remained, and even
by turning the width control to maximum it was
not possible to obtain a full horizontal scan.
What other components should the experimenter
have checked?

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE
(Page 188, last month)

14

The symptom given last month is nearly always
caused by an intermittent, partial short-circuit in
the heater of the picture tube. As most sets feature
a series -connected heater circuit, a short -circuit in
one of the heaters in the chain is absorbed by all
the other heaters. If there is a partial short, then
the resistance of the heater decreases though the
current through it remains the same. This results in
a fall of voltage across the section of the heater
which is intact, thereby causing the heater to dim
and reduce in temperature.

In the picture tube, of course, this trouble is
bound to give all the symptoms of a low emission
picturetube. It can be detected quite easily either
by measuring the a.c. voltage across the tube
heater when the fault occurs and comparing it with
the voltage present without the fault, or simply by
observing the brightness of the heater under the
fault condition and comparing with the normal
brightness.
Such trouble can often be brought on or temporarily corrected by tapping the neck of the tube
with the handle of a screwdriver. On a.c. circuits,
the tube heater can be removed from the series
chain and energised from an independent heater
transformer. In this way greater current can be
pushed through the intact section of the heater,
thereby causing the cathode temperature to rise for
normal emission. Note, however, that if only a small
section of the heater remains intact energising from
a constant voltage source -such as a heater trans -

former-is likely

r

to result in total failure.

I

QUERIES COUPON

I

This coupon is available until FEBRUARY 21st, 1964, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the
notice on page 232.

I
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PADGETTS RADIO STORES

-

now

TELEVISION

OLD TOWN HALL

HERE'S A LOW COST WAY

KNOWLER HILL
LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

TO GET INTO

COMPLETE

TS'
Sl /TS
UNTESTED
Bush 14ìn. 13 channels, TV53
75 /Pye 14 /n. 13 channels, VT9
50 /Philips 141n. 2 and 10 channels, 1446
3.51 We have 171n. TV Sets with rough cabinets,.
coils fitted 2 and 10, at 501 -. Carriage on axis
TV Set 10 /- per B.R.S. Well packed but

sent at owner's risk.
Brand New Tube Unit full of BIG valves
and tube. No circuit, 45/ -, carriage R.R.S.

7'6.

l'alves Removed from

TV

Sets. Tested

on Mullard Valve Tester, and are 100° as
new. Three months unconditional guarantee. POST FREE.
FCL80
1051
21II- PY81
4/ECG))
OP 13
5/PY82
5/5/EY51
2/6 10P14
P7,:í(1
4/5/20D1
PCF80
3/4/6
4/8
ERF80
20P1
PCC84
5/4/8
E B91
9t1
5/FAC91
1/6
EB91
9d. 20L1
1,1281
P1,83
5/5/E -1
2/9 U282
PL33
5/4/8F1
1/- U329
536
5/4/K'T36
5/- N37
F14
5/_
6LD20
5/- PÌ82
U12
5/4/10C2
5/- PY80
5/- 954
1/3
EF80 1/6 or 10 /- per doz. Grade 2 EF80 for
test purposes, 4/. doz.
New Valves Ex. Units.
I'OST FREE.
ARP12 1/8. 6 for 5/8, box of 50 20/-. IT4
ARS 2/ -. ARTP2 2/- APT4 2/ -, APP37 2/ -,
(K7 2/-. 6K8 4 / -. 5U' 3/ -, 6SN7 3/ -, 6V6 3/ -,
6VOGT 4/6. 6C4 2/ -, EL91 1/9, EF91 1/9,
EF50 1 / -. 6/- doz., 6F6 2/6. 6X5 4/8.
P.M. Speakers. Removed from TV Sets.
All perfect condition. Rola and Plessey
6 x 4/n., 5/ -: Goodman and R. and A.. 7 at
6 / -: Role and R. and A. 61/n. round, 3/8:
din. Dish, round. 5/ -: 8in. round. 6/-. Post
on any speaker, 2/ -.
TV Tubed Picture Tested.
Reclaimed
from TV Sets. 12in.. 17/ -, 14in.. 30/ Carr.
I

J. P. Hawker
J. A. Rlec>'rl=hough

ELECTRONICS
POCKET

7/6.

7'V
12

BOOK
Edited by
J. P. Hawker and J. A. Raddthough
Fully corers
FI'ND.%Vin:.\TALS:
Behaviour. of Electrons in E.legti-ic, and .Magnetic Fields- Eminsian of kith-thins-Conduction and ('erre
t'oltaoe Relationships,
t
l t l t I
A 5l -:\ l'S: Dio:/rs- Thermionir,Indes ThgruNonsn ve r
Sonitonuet
d
sr
L',u Ji i. --iii /'chr --E/pe TO, .Molt'
plierr -fht /I Malbn:ier.- Thennistors and TonLinear Flemen(s- 11rn,o -El!a trio Cells-Transducers. p:LE( "ftt(1- 11A(..NI.I'I(' DEVICES:

l

r

I

I

quired. 12. 14, 15 and 17 ins, Any make.
Special trade price of 23.15.0. Carr. inurance, 7/6.
New Top Grade Diodes, 1/3 each, 4/6 per
doz. Post free.
'Speelal offer, New 12in. speakers with bullttn tweeter. 28/ -. Post free.

/-

I

r

Solenof ds' -Relu vs.
l'UI'l'S: VoItaor

1

RES/CAP. BRIDGE

p

32!62'6

.

AMPLIFIER ('IltAmplification-Dlstortion-

Bandtbldth- Povicer 4mp!,E
of Amplifiers- FeedbackD.C. Amplifiers. FC'LVI

r

(y,c.Ui, -n/ion

ts-

tl
-

it (t ion. :'ltOsciltating Pulse
Pulse Generators
tors- Wide -Range
I icTHP:It F:LEC'I'RIn-', iF
I i snit' Switching -Dim',
Phase'
Detectors-Pulse
L'(I(
DEVICES AND 111Lí i
n: Count,
colts- Radiation Delrrt
I'IIWI.I{ St -PRL1fES:A.C.Rectidicaho
Effie,' Orr n'
-Ripple Reduction-Volt.,,- RegulationD.C. Converters, THE MA(INETR AMPLIFIER. ELECTRONIC' MEASUREMENT AND TEST GEAR. INI/t'STRIAL
ELECTRONIC (4ONTROL. ELF('TItONIC
COltPL" l'KRS. INS7'ALLA2'I(/N :1ND
MAINTI:N ANCR UNITS.

-

t

Checks all types of resistors, condensers
6 RANGES
Built in hour.
Direct reading.
READY CALIBRATED
Stamp for details of this and other kits.
I

RADIO MAIL (Dept. VU)

Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

BBC

-

,

i

I

203 diagrams

From all booksellers
. or in
case pf
duflculty 22s. 341. by post from George
Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, London, W.C.2.

NEwNES

-

ITV

F.M. AERIALS

B.B.C. tILSND IL 'l'elelo. ft, 21/ -. External
Scopie
/D 30/ I.T.V. (BAND 3). 3 Element loft array, 25/ -. 5
Element. 351 -.
Wall
mounting, 3 Element, 35/ -.

',II\t.

:1

294 pages
Only 21s.

,

6 months unconditional guarantee.
Tubes. Completely rebuilt and refaced.
months guarantee. Old glass not re-

Element, 45/-,
COMBINED B.B.(. /I.T.V,
Loft 1 +3, 41/3: 1 +5, 48/9.
Wall mounting 1 +3, 5613:
1 +5, 63/9.
Chimney 1+3,
63.'9: 1, 5, 71/3.
E.11. III:IND 51. Loft S /D, 12/8: "H"
30/ -. 3 Element. 52/6.
External units
available. Coax. cable 8d. yd. Coax.
plugs 1/3. C.W.O. or C.O.D. P.P. 3/-Send O(t, stamps for Illustrated lists,
Band IV 451 line Aerials also available.
K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.7.)
5

3e,

REALLY PROFITABLE

T.V. SERVICING FAST!
Maybe you enjoy fixing electrical gadgets or
the odd radio or two. Maybe you wish you
could. In either case you are probably Just
the man who could benefit from a new

revolutionary type of television training
programme now being introduced for the
first time.
Knowing that early success will usually
spur a man on to greater achievement, we
have made a point of teaching first how to
make the easiest T.V. repairs. Since the
easiest T.V. repairs are the ones most often
found on service calls. you are ready W
make money right after the first lesson.
Then as sou progress you will learn how to
handle every kind of trouble found in all
makes of T.V. sets.
Here for example are some of the Items
covered in the course:
I. Simple adjustments to correct poor
pictures.
2. Circuit faults indicated by a poor
pattern.
3. Finding
bad valves by observing

picture faults.
Antenna principles and practices.
Facts about the T.V. signal to help
you In repair work.
IL All about Cathode Ray tubes.
7. Now to tell what Is at fault.
S. Explanation of television circuits.
g. ('.H,F. converters and tuners.
10. 'l'eletlsion
4.

5.

eet.
analysis.

test equipment and WW-

ll. Advanced trouble shooting by picture
II.
This is a real home study course that has been
bound Into one giant 8 z llin.. 192 page manual
to reduce cost.

Compares favourably with some courses
costing very much more! By creating a
mass market through large volume salee
and eliminating individual letter writing
we are able to pass on these savings directly
to you!
The course features over 325 different line
drawings, circuits, servicing charte and
illustrations to simplify the text and make
Your study more enjoyable. Soon you will
be well on your way to becoming a first-class
television repair technician!
VOL' TARE NO CHANCES WHEN TOIL

IIEAI, Willi SIM =TECH

You must be convinced that this le the best
value you have ever seen in television
training. otherwise you can return the

course (or have your money refunded if sent
with order) after you have examined it In
wale own home for a period of seven full
days.
The price? Only 36/- per course. plus postage
and packing 1 /6.

FREE TRIA7. OFFER
5/. per week If you wish

Terns only
sow

BIM -TECH BOOK COMPANY Dept. ASS
west Bad. Southampton, Haste.
Please Bend y u Television Course for
full
seven days' free trial. If uni delighted I may
rciurn the comae post -paid without further obligation on my part. Otherwise I will pay each or 5/weekly until 37 /6 plus 26 service charge, total 40 /-,
é paid.
Tick here if enclosing full price of 87/6. (Smut
S.-day money back guarantee.) NOTE: Customers
alto send cash with order get in addition a 71 -pare
lesk on TFLEVI9109 FAULTS, (This ono
,loxes March :tlsl, 1904h
vertea, customers pitean send full amosat uu
eluding Ireland).

To

Name
Address

Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey.
CRO, 2527

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TECHNICIANS

HATES: 4/- per line or part
thereof, average live words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
Adverti.ement must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
",
Manager. "Practical Television
'rower House. Southampton St.,
London, W.C.2.

Oü1PNT TRANSFORMERS

SETS & COMPONENTS

LABORATORY TESTED

..

DEFIANT: TR1453, TR1753 ..

.,

68/8

DYNATRON:
TC8IO2, T8105, T8115,
T893,
EHCO:
TRC124, TC198, T8188, T8193 ..
..
TRC139, TC140, T141, TV142 ..
X161, TC162, T164, T165, etc.
TC208, TV209, T231, T221, T231F,

54/78/8

78/6

T248, T283, T284, T293, etc.
FERGUSON: 103T, 105T, 113T, 135T, 145T
..
..
941T-953T inclusive

58 /6

306T, 308T
yHRRANTI: 141'3, 14T9F, 13TA
17K3 and F, 17T3 and F
17K4 and F, 178K4 and F
..
17T4 and F

64/-

..

..,
..

..
..
..

..
.
.,
..
..

-,
122011, 1236V, 1238V
114ÚF, 11411M, 115U
143711, 14461
Most modela in stock.
PILOT: Most models in stock.

,.
.,

PYE: CTM4, FV4C, FV4COL

..

..
..
..

CWI7C, CW17CF, CW171, etc.
Most models In stock.
RAYMOND: Most modela in stock.
REGENTONE: All models available.
R.G,D.: 6017T, 7017, C54, eta
..
Most modela In stock.
SOBELL: T817, T346

65/6

58/6

,.

97/6

88/6
48/6
48/6
88/6
68 /8
66 /6

54/-

58/94/8

54/-

104/ -

74/-

74/74/74/-

68/6
68/8
68/6

..

EKCO -FERRANTI L.O.T.s
U25 Type
PERSPEX HOUSINGS to suit 161Quantity Discounts. Post Free.
6 at L4.7.0; 12 at E8.2.0; 50 at L30.

BOYLAN

Duke St., Warrenpoint, N. Ireland.

Picture
VALUE:
EXCEPTIONAL
tubes, brand new, Mazda 19in., OME
1901,
Mullard 19in., AW47-90/91.
£4/101; Mullard 19ín., AW59/90,
12
£8/10/; carriage (insured) paid.
brand

months' guarantee. Note: All
new. We also supply most other
at
regunned
sizes,
completely
£4/17/8, guaranteed 12 months.
TOMLINS, 156 Lewisham Way, New
Cross, SE14. TID 3657.

106/8

54/54/-

,.
..
..

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD..
largest stockists of TV components in
the U.K. Line Output transformers.
Frame Output Transformers, Deflector
Coils for most makes. Official sole
suppliers for many set makers. Same
Day Despatch Service Terms. C.O.D.
or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotes.
Day and night telephone: GIPsy Hill
Hamilton Road, West
126
6166,
Norwood, SE27.

68/6
47/6
17/6
47/6
47/8

.
14T5, 17816, 17K6
O.E.C.: BT1251, BT1252, BT1746, BT1748,
..
ßT4043, BT6147, BT5246 -48 ..
..
..
BT4743
..
..
ßT5348- BT5643RInclusive
and
,
B.Y.Y.: 1824 and 1 to 1831 Inclusive
..
..
1840, 1841, 1842 -1848 ..
All modela available.
T119,
T120
..
..
T118,
INVICTA:
Aß other models available.
LFrso. LVT50, LFT60, ItV60
AD models available.
MARCONI: All models available.
MASTERADIO: Most models in stock.
MoMICHAEL: Most models in stock.
.,
...
MURPHY: V200, V202C
1 240, V250
..
PETO SCOTT, PHILCO: Most models in stock.
953,
958
952,
PAM: 908, 909,
PHILIPS: 17680, 2168U
,.
1100V, 1200V

58/6
64 /-

Moat models in stock.
.. ., ,. 104/STELLA: ßT5721Ú
,. 104/ 8T8617Ú, 0T862117
.. 104/ ST8917U
-,
..
.. 74/..
ST6414U, ßT641717
..
74/ST8314U ..
ULTRA: 88 aenea, 185 series, with U26, etc.,

.

.

.

78/8
.,
complete
..
..
Most modela in stock.
64/VIDOR: CN4217-CN4231 inclusive ,.
C.W.O. Only
Pori and Packing 3/8.
Also: Used O.P. Tos., Scan Coils, etc.
ALL GUARANTEED 90 DAYS
(AU eoWiries

WYNDSOR TELEVISION

TV SPARES
Makers Parts.
Telephone orders sent same day.
Line Output Transformers.

Fully Guaranteed

Ekco T22I, 231, 311, 284, TC208, T3I0.
T331, T327, TU209, T248, TC267, all 62/6.

Ferranti TI001 -5,
Murphy V240/250,

6216; I4T3 -6, 4716.
6216: V270/280, 7916.
Pye V4 -7, UT4-7 and Pam 906 -53, 551,
H.M.V. 1840 -9, 2805 -5902, only 6216.
Bush TV53, 79/6; TV24C, TV80 ecc., 8916.
Philips 1768U, 9216; 1114 -5, 1437 -46 8916.
Masteradio T917, TE7T, T409 -12 etc., 751 -.
Alba T301, 304, 394, 484, 494, 551..
Cossor 930 -8, S8/6; Ferg. 992.8, 6216;
Baird P2014/7, 21147, 5916.
L.O.P.T's FOR ANY MAKE and Model
supplied.
USED trans., often available,
ask for quote. SCAN COILS.
Ekco T22I, T231, etc. Pye VT4-7, both 501.
Used 14in. ex- Rental 13 Ch. sets: Pye'
Ferg. /Sobell, I0 1- each. MIN Lots of 20
6 for E5. (Callers only).
Con. Kit, 1251 -; 625 LOP, 901
Double -Six Transistor, comp. with leather
case, bat. earphone, etc., limited supply 82'6.

Lots of
I

,

IO

Free Insurance and Quantity discounts
Callers Welcome. Open all day Saturdays
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post ce Pack 41 -.

DIVISION

ST. ALBANS RD., BARNET, HERTS.
BAR 1769

Tubes

21

E5. 2.6
E5. 7.6

AW43 -80, 88
AW43 -89
AW47 -90, 91
AW53-80
AW53 -88

L6. 7.6
E6.12.6

AW36-20,
AW 36 -80

L7.10.0
L7.12.6
L7.17.6
ES. 5.0
L6. 7.6
E6.12.6
£7.17.6
E5. 7.6
£6.12.6
L7. 7.0
£8. 7.6

C14611, FM
CI7BM, FM, HM
CI7LM, PM, SM
C21 HM, SM, TM
CME 1402
CMEI702, 1703
CME 1705

CME2I01

L4. 2.6
E4.12.6
E5. 7.6
L5.17.6
E6. 7.6

CRM93

CRMI24

CRMI41,2,3,4
CRMI52, 153

I7I, 2, 3
CRM2I , 212
MW6 -2
MW22 -16
MW31 -I6, 74
MW36 -24, 44
MW41 -1
MW43 -64, 69
CRM

£7.17.6

II

E6.17.6
L4. 2.6
L4. 2.6
E5. 2.6
E6.12.6
E6. 7.6
E6. 7.6
E7.12.6

MW43 -80
M W S3 -20
MW53 -80

£7.12.6
£6.12.6
E5. 2.6

T901 A

I4KP4A, 141K
17IK, 172K, 173K

E6. 7.6

E6.12.6
E5. 2.6
L5. 5.0
E6. 7.6
£6.16.2

6901A
7201A, 7203A
7204A

740IA
7405A

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.
CARRIAGE 716, via B.R.S. or
1216 via passenger train.
TERMS E2 down (plus carriage)
balance El per month.
Midland Stockists:
Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,

-

Birmingham.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)

(Subject to Availability)
2 6716. Others 5716
CRMI7I, MW43 -69, 43 -64,

I4in. CRM141,
17ín.
751- Plus

TELEVISION CONSUMER

Guaranteed
Carriage.
12 months.

for

SERVICES LIMITED
112

CAMBERWELL ROAD

LONDON

TECHNICAL

Unused, Guaranteed
in Stock now

ALBA: T301, T304, T394, T484, T494, etc.,, 46/6
BUSH: TV11A, 11B, 12A, 12B, TVG12A,
44/12B, TRG12A, 12B
TVO26, TV32, TV33, TVG34, TVG34A,
T36, TV36, TVG36, TV36C, TVG36C,
W/6
TV43
TV53, TV56, TV57, TV68, TV62, TV63,
.. 94/..
TV66, TV67, etc....
109/TV80 with EY51.,
COSSOR: 930 and T931, 933.44, 937, 998A,
81/8
and F 939 and A and F
.. 58/6
..
943T, 940-946, 949, 945E
.. 68/8
954F, 947, 949
..
..
..
88/6
and
C
..
D17
..
DECCA:
..
,. 74/DM1, DM2C, DM3, DM4/C
..
DM5, DM14, DM17, 444, 556 ..

V4, VT4, V7, VT7
LV30. FVI, FV1C
C817F, CTMI71". CW17

We have the following

ETC

SCAN (OIES,

991T-997T inclusive

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

S.E.5.

Tel.: RODney 7917

or

Also
8 CRAY

PARADE, MAIN ROAD,
ST. PAUL'S CRAY, KENT.
Tel.: Orpington 30566.

www.americanradiohistory.com

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48

BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON, S.W.I I.

BAT 6859
South of the Bridge. Open Sats.
until 4 p.m.

Februury
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IS'61

SALVAGED VALVES TESTED ON
A

TESTER
P

063
1177

814

8:129

DI

DAF91
D114

0041
001,4
UF'91
1)H77

DK91
EA50
EB34
EB41
EBC33
EB(141
EIX.'33
EMMA

EG:'91
EfY`82

641.30
EF50
EF'6o

RESI
KT330
KT 11
KTZ41
L6:t
N308
N329
N:t39
N369
57379

P4!
POl
BC(1g4

PCF90
PCL82
P01.83
PEN45
PE N46
£1.33

pun
PI,92

P1.83
P1.64

PV3l

PY61
ems)

61'41
61'42

SPI
1131

U331.

U329
111,42

4/-

2/6
2/6
2/6
4/-

4/4/-

1/3

1/6
118

3/6

EXAMPLES
FULL CATALOGUE 9d.
VALVE HOLDERS
American Octal -,
3/- doz.

Nival

4/4/4/-

1/3
8/8
1/3
1/3
2/6
2/6
8/6

4/4/4/4/4/-

72 values
covering complete In °° range.
24/- per card.
Pou range of separate Resistors,
Condensers, etc.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
concentric trimmers 3/- doz

3 -154Ipf

GRO ORT'S (SALVAGED)

35 91,05, 18 M'ce, 10 Mks,.

LESS VALVES. EX- RECEIVERS
18/6.
can often supply for the
actual set you want the tuner to
Pit.
But cannot guarantee what
We

channels are fitted.

5/

TRANSFORMERS
CRT Boost - Transformers.
2V, 4V, 6V, 10V. 13V.
State which required.
18/6 ea.

5/5/6
2/8

4/8/4/4/4/4/4/2/6
1/8
8/6
1/3

4/4/4/-

Henry Duty Output Transformers. 8 ratios from 13 t
to 43:1
, 25 /- es.
Mlgist are Output Trans... 3/9 ea.
Otabdanl Output Trans.
lormere, Multi -match
.. 10 /- ea.
Transistor Driver: 1 -1 CT 10 /- ea.
3.8.1 CT 12 /6 ea.
Transistor Output: 8.6 -1 C"1' 10 / -ea.
9.3 -1 CT 10 / -ea.
Microphone Transformers,
ratio 65 : I ,
..
.. 86/- ea.
:

LP. TRANSFORMERS
16/6 Per pair
16/- per pair
.,

30

1/8

4TPB

2/6

260Ví'
100W
50W

7,00
377

Z719
6AI.5

SAME

6BW7

(4

044
31D6

6F13
6F'13

635

8s7

6P26
6 P88
8119

91)6

1081
10813

¡0PI4

128117
203,2

20Pí

20P3
20P3
251.6
3011
30C13
301.1
SOPLI

30PL13
32
42
43

1/8
2/6

6/6
1/3
41-

6/8
4/4/1/3
1/3

2/e
L/6
2/6
8/6
1/8
2/6

Midget 466 hole

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
..
.
.. 67/6 ea.
.

..

..

.. 20/- ea.

TRANSISTORISED FAULT
FINDER
faults tu be located
(tonelsrs of a two quickly.
transistor. multi- vibrator in a box.
Complete with battery.
32/6
Enables

2/6

0A9

2/6

TRANSISTORS
OC46W 48104773

4/4/4/4/-

41-

4/3/6

6/Si-

5/-

4/4/-

2/6

6/6
6/6
4/-

6/-

3/.

(íA70

3/-

OA79

OCIO
OOPS

0094

OClp116

0C 0

0('1

48/25/11/10/.
8/6
8/6

04)81

TUBES

Rebuilt, famous maker,

!

rescreened and aluminised
70`,90' 110 °. One year's g'tee,

95/ -.

17"

Also 14ín., í5M., 19in, and 23in.

BRAND

Lists,

BOXED VALVES

NEW

-

months' guarantee. Free comprehenReturn of post service.
EY51, EY86, ECL80, PY81, 11141, PY800 . , 7/12

sive lists.

7/6

13Y100, PCC84, PCL82, EF184
PL8I, U25, EF86, PCL84-5, U191,

30C15.. 9/Hundreds of others, also scan coils, line
transformers,
transistors,
diodes,
sec.
P.
BEARMAN, 43 Leicester Road,

New Barnet, Herts.

Bar 1934.

CLOSED CIRCUIT T/V CAMERA.
S.A.E. for itemised price list. AJAX
ELECTRONICS, 572 Fulham Road,
London, SW6.
A

TELEVISION
TUBES
TWELVE MONTHS'

04)85

04:75

0('76

8//0042 18 /00170 17/6
978

l'ERMO:
C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Orders under Li, P. & P. 1 /3.

Arion Television
Masted Road, S.E.IS

NEW

-

BUY DIRECT

12in. Types, now

only

If

MW

X 7152

21

41 -1

in,

.

19ín. latest

23in,

I

IO

FREE

'

-5

1

ALBATROSS
ENGINEERING COMPANY
PWT2. 18 -00 limb Street, GOSBERTO
SPALDING, LINCS.:0os 4681

BUY CHEAPER

15ín,
16in. T 901

!

:-

lo:-

Dept.

available from stock

!

POINTING TROWEL with each ORDER OVER 45/ALL NEW COMPONENTS
T.V. PACK No. 2:- Turret 'fur Chassie, 2 T.9',
Droppers. s Pate. Mains Panel. 8/9. T.V. PACK
No. 4: - Al'. III
Power Unit. 3 Pots ou Panel,
Electrolytics, :i E roily. 14/6. T.V. PACK No. 6:'l'
I
Trap. 90 come and ! PTE Plugs I
rat hod, ra, u. no Pd 7KVDC Cond. 6 /9. RADIO
PACK o.
variable coud., 6 Trimmers, s (oils
nd. QCNBTRl
' PACK
No.
variable Cond.
coils, s Pots, Dropper,
26 Reaietore, 15 Condors. 17/8. PARCEL No, 15:100 eut Resistors. 8 Trimmers, 2 Moe Droppers. 4
Tern. Blocks, 2 Wafer Switches. Id Tag Bede with 52
Components. '2 9' Iv, s, 2 AYO Rectifiers, 260 Sleeves
and Grommets, 19/6. BUMPER PACK No. 17:38o sq. in. Insulating Board, IO Tag Strips 2 HO
Carbon Brushes. 5 'ropcaps 3 Vac elm. parts 36ft.
PVC Sleeving, 17 Tension Springs, 100 Sleeves and
Grommets. 50 Self Tap Screws, 5 Knobs, 18/6.
HARDWARE PACK No. 32: -2s asetd Clamps and
Brackets, 25 Cond Clips, 25 Springs, 25 Self Tap
Scree', 8/6. SOFTWARE PACK No, 41: -1,080
Sleeves and Grommets, 248 sq. in. Felt Tape, 24 L/8
Gauzes 30 Felt Washers, 15 yds. Sleeting, 8 / -.
RESISTANCE PACE No. 71:-50 ww and Carl,
Resistors 15W, 5 Pots, 5 Droppers, meter Shunt, 8 /9.
CONDENSER PACK No. 71: -50 Ceramics, 10 Mies.,
17 Ppr and to Metal Tobe, 5 Eleotrolytles, 9/6.
SWITCH PACK No. 104,
Single Gang, 5-2, 3. 4
Gana Wafer Switches, 10 w'fr Biscuite, 4 gliders,
5 Add -one 10 /6. TAG -STRIP PACK 127: -50 Single.
I11-3w.
-7e 4-9w. 5 -10 and 11 way, 4/9.
SOCKET PACK No. 129: -220 seed Pan mntd: 5 o-a
2 pin Porcelain, 4 -2 amp 2 pin Switched Skis, 6/8.
VALVE HOLDER PACK No. 188: -20 117G. 20
Printed cct types, 5 BOO, 5 MO, 5 asstd, 5 B4
Ceramics 13/8. Sv -0 pin Vibrators 7/9. KNOB:
HANDLE KIT, 30 Knobs, 10 Handle., 8 feet, Sí6.
POCKET VOLTMETERS 0 -15v and 0-150e DC with
Probes. 9/8,
VALVE VOLTMETERS. Grey mettit
ease, 8 Valves, los. Diode Tea Probe 77/6. leu mur
nvtnnt. Please add small amount for P. a P.
S.A.E. List. 1/- Mr Catalogue.

GUARANTEE

17in. Types, now only
ß/8/6/-

GET PLASTERED

TUBES FOR ALL British -made Sets

I4in,

8/3/8/6

Open till 11 p.m. most days,
W
3d. stamp for list or 9d. for full catalogue
Dept. PTA
907

" HEATHK ITS " can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.. 126 Hamilton Road,
Wes: Norwood. SF27. GIPsy Hill 6:66.

CRYSTALS
GENUINE MOLLARD. Boxed
OAS

Dors

stone,

BROAIIFIEI.11, Ndlltl'H 99'KAXIIALL,
4)r, ChlUprnham, {\'ill +.'Cet Marshfield 2811

.

Standard 466 ke /e..

263

INURE.

ME@OTALOR TURRET TUNERS

:

Speakers, Transformers and Chokes
s.a.e. for list. Also new Radio Spares
itcme from stock. ATLANTA RADIO
LTD., 123 Boalrnemmith Road; Park -

G. A. STRANGE

SPECIAL OFFER
12in. G.E.C. 7103
,
10 /- ea.
Personal Callers Only

6/8
4/2/6
2/6
2/6

VP4
W77

each

2/6
8/6

6/4/-

continued)

VALVES and components removed
trom equipment, al! tested, post free.
ECL80 2' -, EF80 1/6, PI,81 '4i -, PY82
4
P1.82 3/ -, PY81 3,6, P0F80 4/8
PCC84 4'6, 10F1 1/ -, 6F1 1/ -, PT15
7/6, T:5 10/ 6A1{5 4/ -. Mullard Optical projection units with tube 65 -,

Hegunned tubes, guaranteed one year.
full range of aerials and fittings, I.T.V.
boosters, valves, brayhead tuners. TV sets,
transistor radios and all electrical appliances. Co -axial cables and house wiring
cables, fluorescent fittings.
All quotations without obligations. Special
terms to the trade and Home Engineers
S,A.E.for Catalogue.

Card of 4W Resiel ors,

gl6
816

811.

RESISTORS

4/-

SETS & COMPONENTS

TUBES -AERIALS-VALVES

`2/6

2/6
4/2/6
2/6

836

8B

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

MULLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE

23q

C

s

3

2

d
6

4

2

6

5

2

6

5

2

6

5

2

6

6

2

6

degree

,r

17

6

12

6

FOR SALE
VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwin Street..
Bradford 1.

EXCEPTIONAL TRANSISTOR Port.,b!e Tape Recorders, value £5/1916,
soplete with crystal microphone
,+rphone, spools, tape, batteries.
.nstructions, presentation box (extra
:apes, 100 ft. 4/61, ideal gift, £5/1918.

tisfaction

Carriage British Railways passenger 12/6.
Deposit 22.12.6 balance, LI monthly.
Allowance on certain old tubes (modern
types) when returned in our Carton.

guaranteed.

Postage

Packing 2/6 TOMLINS, 158 Lewis
Way, New Cross, 8E14.

:.4)m

1.000 TELEVISIONS, all makes. from

working, 10/- not. Callers only
till 6, including Sate. 39 White
horse Lane, Stepney, London.
£3
9

CATHODE RAY TUBES
35

Broomwood Road, St. Paul's Cray,
Kent.
Phone:

Orpington 21285

www.americanradiohistory.com

over 500 modern TV and
radio types; closing workshop. In
clear, £10 the lot. 77 Cranieiih Rd.
Bournemouth.
VALVES

(continued)

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS -CONTACT COOLED
2511 mA 13/8;
14RÁ1.282 ireful,
.,un mA 17/8;
13RA1283 )Fills)) It
71G. 7/6.
350 mA 19/8; EC,. 13 / -.
RECTIFIERS -FIN TYPES
Equivas. (or 11M4 250 v 250 mA, 13/6; R515
250 v., 300 mA. 17/6; 1459,9 400 tuA, 18/6;
14586 16 /6; 14597 19/ -; 14.5100 22/6; 14A949,
20/ -; Lw-7 17/6; LW I5 20 / -; EK6 20 / -.
MULTIMETERS from 39/6.
1

<

Stamped envelope for full latest selection and
bargain offers.
Under £1 P. & P. 6d., over £1 Post Free.
No C.O.U.

DURHAM SUPPLIES

Durham Road. Bradford 8, Yorkshire

WANTED
. EY51,
PCL82,
POI,83, PY81, R19, 30P19, 1125 etc.
Best, cash prices by return. DURHAM

NEW VALVES WANTED
EY86, PJ..81, PCC84, PCP80,

SUPPLIERS, 175 Durham Road. Bradford 8, Yorks.
A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surplus brand new Valves and Transistors. R.H.S., Beverley House.
Manville Terrace, Bradford 7.

SERVICE SHEETS
S.E.S.

EDUCATIONAL

SERVICE SHEETS

FOR SALE
(continued)
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240

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio TV. 5.000
models. List 1 -. S.A.E. inquiries:
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.
SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and
Obsolete Valve.k for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION. lb Shepherd's Bush Road, London W6. Tel:
SHE 8441. Nr Goldhawk Rd. Station.
SERVICE SHEETS (30,0001 8/ each
with S.A.E. DARWIN, 19 George
Street, St. Helens. Lancs.

DISTRIBUTORS is now under
New Management. Try our streamlined service. We supply Service
Sheets for Radios, Televisions, Tape
Recorders. Amplifiers. etc., etc.. by
Return of Post at 4/- each, plus
postage. Send s.a.e. with inquiries.
Last available at 1 ;'6 plus pottage.
Mail Orders Only please to S.P.
DISTRIBUTORS. 44 Old Bond Street.
London WI.
S.P.

-

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television
1925 -1963. Prices from It -.
Free fault -finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries
Catalogue of 6,000 models, I /6.
Special offer of 125 Radio /TV Sheets
covering many popular models, 211-.
All types of modern and obsolete valves.
Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists /enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO

Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

ERVIDE SHEETS for all TV

Radio, including Transistors, Tape
Recorders, Echo Units, Amplifiers.
Record Players and Autochangers
etc-, also various domestic appliances.
List 1/ -. S.A.E. Mail orders only.
SUN ELECTRICAL SERVICES, 38 St.
Georges Road, Hastings.
SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and TV,
4/. each. List 2/ -- All orders dispatched on day received. Also
Manuals for sale and hire. S.A.E.
please. SULTAN RADIO, 29 Church
Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
TRADE SERVICE SHEETS offered
by retired engineer. If I haven't got
it you won't get it! All 4/- each by
return. Please include large S.A.E.
Mail orders only. ETZIONI. 80
Merrion Avenue, Stanmore, Middx-

BOOKS &

PUBLICATIONS

IN
TROUBLE
SET
TV
FIND
MINUTES from that great book The
Servicing,
Receiver
Principles of TV
10/8 all book houses and radio wholesalers. If not in stock from Dept. O

Secretary. 32 Kidmore Road. Caversham, Reading, Berks.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

YOU ARE a self employed TV
Service Engineer wishing to increase
your profits by at least 25% and
receive free technical information,
send s.a.e. for details to BOX No. 36.
IF

THE KING TELEBOOSTER

PRACTI'
INCORPORATED,
THE
TIONERS in Radio & ElectroniOS
I.P.R.E.1 Ltd., Merhberehip Conditions booklet 1/ -. Sample copy -of
I.P.R.E. official Journal 2/- post free.
Dept. C Secretary. 32 Kidmore Road.,
Caversham, Reading, Berks.

Radio

Televisions

tc Elect rviaics

Learn at home with the world's
largest home study organisa-

tion, Brit.I.R.E.; City & Guilds;
Radio Amateurs'
R.T.E.B.,
P.M.G.'s certs., etc. Also Practical Courses with equipment.
All books supplied.
Write for FREE prospectus
stating subjects to

I.C.S.

(Dept. 168), Intertext House,
Parkgate Road, London, S.W.II

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO & T/V Exams and Courses
by Britain's finest home study School

Coaching for Brit., I.R.E.; City and
Guilds Amateur's Licence; R.T.E.B.;
P.M.G. Cert., etc. FREE Brochure
from British National Radio School
Russell St., Reading.

NEW VALVES!
Tested
Guaranteed Set

24-HOUR SERVICE
1R5. 1S5. 1T4, 3S4, 3V4, DAF91, DF91.,
DK91, DL92, DL94. SET of 4, 15/-.
DAF96, DF96, DK96, 13L96. SET of 4, 22/-.
PCF80
5/3
6/DK96
0A2
4/6
PCF82
8/e
DL33
7/105
4/9
PCL82
6/9
DL35
8/3
4/6
1R5
4/9 PCL83 8/6
3/6 DL92
155
PCL84
6/6
5/6
DL94
1T4
2/3
PL36
7/9
DL96
5/6
354
4/9
8/9
EB91
2/- PLO'
3V4
5/6
5/3
EBC41
6/6 PL82
5134G
4/3
5/3
EBF80 6/3 PL83
5Y3GT 4/3
PL84
5/6
EBL21
8/5Z4G
6/9
PY31
'7/8/6K7G
1/3 ECC40
8/6
3/6 PY32
3/6 ECC81
6K8G
5/ ,
4/6 PY80
6Q7G
4/3 ECC82
5/6
ECC83
4/8 PY81
6U7G
7/6
ECC84
5/9 PY82 4/11
6V6G
3/9
5/9
ECC85
6/3 PY83
6X5GT
5/8/6
U25
ECF80
6/12K7GT 3/6
10/6
U26
ECF82 6/6
12K8GT 8/8
5/6
'7/9
UABC80
ECH42
3/6
12Q7GT
7/6
UAF42
ECL80
5/9
12SN7GT 5/6
6/6
UBC41
EF41
8/6
25L6G
4/9
UBFSO
8/EF80
4/35L6GT 6/9
6/6
EF85
4/9 UCC85
35Z4GT 4/6

A
CL33

-

BY THIS -. TO THIS
FROM THIS
available. Very low- noise, transistorised
THE TELEBOOSTER is the only o0,ß of its kind currently
ITV
,:haonels without switching (two super amplifiers for
BBC
and
for
both
booster
printed circuit
grain. Makes viewing possible in
the price of one). Pulls viewable pictures out of background making
chimney room for the new
thereby
difficult fringe areas. Allows the use of indoor aerials,
Works up to 8 sets from one aerial system. No mains connections. Just
UHF 625 -line aerials.
plug between aerial and set and switch on. Fully self- contained. Ideal for DX television.
SPECIFICATIONS
Channels. Any one in Band I (1 to 5) plus any one in Band III (6 to 13).
Voltage Gain (boost). Typical 18dB (8 times) Band I, 14d13 (5 times) Band III.
Noise. Approximately 50% better than valve VHF turret tuner.
Power. Ever Ready PP3 battery, approx. 1m.A consumption only. and ITV channels required.
Prim. 75/6 with battery, (Poet and Packing 2/6 extra). State BBC

times boost on any group of 3

KING FM- BOOSTER also available. Same price and style but 6
or 4 FM stations
FROM GORDON I. KING LIMITED, 6 New Road, Brieham, Devon.

TeL Brixham 2304.

www.americanradiohistory.com

'

P 18/6
8/6

DAC32 7/9
DAF91
3/6
DAF96 5/6
DF33
7/8
DF91
2/3
5/6
DF96
DH77
3/11
'7/9
DK32
01(91
4/8
6/9
DK92

EF89

3/9

EF91
2/9
8/6
EL41
EL84
4/10
EY51
5/9
EY86
5/9
EZ40
5/3
EZ80
416
EZ81
3/9
MU14
4/6
PCC84
5/6
PCC89
7/9

UCH81
UCL82
UCL83
UF41
UF89
UL41
UL84
UU8
UY21
UY41
UY85

7/3
7/9

8/8
6/9
6/3
8/11
6/8
11/6
8/3
4/6
4/-

Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel
Transit 6d. extra
Insured Against Damage in 4/3
extra.
Any C.O.D. Parcel
Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83

OSBALDESTON ROAD,
STOKE NEWINGTON,

LONDON,

N.16

'
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REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE-VIEW!

Each

tube

is

rebuilt with

completely

a

new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

HERE

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the tourney.

12in.

£4.10.0

14in.

£4.15.0

tube is rebuilt with experie ice and
know -how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

15in.

£5. 0.0

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
385 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY.
Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735
DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
6210 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12
Liver -- SL- -Manor Pk. -10 min s.

Phone

i

ILFord

i

6001 /2/3

'

SP RES
Condensers. 100,

Send stamp for free lists.
I01 -.
New Assorted electroPERSONAL CALLERS
lytics & PFs.
T.V.s 51 -. Type 38 sets 151 -. Large
Resistances
100 -5f- Transmitting Valves
51 -.
Tape and
Asst. sizes, watts, grades. player
Cabinets, Sr -.
VALVES 9d. ea. 40-L1 Telephone Multi -line and dials systems

of Valves avail- 25, -.
able.
P.P. on
-4 6d
Tubes various: 2in. to 6in. short or
1,6.
long persistence, some electrostatic.
Brit. & U.S.A. from 51 -.
i'ELEPHONE 1516
1,000's

1

pair

G.P.O.

standard

TELEVISION TUBES

REGUNNED
pattern. House to
Workshop, garage, Guaranteed I Year 21ín.
inter- office,
etc. Ins. and Carr. 1016.
Works off any Add IOr- refundable I7in.
small battery. P. &
on OLD TUBE
P. 4r6.
(110° Tubes in stock.) 15, 14,
12in.
SPEAKERS 719 each.
6in. Bin. 7in. x Ain. Money
back guaranteed.
En-

quire for other sizes.

Ex.
P.P. 213.

mfd. salvage.

TV EXTRAS
AERIALS

251-

Indoor combined.
Complete
with
12ft.

co -ax.

plug.

P.

AERIALS

3516

Loft Combined
with 3 element ITA universal

7916

5916

EX- MAINTENANCE TESTED TUBES

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
36124, 14KP4, 141, 121, 31/74,
and others. Carr. 51 -.

17" £11.10.0
14" £ 7.10.0

and

& P. 216.

99,6

12

months' Full

Written

Guarantee.

BBC

Channels

fitting.

Demonstrations

P. & P. 316.

Co -ax Cabin 6d.
per yd. Plugs 113 ea.

LEGS -Complete
with fittings for
any set. 3516.

for

all

areas.

daily in our Shop,
Personal collection
advised.

Carr.

14in.,
17in., 301-,

201 -

IS

YOU

PAY:

Each

HANDSET

WHAT

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but
breakage.

I7in.

£5. 0.0

2Iin.

£7. 0.0

or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery
Cash

-Discount for Trade-

TELEVISION, TAPE RECORDER &
RADIO COMPONENTS SUPPLIED
LINE

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular types
available brand new, exact replacements, fully guaranteed. A
selection which can be supplied:
PHILIPS 1768 to 17TG100 etc., STELLA
ALSO L.O.T..
8611 to 1007 etc
...
...
...
... 90,Available for
EKCO T164 to 331 etc. (U25 types)
.. SS,- Alba Karma]
FERRANTI T1001 to T1011 etc. (U25 types) 55,EKCO,FERRANTI (U26 and Perspex types) 62,6 Buh Pam
FERCUSON 406 to 606 etc., 6716 306, 303 58,6 tumor Pilot
Deese B.O.D.
PHILCO 1000, 1010 etc. MARCONI
VT[57 etc.
...
...
...
... 67th Defiant Regnete.
PYE V4, V7, V14, VT17, CTM17, etc.
... 56,- G.B.C. Sobel!
HMV 1840 to 1854. 60,- 1865 to 1869,
5816 B.B.
Ultra
1870 to 1921 etc.
...
...
_.
..
67,6 Inviota Murphy
Pos:age & Packing for above L.O.T.s 316. C.O.D. 216 extra.
.

*

*

Also available for all sets
SCAN COILS.
Frame output transformers, line and frame
oscillator trans., width linearity coils, sound output trans., mains
trans.. control knobs, electrolytics. Rectifiers, dual vol. controls,
tuner., channel biscuit coils, etc.
C.R.T.s -Rebuilt with new guns by long established Nat. Co.

Guaranteed 12 months.
MULL ARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE 14ín. E4 7 6 London
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE I7in. E4 IO 0 Callers
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, 21in.
E6 10 0 Only
TAPE RECORDER CHANGER SPARES. Drive belts, heads,
pulleys, motors. styli, etc., for most British and some foreign makes.
TUNER UNITS. Fireball, incremental and turret types
replacement service available.
U.H.F. Tuners, I.F. Panels, etc. For new BBC 2 station.
STANDARD COMPONENTS. Resistors, Capacitors, Electrolytics, Drive Cord, Pilot Lamps, Vol. Controls, Presets, lon
Traps. etc.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS.
Large selection available
inclucing tuner units, loudspeakers, transformers, valves, etc.
Your enquiries invited, prices by return; or prompt despatch C.O.O.

-

MANOR SUPPLIES

64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE,

www.americanradiohistory.com

LONDON, N.W.11
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,
'Phone: CHErrywood 3955
LONDON, S.W.I9.
131

"COMPARE OUR SERVICE WITH ANY OTHER"

For the finest service in the Country. We are open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. --1 p.m. on Wednesdays.
For any information or problems you have, call or phone, we are always pleased to help.
Line output and Scan Coil specialists.
EXAMPLE OF LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS FROM OUR STOCKS.
ALBA -Taut, T304, T394 T4ú4. T494. T504, TIt1974,'ftt9x74 at
:tt.
7'31:5 Rewind.
..
..
at
T :f'!1. 'I'a'!4. TYN.'IT521. T5241'M11.
..
M'l'

7':1:,1.

:

Tab 2. yl'l' :u!, 'l'J :11.'1'432, M1'441,
'1'72 I1'S1. 37111

-11.

<

71í41,'I',:44.

M'í'44'!

-'!

1'. -,.. 'l'!'ul, 'l':I

.

:

I! I7 \. !' :. 931. 93í:i. 934. 9:15, 937 93.',
COSSOR
940, !'1'!. !';'! 1. !143. 931. 946

!1

at
TV36 c
'1'11:O

at
al

DEFIANT

70 /-

1281-

103/9

at

831
841

939I'

DYNATRON -All early models ttewinde TV35 't C01
EECO 'I 2 ,, TI 209, T209 1, T221, T2:41, 7431 F. T219
11424 p327
'1'1237 1,'I`!9:í. T2,4. T211:I 'Pill,

57/9
57/9

et

at
945, 94:1:. 94!'
DM I. 1112 4', DM3, 1M4, 14M4,1'. DMS. l'M 14. DM 17
DECCA
at
.
444, 5,15, 11M55
at
DM35. ÚM45. DM21 /1.. DMG'!I. 1)M22 /C

all Rewinds only

44/9
51/9

28/-

sL

;1x A

i5 /-

70110

at

BEETHOVEN -B106. ISIU'1 Ir!u,
BUSH TI 32. 7\'33. 7'I 1,31A. T 33, T\'36, T1'1:31í,
'11TV43, T'x'S3, 'l'\ :,1i. TV57, Tl'a5,, M59,
TV1;6,'1'\'63, TV66,'1' 1'67, Rewind or Exchange 1'0ít
'1'1G6ä, 5169, TIIG69, Rewind or Exchange [nit
..
7'Vx0
..
..
TV96
-.
..
-.
T\'7:, Rewimi Only
1

at
:.t

4917

at

7216
7418

52/6

1'1'23
'1':134:-

'í'I

.'t
31' T331, '1'1'1;;137
at
TM I4272. T344,'1':444 F. T34S T3431", T3,-11í
at
'1'131!.'1':113, t31314. 7B11á
EMERSON- E71111, 0701, 0704. 14705, fort 11 Rama, 1:707. F:7O9,
at
mot
P7111, 1:711. These are supplied as an exe. t,,
n,1 miltENGLISH ELECTRIC All these coini1.111e11t, a
exchange
í'oils and line output. although some w, call d

5.2/8

881-

73/9
5218

n

iI

1,3n9í9.

FERGIISON

I::,1',

1:;1'1'.

lVl'l'
'1'34'l'

,I'

451'(

4.x'1'
1

13'1'. í's5'1', 14!'1',

at

1437. 11:,7' 9n:'I' !'!11'r, !19'!7,
_

!ii. T,
0'l'

_

'.51
11

I

'77', 315T 317T

.

"t

88/9

al.

at

8619
5216
6919

at

91/5

at

441ïí 997T 99ST

!

203T '1u4'í. 1(I5'í, 2007. 2147, 2:íS1' 2367,'1í4T 241ï I'

:d

.4iu,'l'

4isil' 4o9T, 116T, 436T. 4:t9T. 40íT

407'1'

1

xl
..
11'
FERRANTI 141'7. 14T3, 14T3F. I4T4. 14T41- 14T.í- I4Tri
17K3, 170::1'. I7T3. 17731. I7K4, 171:41'. 170:,, 17403
174041 17 KO. 179K5. 174K3, 17'1'4. 17'1'41' 177:, 17 "í1i
al
'l'hree are supplied at norms only
20T4D, 21E'í, 21 K6V. í'2K3, 2414. It
are re alods m
xehange :nits
at
T1001,' ion2, 710021, T1004, T1005, TIol
:at.
'1'1:12, T1023. Tlie.44, T1027
123 I. 1t1'12:!, IST1252A, BT174li. 1í'l'1749. ItT225l.
G.E.C.
It'l':'4-. 15'1':,:447,
Ií'1`!74511. 1í'f'!747.
1IT'474 :1.
KT'_,74b
All
It'1'S349, IS'l'.51;4:4, 1S'1'.561:11í, ItT9'.44:,. IIl.J41I. tll'x1; It
these are -upldle4 ,.n I.'.-han4e 1'1111 I,a,1117',74'!. It"f11."i. It'rl ::.-,4, tlr l:4. It'C- '1.15. 14'1' 914!1. I1' l',_'t - :0
H.M.V... I824, I9'4A. N3241t 1x23. 192. 1,26A, 1927, I9.27A.
1;

_

I

lit

I,

1929.
^.1,29A
1940, 1941, 1442. 1,4:4. 1444, 1945, 1446.

1.65. b1í9
I, -o. 1,71. 1,72. 147:1 1974. 1475. 1b71í
INVICTA '1'11x, 7119. 1'P!0
T1

-,

II

"í'l'!3, 'f 123. Tí25, T133. 7134
237,

::í7.
\1'í!1i

1,47. 194,

67/6
67/8

57/9
9115
57/9
8119

at
at

MARCONI

..
..
..
..
All types available, some are rewinds.

..

set

,;,

,rn-

..

54I1n4141, VC153

V'í'153 4Tí33. 17176
1'1'157. V
70. V F1.59. VTI60
I

..

..

..
-

..

..
..

at
at
at

can t,e snpplled

,

V31Ú, V3_0, V350. V470 to V540 inclusive
et
at
1'410, V420
All :parse available. Prices on request, 6.Á.F.
at
PAM- -!IOx. 9110, 952. 9 :,3, 9_y
J
..
..
754. 764, 71í:r1 u
al.
l.% 517. 5ITA. 517(,
517P 521. 531CA, 5214F.
501, 5111A,
at
5'11 F. 51í0F
With IN VII TA, l'AM r I'VE spares please state serial

al

64/8
88 /61/5

1019
10'11, 10.23
..
16011, IH10
1960. 1961. 1966, 2160

..

..

..

..

1021-

104/3
121/6
87/8
52/8
91/5

at

at
at

2161

at
r are available, .3w' hello' ! xeh :'ere 3:í1x
imis Udder motels). Please ,nil t A. N. I..r ,lnotalien o
I,a listed.
\'s4 Ef. Tv,,2 /i2
PILOT 1\' 76. '1'1'76, í'V77. í'V'4, 7\'x4,
DD1s7 IV,7, '1'\'x7, 1)1)C,t7 :12, (4\'47;12. '(\'97'12. These
at
nn {í11íc,1 at inserts only
at
TV94. t íP97, TV97. These are supplied as Inserts only
at
11111'. III, 117. TVI117
All other types available. lances on request
POHTADYI4E -A11 types are rewind only
PYE -V14, V14C', V4, VT'4, V7, 5T7
at
Luxury 17 series
-.
17TCI)1s 1.417.14171, 1'9171, ('1417(1, C'rM17F. Crems,
4'MT177'. 1K"17. 1' \5'171', 1M'17 F', C'N"17 F'
at
..
1'TM174, 1'4'174 V, 1W174
-.
at
I
í'M'!14', 1' \1 \1'21?. 1'1'1.
at
..
at
l "f 51"1
'1'1'!11 D, 1"C 11'!11 V'r'l1. VT2lCD ..
191ï_'M, 1!167. 196731

îe18
82 /-

-

.

.

_

:'Il

set

\110, 1'\'110, V3009, OOO F, Vino: V3101, V210
\ ^1'211, \130, V410, V130 V510, V7:í0. V600Á ..
V700 PIN0. 7x6740.
..
V700 I'No 7111374 or V700 PIN:. 7.,2643
..
V700Á PIN.. 7,!740
Vî 001.BÁ t' ,No718374
V930Á, \'n3OLRA, \'71OÁ
..
..
..
_

V2101.11
at
..

..

set.

..

at

..
..

at
at

_

Vî00 U. 71UD, 8301)

Model

Model I.

at
at

710,

fill.

,.

1110..

..

..

..

..
..
..
..

..
..

..

at
at
at
at
at

..
..
..
..
9(370 ..
at
..
..
Val7, V915. V917. These are exchange

51114, Si '24. SC270,

ULTRA

0:ítí

14 -S ;t,

\'014.

V,lli.

VP14 -5;{,

\ -Iñ -Iì0,

\'1750,

+

ia

w Ilí71ï
l
6,

..

517

.,

\'17,::4. 1 17,1.1. \''1.511, \'21 -52. \'!1 -511
V17-714 V17 -71, 117 -72. V17 -73, V17 -74. V17.75
-w1 V17 -,1, 5 1292. \'17 -93 ..
..

6716

,
f
9115

92/6
81/5
72/3
4;/6
8518

..

All 4o-.,í1, can

13

..

..

441441 -

63/11

70I52/8
66/881 -

87/8
87/6

57/9
5719

72/6
42/9
61/9
42/9
59/9
5918

42/9
5919

supplest on the above Ultra range.

114I3816
1191 B1

/-

87/9

879
1

81/68 /97/6

et

60 /7218
8113
70 /-

This list of line outputs is the most comprehensive and up -to -date yet published by anyone, if you do not see what you
Send S.A.E. all enquiries, and remember
require, we may still hold this in our stocks, or if not we can rewind it for you
All goods if in stock will be despatched the same day.

...

THE ABOVE LISTED ITEMS ARE BRAND NEW & SUBJECT TO

.

3

MONTHS GUARANTEE

OUR STREAMLINED RE -WIND SERVICE IS NOW ONLY 7 DAYS
Send S.A.E. for free list of valves, and quality re -built CRT's at bargain prices
TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S and S; Coils, 31 -. C.O.D.,

www.americanradiohistory.com

St -,

I
(I

f,
,

83/6
80/9

at

0

38/8

at

at
at

,

6319

at

\'It 1752. VI753 VIi60,

\'tIt7171

A

57/9

l

SOBELL -7417. Tä17.
7!1.T1í{1', 721L1', T211

A

8718

M,x1el 11,

at
Model I:'
(Other l'ye spares quotation n request 9. A.0 please. When
ordering PSe sparer please state RIO, d el N'o. and atrial No.
:.
also slaty if printed
red r1:í1.
R AYMOND All 9. coilra
r
Line outputs are rewind only
REGENTONE- All early models rewind ur exchange unit.
at
T14 111 -01r rewind at 70/ -1
..
..
..
at
10 -4 and 1017 supplied at insert ..
..
..
R.G.D.- DF :01'17'fM F. IPI'1111!I rewind only

!

82/-

I

TIt1,
97/3

at

All /'bile/ spar

'í'P4147. '1'174
7'171, T171t. T172
10819

81 /8718

,

:Mier awl maker's part windier.
PETO SCOTT I44Á. TK16, I74Á, TVI416, T1418. 71419,
TV 17 PL Tv 17t9, T11720. 'Cher'. are supplied as inserts only at
at
PHILCO- lUU(I, igie ..
..

1'62(1 A,

al.

..

..
..
..

52/6
88/

at

..

í'\'4u
t /Ví'20, QVP30
l'V ill:, l' \'íW9

3818

at

uun,l,er ,,ail maker's fart number.
KOLSTER BRANDES All types available. some of these are
ii winds
11i1'
at
I'VP311. Royal Star
at
t4Vlul1.111' 20.(,/1'30
.,
..
..
..

glue

a Exchange /'nil flan.
at
McMICHAEL- -MI4T. MI7T. M1713'
at
51'!l'l'..M'!ITI t'. 51'!!1', M2 :141 F'l', M721. M77HFC.
All types available, .artier Models. Item O'd or Exchange Dnita.
at
MURPHY -240.250
..
..
..
..
\2,11, V28U
at
..
..

V2011. V0001.11

al

..
..
..
+3..
at
:i,, :,:t!1
I\x'111'A, l'AM rr. PVE spares {Irxee state serial

^'caf.

9115

90/.
09/9

at
at
at

..

57/9

91/5

'l

at

..

95/5

MASTERADIO -All types can I, rewound t

